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Source: http://www.depont.nl/en/collection/artists/artist/werk_id/405/werkinfo/1/kunstenaar/viola/  
This artwork represents flow at different moments a day. The windows in each panel represent 
interventions from the outside realm into the inside world. These interventions may seem small from 
the outside perspective, but might have an enormous inside impact. Pointing to the supervisor’s flow 
paradox: avoiding a decreased flow due to enhancing their teachers’ flow requires small 
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Summary  
 
There are no studies known on flow interventions by supervisors of Dutch secondary schools to enhance the 
flow of their teachers. Yet, in the higher educational context, Steele and Fullagar (2009) claim that professors 
can enhance college students’ flow by (1) provision of feedback and (2) support for autonomy. However, 
Steele and Fullagar (2009) do not distinguish between the three flow dimensions as e.g. (Bakker, 2005, p. 26) 
does in the educational context in music schools. He describes three core aspects of flow: Absorption,  
enjoyment and intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, Steele and Fullagar (2009) do not include Bakker’s (2005) 
claim that flow is contagious, which means that flow of supervisors and teachers go together well. In addition, 
they do not differentiate between levels of feedback as do Hattie and Timperley (2007) do: Task, process , self-
regulation (action)  and self (thinking) level. Finally, they do not discrimate the degree of tentavity in feedback 
(Barunek & Rynes, 2010) and references to positive emotions (Bono and Ilies (2006).  
 
The objective of this investigation is to offer more clarity on the two claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009) in 
the context of Dutch secondary schools on supervisors’ interventions to enhance their teachers’ flow and to 
include , Steele and Fullagar (2009)’s omissions. Seven supervisors participated in this investigation. They 
were connected in VIA-scholen, a partnership of eleven secondary schools in the centre of the Netherlands, 
and part of a voluntarily learning network provided by BeteoR.3 Every supervisor selected one teacher of their 
team as participant for this investigation. The self-selection of the participants is appropriate in this 
investigation as a diary completion requires high commitment (Poppleton et al., 2008). The seven supervisors 
filled out a flow interventions’ diary booklet for five arbritary days from September 2 until October 6, 2015, the 
intervention period of this investigation. They could report a day when they had conducted flow interventions. 
These seven supervisors and one of their teachers filled out flow, feedback and autonomy questionnaires in  
line with the study by Steele and Fullagar (2009); yet, now before and after the flow intervention period. 
 
The main thesis question of this thesis is: Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers and 
their own flow by the provision of feedback and support for autonomy and if so, by which kinds of interventions? 
This main question includes four sub questions:   
 
1. Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ flow (and its dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation), provision of feedback and support for autonomy experiences 
according to these teachers? 
2. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ provision of feedback and/or the 
support for autonomy experiences in the perceptions of the supervisors? 
3. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions on their teachers enhanced their own flow (and its 
dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation)? 
4. Which kinds of interventions have the highest or lowest effect on flow enhancing, as reported by the 
supervisors in their diaries?  
 
Findings   
 
1. Supervisors’ flow interventions resulted in significant correlations between their teachers’ flow, 
especially on its dimensions absorption and enjoyment, while they maintained the significant 
correlation between flow and motivation from the period before the intervention period. 
Furthermore, these interventions created a significant correlation between the provision of feedback 
and support for autonomy. However, these interventions did not create a siginificant correlation 
between flow (or one of its dimensions) and/or the provision of feedback and support for autonomy. 
In addition, the teachers’s autonomy experiences significantly decreased as indicated by the their 
questionnaires. 
2. The flow interventions did not result in a significant correlation between flow and the provision of 
feedback, while these interventions significantly decreased support for autonomy as pointed out by 
the supervisors’ questionnaires.   
3. Effectively enhancing teachers’ flow by supervisors significantly correlated with a decreased 
supervisors’ flow as disclosed by integrating the findings of the supervisors’ and their teachers’ 
questionnaires. 
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4. The most effective flow enhancing supervisors predominantly reported to employ feedback at the task 
and self-regulation level, and personal, tentative dialogues with limited references to positive 
emotions. The least effective supervisors especially stated to use feedback at a self-level and to pose 
questions in enhancing their teachers’ flow experiences as disclosed by the diaries; finally, the 




From a teachers’ experience, the school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced associating flow and its 
dimensions absorption and enjoyment, while they maintained the relationship between flow and motivation 
from the period before the intervention period. The interventions connected feedback and autonomy in the 
teachers’ experience, while they did not in the supervisors’ perceptions. These interventions did not link flow 
(or one of its dimensions) and/or the provision of feedback and support for autonomy from the teachers’ 
perspective. The interventions decreased the teachers’ support for autonomy experiences in the supervisors’ 
perceptions, while they did not from the teachers’ perspective. Next, enhancing teachers’ flow resulted in a 
decreased supervisors’ flow in their perceptions. Finally, the flow interventions were focussed on the provision 
of feedback. The provision of feedback before a task was conducted was more effective as were personal, 
limited positive emotional and tentative feedback styles. While feedback on task and process levels enhanced 




The claim by Steele and Fullagar (2009) that ‘flow is enhanced by the of feedback and by support for 
autonomy’ in the higher educational context of professors and college students was transferred on the 
‘provision of feedback’ to the secondary educational context of school supervisors and teachers, while it was 
not on ‘support for autonomy’. Furthermore, the findings of this thesis contradicted the claim by Bakker 
(2005) in the context of the educational domain in secondary education that flow is contageous, as the 
teachers’ flow enhancement resulted in  decreased supervisors’ flow. However, this investigation only included 
a group of seven supervisors and one of their teachers, selected by these supervisors themselves. Thus, these 
implications should be seen as preliminary. Yet, as these implications seem to falsify the core of the current 
flow theory, further research is recommended. Finally, additional research should include the measurement of 
the supervisors’ perceptions of their teachers flow.  
 
A primary provisory practical implication is that school supervisors by enhancing their teachers’ flow, might 
focus on the task level on feedforward: performance information provided before a task is conducted. 
Furthermore, it appears that these supervisors might direct this feedforward primarily at the self-regulation 
level such as self-monitoring and -reflecting of their teachers on their teaching, and on their conversations 
with pupils and their preparations for classes. In this way viable lessons might be established. In addition, 
supervisors are recommended to provide feedback in personal, tentative dialogues about the feelings of a 
person in relation to work. Most of all, these supervisors should be aware of the flow paradox: enhancing their 
teachers’ flow might decrease their own flow. However, small interventions and tentative approaches in the 
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Preface 
 
When I grew up, I loved making drawings and taking photographs. I kept making drawings and pictures at the 
secondary school. When I finished secondary school, I obtained for the Art Academy in Arnhem and got my 
degree in fine art and education. Enthusiastic people surrounded me and I discovered people who were 
reaching flow and were engaged in their work. I was curious and at the same time enthusiastic, to find this 
flow outside of an Art Academy.When I started teaching at a secondary school, I met teachers with more and 
with less flow with the pupils during their lessons. As a supervisor, I got interested in how teachers can be 
encouraged to reach flow. Positive outcomes of the teachers I perceived to be flowing, were pupils who liked 
their lessons and personally continuously improved their lessons by asking for feedback.  
 
After finishing the courses before the start with my thesis, I choose for the OD-MP thesis theme because of 
my interests for change and the different opportunities for collecting data. The OD-MP thesis theme 
document asked me: “What do I want to tell the ‘world’?” This question made me think about what motivated 
me, what I wanted to tell others based on my implicit knowledge. I enjoy my work as a middle manager in a 
secondary school for general education, because of the many possibilities I have to motivate and increase 
enthusiasm among people. I conducted a systems constellation on January 11, 2014 to clear my subject. The 
systems constellation is a connecting part in the OD-MP thesis theme. It showed me, my fascination for flow 
transcends my interest in creativitiy and work engagement. I wondered how people reach flow and get to feel 
motivated and inspired. Because of these interests, this writing was directed at enabling supervisors to 
enhance their teachers’ flow experiences. I currently think of my vocation as enabling my team members to 
reach flow. 
 
Great thanks to: 
 
- My flow colleague supervisors for filing out the questionnaires and the diary booklets 
- The teachers in  the team of my colleagues for filling out the questionnaires 
- My colleagues Henk Merkus and Tineke Hoekstra for participating in the pre-investigation 
- Willem van Nugteren for his help with the quantitative data 
- Colleague students Marina Bosman, Marijke Eggengoor, Kees-Jan van Lier, Erik Rosema and 
Leroy van der Zwan from the OD-MP for their interest in my investigation and their feedback 
- The Pre-master students of the Open University and especially William van Zanten for his 
valuable comments 
- Translators of the questionnairs: Tijmen Idema, Sander Grégore and Elisabeth Clayton. 
 
Furthermore, I am especially obliged to:  
- Wim Jurg who supported me and was willing to answer to al my questions and learned me a lot 
about conducting scientifically sound qualitative and quantitative research 
- Bé Albronda for reviewing my thesis 
- Tijmen for his love and patience for arranging time for studying and waiting until I am finished 
- Elisabeth for waiting befor her mother can spend more time with her 
- My parents Harry and Dineke, and Liesbeth and Evert for supporting and helping Tijmen en 
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1 Introduction  
 
The knowledge domain of this thesis is ‘Flow,’which is a part of the Organizational Development (OD) field. 
This thesis is the final Master at the Department Organization in the Faculty Management, Sciences & 
Technology at the Open University in the Netherlands. This Department distinguishes several thesis themes. 
This thesis is part of the theme ‘Organizational Development from a Multidimensional Perspective’ (OD-MP), 
(OUNL, 2014). The thesis theme OD-MP focuses on integrating the findings of quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies. This introduction describes the knowledge domain (1.1), thesis relevance (1.2), thesis problem 
(1.3), case description (1.4) and overview (1.5).  
 
1.1 Knowledge domain ‘Flow’ 
 
Flow is a short time, acute absorption in a specific kind of activity, while there is no awareness of time (Steele 
& Fullagar, 2009). It is a state in which an individual is fully functioning by using existing skills, while tackling 
the optimal challenges in an activity (Asakawa, 2010, p. 205). To experience flow is not something easy that 
will befall any person; it always comes with an activity and commitment (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999a, p. 65). Flow 
includes three dimensions: (1) Absorption, being totally immersed in an activity; (2) enjoyment, being happy 
with the quality of working life; and (3) intrinsic motivation, conducting work-related activity with inherent 
pleasure and satisfaction  Bakker (2008, p. 400). These three dimensions are usually included in flow research 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1999a, p. 18; Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2002, p. 89; Ullén et al., 2012, p. 168).  
 
Flow arises from the area of Positive Psychology (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000, p. 5). The aim of 
Positive Psychology is to reframe psychology from the preoccupation of preparing for the worst things in life to 
building positive qualities and contributing to happiness. Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000, p. 5) argue 
that flow allows individuals, communities and societies to flourish. Bakker (2005, p. 28), Demerouti et al. 
(2012, p. 276) and Salanova et al. (2006, p. 14) put forward that teachers who reach flow at their work become 
more dedicated; the more they experience flow, the more intense the following flow experiences. 
Csikszentmihalyi (1999a, p. 205) contends that theoretically every job can create flow. However, supervisors 
generally focus on productivity and teachers on salaries, security and safety. Csikszentmihalyi points out that 
organizations should enhance teachers’ flow.  
 
Positive Psychology is part of the Organizational Development (OD) field as one of contributions of OD is 
helping to focus attention on the social and psychological aspects of change (Worren et al., 1999, p. 278). Flow 
focuses on human strengths rather than weaknesses. Schools not only have to recruit talented teachers, but 
also inspire and motivate these teachers to employ their full capabilities at work. They need people who are 
energetic and proactive (Schaufeli, 2013, p. 3, p. 2). However, no studies have been found on whether flow 
interventions by supervisors in Dutch secondary schools enhanced the flow of the teachers they supervised. 
Yet, Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 6) claim that college students’ flow can be enhanced by (1) provision of 
feedback and (2) support for autonomy by professors. They conceptualize feedback as direct and clear 
information on the effectiveness of the performance and autonomy as a self-determined motivational state.  
 
1.2 Relevance  
 
Baarda and Goede (2006, p. 25) distinguish theoretical and practical relevance. Theoretical relevance denotes 
the importance of a study for a particular knowledge field,4 while practical relevance refers to the usefulness of 
the information for the expected solution of a problem (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 25).  
 
Subsection 1.1. revealed that the body of knowledge on flow should be extended. This kind of extension is 
referred to as application spotting (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2011, p. 30). However, Steele and Fullagar (2009)’s  
claims that college students’ flow can be enhanced by (1) provision of feedback and (2) support for autonomy 
by professors, do not take into account the three flow dimensions described by Bakker (2008): Absorption, 
enjoyment and intrinsic motivation. This is an important gap as these three dimensions are generally 
distinguished. Therefore, this investigation includes these three dimensions. This gap is referred to as neglect 
spotting (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2011, p. 30): an important theoretical aspect has been ovelooked.  
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Furthermore, Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 19) suggest further research on the provision of different kinds of 
feedback to enhance flow. This kind of suggestion is also referred to as neglect spotting: an important area has 
been under-researched (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2011, p. 30). This investigation follows this suggestion by 
including the four levels of feedback employed by Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 81). Hattie and Timperley 
conceptualize feedback as performance information provided by e.g. a teacher. Their four feedback levels are 
presented in Display 1. 
 
Display 1 Feedback levels (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 87) 
Task level  Process level Self-regulation level Self-level 
Grain understanding 
of tasks performed5  
Main process needed to 
understand/perform tasks 
Self-monitoring, directing 
and regulating of actions 
Personal evaluations (usually 
positive) and praise about 
student. 
 
In addition, this investigation explores whether a LIWC analysis of the diaries casts a new light on the provision 
of feedback. The LIWC analysis is a connecting part in the OD-MP theme of which thesis is part. LIWC 
(Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) is a computerized text analysis program that classifies texts in 
psychological categories on a word-by-word basis, in an objective and automated way (Zijlstra et al. (2004, p. 
273). The focus is on the degree of tentavity in feedback (Barunek & Rynes, 2010) and references to positive 
emotions (Bono and Ilies (2006, p. 322). 
 
On a practical level, this investigation offers a solution for enhancing teachers’ flow by providing feedback and 
supporting autonomy during for example a performance appraisal or other encounters such as practice 
sessions. 
 
1.3 Thesis problem 
 
A thesis problem consists of an objective, a main question and sub questions (Jurg, 2010, p. 7). First, the thesis 
objective is presented (1.2.1.). Next, the thesis questions are presented (1.2.2).  
 
1.3.1 Thesis objective 
 
The thesis objective clears wat is intended to be reached in the thesis (Baarda et al., 2005, p. 30). The objective 
of this thesis is presented in Diplay 2. 
 
Display 2 Thesis objective 
Thesis objective 
Disclosing whether school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers and their own flow by provision of 
feedback and support for autonomy and if so by which kinds of interventions. 
 
1.3.2 Thesis questions 
 
In this thesis the main question consists of four sub questions, which together answer the main question. The 
main question is presented in Display 3. 
Display 3 Main question 
Main question 
Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers and their own flow by providing feedback and 
supporting autonomy and if s, by which kinds of interventions? 
 
Subquestions reflect the line of inquiry. The questions are accompied by a presentation of different types of 
used sources and the crosswalk between them to answer the main question Yin (2014, p. 18). The first 
subquestion covers the the flow experiences of the teachers and the second to fourth questions deal with  the 
supervisors’perceptions. The second question regards their perceptions of the feedback and/or autonomy 
experiences  of their teachers  and the third question considers their own flow experiences. The fourth 
question covers the interventions the most and least effective supervisors report in their diaries. Thus, the 
main question is divided in the following four subquestions presented in Display 4: 
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Display 4 Thesis subquestions 
Thesis subquestions 
1 Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ flow (and its dimensions absorption, 
enjoyment and motivation), provision of feedback and support for autonomy experiences according to these 
teachers? 
2 Have these supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ provision of feedback and/or the support for 
autonomy experiences in the perceptions of the supervisors? 
3 Have these supervisors’ flow interventions on their teachers enhanced their own flow (and its dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation)? 
4 Which kinds of interventions do the most and least effective flow enhancing supervisors report in their diaries?  
 
1.4 Case study 
 
For investigating real-life phenomena in their context, a case study is a suitable research strategy (Yin, 2014, p. 
14). This case study covers a revelatory single case study: a real-world situation that social scientists had not 
been able to study in the past (Yin, 2014, p. 42). This investigation is revelatory as a study on school 
supervisors’ interventions to enhance their teachers’ flow was not conducted in the past as far as is known. It 
was possible in this investigation, as the investigator collaborated with ten other supervisors in a voluntarily 
learning network provided by BeteoR6 as part of a partnership of eleven secondary schools in the middle of the 
Netherlands (VIA-scholen is).7 This group included eleven supervisors who met sixteen times in two years at 
different loactions. The eleven partnering schools were self-governing, but collaborated on recruitment, 
training and courses, common communities for job classification and on networks HRM, personnel and 
organization.  
 
1.5 Thesis overview 
 
Chapter 2 presents the literature review on the key claims investigated covering flow and its three dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation as well as its enablers’ feedback and autonomy. Chapter 3 describes 
the methodology. Chapter 4 sets out the findings and chapter 5 evaluates these findings. 
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2 Literature 
 
The critical assessment of the body of flow literature identified its major weaknesses. This chapter discloses 
whether the core literature grounds the claims Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7) on the impact of providision of 
feedback and support for autonomy on flow. It follows the Grounded Theory Literature Review Method by 
Wolfswinkel et al. (2013, p. 2), covering five stages to clarify what is relevant for this review: the define, search, 
select, analyze and present stage. The define stage defines the selection criteria. The search stage goes into 
the literature database based on the defined criteria. The select stage leads to the core literature examined 
(Wolfswinkel et al., 2013, p. 5). The analyze stage reviews this literature employing the constant comparison 
method based on Whittemore and Knafl (2005, p. 550-551): First, extracted data are compared item by item so 
that similar data are categorized and grouped together. Second, data displays are created to enable a 
comparison.Finally, the present stage shows the review.  
 
In line with Ghauri and Grønhaug (2005, p. 52)8, four reviews are distinguished in this investigation: an 
integrative, theoretical, conceptual and methodological review. The integrative review reveals whether the 
claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7) are supported by the core literature (2.2). The theoretical review 
includes the similarities and differences between the conceptual models of Steele & Fullagar and those in the 
core literature to clarify whether the claims by Steele and Fullagar are contextly similar to the core literature 
(2.3). The conceptual literature review relates the key concepts to clear whether the claims of Steele and 
Fullagar are based on similar conceptualizations (2.4). The methodological review compares the 
methodologies employed by Steele & Fullagar to the core literature to reveal whether a limited degree of 
support of these claims might be due to methodological differences (2.5). Finally, an overview is presented 
(2.6). This review method was also applied by e.g. Van Petegem (2014) within the research theme 
‘Organizational Development from a Multidimensional Perspective’ (OD-MP). However, the order of the 
reviews was changed to improve its logic to readers. These reviews can only come into play after relevant core 
literature is identified (Boell & Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2014, p. 261). Thus, this chapter start with the core 
literature (2.1).  
 
2.1 Core literature 
 
This section presents the findings of the define, search and select stage by Wolfswinkel et al. (2013, p. 4): (1) 
Define criteria for inclusion/exclusion; (2) identify the appropriate ‘fields’ of knowledge; (3) precise formulation 
of the search terms described by Wolfswinkel, et al. (2011, p. 4). Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 6) measure the 
experience of flow and the three dimensions (absorption, enjoyment and motivation) and the influence on 
flow and the three dimensions by provision of feedback and support for autonomy. Thus, the search terms are 
‘flow,’ feedback’ and ‘autonomy’. Display 5 presents the inclusion/exclusion citeria, the appropriate resources 
and the specific search terms.  
  
Display 5 Criteria define stage based on Wolfswinkel et al. (2013, p. 49)  
Step Sub step Cirteria 
Criteria for inclusion/ 
exclusion 
Publications Journal articles 
Impact factor Impact Factor Information released in June 
2013 (compiled by Herman Aguinis9) 
Time frame January - June 2015 
Sorted on relevance First three hits 
Appropriate resources Internet Google scholar 
Specific search terms Search terms on flow claims Flow, feedback, autonomy 
Search terms including flow and diary Flow, experience, diary, interventions. 
 
Display 6 shows the articles, titles, journals where the articles are published, the words used to define the 
criteria with the search strategy, the impact factors of the journals and the forward and backward citations 
based on Google Scholar at June 2015. The backward citation gives information about the time the research 
was published and it tells what sources, ideas and theories have shapend and influenced the researcher. The 
forward citation gives information about wheter the article was cited by the authors while cited.10 
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Display 6 Authors, years, articles selected, titles, journals, impact factors and forward and backward citations 








2009 Facilitators and outcomes of 
student engagement in a 
college setting 
The Journal of 
psychology 
4.758 85 19 
Bakker 2005 Flow among music teachers 
and their students: The 




2.360 313 94 
Demerouti 
et al. 
2009 Work‐related flow and energy 
at work and at home: A study 




3.626 43 18 
Salanova 
et al. 
2006 Flow at work: evidence for un 
upward spiral of personal and 




1.77212 302 16 
 
Thus, Steele and Fullagar (2009) are compared to Bakker (2005), Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. 
(2006) concerning their concepts and methodologies on flow and their claims regarding the influence of 
feedback and autonomy on flow. The four articles come from four different journals. The article of Steele and 
Fullagar (2009) show the highest impact factor (4.758) and Salanova et al. (2006) the lowest impact (1.772). 
Bakker (2005) is scientifically most important as it has shows most forward  and backward citations ((313 and 
94, respectively). Demerouti et al. (2012) is least important as it has the lowest forward and backward citations 
(43 and 18, respectively). 
 
2.2 Integrative review  
 
This integrative review benchmarks the claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009) with the core literature.  
Display 7 presents the two claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) compared with Bakker (2005), 
Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006). 
 
Display 7 Claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) 
 Claims 13 Bakker 
(2005, p.38) 
Demerouti 
et al. (2012) 
Salanova et 
al. (2006) 
C1 Supervisors’ feedback is positively 
related to teachers’ flow 
Supported Not studied Not studied 
C2 Supervisors’ support for autonomy is 
positively related to teachers’ flow  
Supported Not studied Not studied. 
 
The two claims by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) are supported by Bakker (2005),while Demerouti et al. 
(2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) did not study these two claims. 
 
Display 8 presents an overview of the major inferences by Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006).  
 
Display 8 Major inferrences by Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006)  
Studies  Major inferrences  
Bakker (2005) (p. 38) Job resources14 had predictive value for the frequency of flow 
Demerouti et al. (2012) (p. 282) The more participants were intrinsically motivated and enjoyed 
their work on a specific day, and the more they detached from work 
when being at home, the more vigorous they felt at bedtime 
Salanova et al. (2006)  (p. 14) Work-flow is influenced by job recourses. 
 
While Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) claim that supervisors’ feedback and autonomy are positively related to 
teachers’ flow, Bakker (2005, p. 37) inferred that job rescourses influence work-flow, Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 
283) that two dimensions of flow (enjoyment and motivation) have a relationship with vigor at home and 
Salanova et al. (2006, p. 14) that job resources lead to work-flow. 
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2.3 Theoretical review 
 
The theoretical review presents relationships between concepts (Randolph, 2009, p. 2). This section focuses on 
the relationships among the key concepts flow, feedback and autonomy: the conceptual models (Miles, et al., 
2014, p. 20). Subsections 2.3.1 to 2.3.4 present the conceptual models of Steele and Fullagar (2009),  Bakker 
(2005), Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006), respectively. 
 
2.3.1 Conceptual model Steele & Fullagar (2007) 
 
The conceptual model of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7) is presented in Figure 1. This conceptual model is 
constructed on the results reported by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 14). 
 
 
Figure 1 Conceptual model based on Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 9) 
Legenda: the red lines indicate a negative significant relationship and the green line a positive one. 
Figure 1 shows that providing feedback and experienced supervisor support at autonomy to students leads to 
flow. Furthermore, its shows that next to autonomy and feedback, role clarity leads to flow. It also shows that 
flow is an intermediate variable leading to physical well being as the end variable.  
 
2.3.2 Conceptual model Bakker (2005) compared to Steele & Fullagar (2007) 
 
The conceptual model designed by Bakker (2005, p. 36) is presented in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 Conceptual model Bakker (2005, p. 36) 
Legenda: the blue lines indicate an average relationship and the green line a significant positive relationship 
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Bakker (2005, p. 36) includes the concepts ‘feedback,’ ‘autonomy,’ ‘support’ and ‘flow’ also employed by 
Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7).  
The minor differences that he refers to ‘social suport’ rather than just ‘support’ and, ‘performance feedback’ 
rather than ‘feedback.’ Furthermore, he distinguishes between flow of teachers and students. Bakker does not 
include Steele and Fullagar’s concepts of ‘role clarity’ and ‘physical well being’.  He adds the concepts 
‘supervisory coaching,’ ‘job resources,’ ‘balance’ and the flow dimensions ‘absorption,’ enjoyment,’ and 
‘motivation’ compared to Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7). He infers that flow (and the dimensions absorption, 
enjoyment and motivation) are influenced by flow, students’ flow by their teachers’ flow, by balance, balance 
by job resources, and job resources by social support, supervisory coaching, autonomy and performance 
feedback. 
2.3.3 Conceptual model Demerouti et al. (2012) compared to Steele and Fullagar (2012) 
 
The conceptual model designed by Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 277) is presented in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3 Conceptual model Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 277). 
Legenda: the blue lines show a significant average relationship and the green line a significant positive relationship. 
Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 290) found support that ‘absorption’ and ‘intrinsic motivation’ is significantly 
positive related to vigor. They explain that the affective dimension of flow (enjoyment) is most important in 
sustaining resources both during and after work rather than the behavioral components of the experience 
(absorption) or the reasons why individuals are engaging in specific activities (intrinsic motivation) (p. 289). 
With the minor differences that Demerouti (2006, p. 289) approaches the experience of flow in in three 
dimensions and measures the variables of their research with every different dimension instead of Steele and 
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2.3.4 Conceptual model Salanova et al. (2006) compared to Steele and Fullagar (2012) 
 
The conceptual model designed by Salanova et al. (2006, p. 15) is presented in figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4 Conceptual model Salanova et al. (2006, p. 15) 
Legenda: the blue lines show an average significant relationship  
Salanova et al. (2006, p. 14) found support for the influence at work-related flow (and the dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation) by organizational resources ‘social support’ and ‘clear goals’. Steele 
and Fullagar (2009) also investigated the influence of flow on organizational rescourses and their job 
characteristics are based on Hackman and Oldham (1976). Minor differences are that they found reciprocal 
relationships between resources and flow, and predict an upward spiral in which positive emotions are 
building resources that turn influence on positive emotions (p. 17). 
 
2.4 Conceptual review  
 
The conceptual review discloses conceptualizations of flow (2.4.1), its dimensions absorption (2.4.2), 
enjoyment (2.4.3) and motivation (2.4.4), feedback (2.4.5) and autonomy (2.4.6) and in (2.7) an overview is 
presented. The description is concepted centric as Webster and Watson (2002, p. 16) argue for a concepted 
centric approach rather than an author centric approach. Furthermore, in line with Wolfswinkel et al. (2013, p. 
4) a coding process is employed to compare the key concepts. 
 
2.4.1 Flow conceptualizations 
 
Display 9 presents the conceptualizations of the key concepts in the core literature (Display 19, section 2.1). 
These definitions are highlighted in the articles presented on the SD memory card. Steele and Fullagar (2009, 
p. 8) describe an overlap between the facilitators of flow described by Csikszentmihalyi (1999b, p. 95) and the 
core job characteristics of Hackman and Oldham (1976, p. 256).  
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Display 9 presents the definitions found on ‘flow’ in the core literature, analyzed per flow dimension 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation. ‘Immerse’ is considered a synonym of ‘absorp’ and ‘pleasure’ and 
‘moments that stand out as the best in their lives’ are regarded synonyms of ‘enjoy’ (Bakker, 2005, p. 26). 
 
Display 9 Conceptualizations ‘Flow’  
Authors   Definitions Key concepts 
 Absorption Enjoyment Motivation 
Steele and 
Fullagar (2009)  
(p. 6) 
Short-term, acute absorption in a specific kind of 
activity (Schaufeli & Salanova, 2007) 
x   
Bakker (2006) (p. 
26) 
State of consciousness where people become totally 
immersed in an activity, and enjoy it intensely 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) 
x x  
Demerouti et al. 
(2012) (p. 276) 
Holistic sensation that people feel when they act with 
total involvement - a state that is characterized by a 
sense of self‐control and pleasure (Bakker, 2005) 
x x  
Salanova et al. 
(2006) (p. 2) 
Sense of effortless action they feel in moments that 
stand out as the best in their lives (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1997) 
 x  
 
Display 9 shows that Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7) limit their flow definition to the ‘absorption’ dimension, 
Bakker and Demerouti et al. include ‘enjoyment’ and Salanova et al. only refers to ‘enjoyment’, while none of 
the key authors includes the ‘motivation’ dimension of flow in their flow conceptualization.  
 
2.4.2 Absorption conceptualizations 
 
Display 10 presents the definitions found of flow absorption in the core literature, analyzed on the sub 
concepts ‘total concentration’ and ‘immersion’. 
  
Display 10 Conceptualizations ‘Absorption’ 
Authors  Definitions Key concepts 
  Total concentration Immersion 
Steele and Fullagar 
(2009) 
-   
Bakker (p. 27) (2006) State of total concentration, whereby teachers are 
totally immersed in their work (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) 
x x 
Demerouti et al. 
(2012)  (p. 276) 
Total concentration and immersion in the activity 
(Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004) 
x x 
Salanova et al. (2006) 
(p. 2) 
State of total concentration, whereby teachers are 
totally immersed in their work (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) 
x x 
 
Display 10 shows that Steele and Fullagar do not define ‘absorption’, while the absorption definitions of 
Bakker, Demerouti et al. and Salanova et al. all include the sub concepts ‘total concentration’ and ‘immersion’. 
Thus, there is consensus on the absorption conceptualization. 
2.4.3 Enjoyment conceptualizations 
 
Display 11 presents the definitions found of enjoyment in the core literature, analyzed on the sub concepts 
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Display 11 Conceptualizations ‘Enjoyment’ 
Authors  Definitions Key concepts 
  Positive Judgement 
Steele and Fullagar (2009) -   
Bakker (2006) (p. 27) A very positive judgement [by teachers] about the 
quality of their working life (Veenhoven, 1984, 1996) 
x x 
Demerouti et al. (2012) (p. 
276) 
Outcome of cognitive and affective evaluations of 
the flow experience (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004) 
 x 
Salanova et al. (2006) (p. 2) Teachers who enjoy their work and feel happy make 
a very positive judgement about the quality of their 
working life (Veenhoven, 1984) 
x x 
 
Steele and Fullagar do not define ‘enjoyment’, while the conceptualizations in the core literature are based on 
the definition by Veenhoven (1984) Although Demerouti et al. (2012) not literally use the sub concept ‘positive’ 
in enjoyment, its is clear form their tekst that they tacitly include it.  
2.4.4 Motivation conceptualizations 
 
Display 12 presents the definitions found of motivation in the presented articles, analysed on the sub concepts 
‘activity’ and ‘engage’. 
Display 12 Conceptualizations ‘Motivation’  
Authors  Definitions Key concepts 
  Activity  Engage 
Steele and Fullagar (2009) -   
Bakker (2006) (p. 28) Motivation refers to the need to perform a certain work-
related activity with the aim of experiencing the inherent 
pleasure and satisfaction in the activity (Deci & Ryan, 1985)  
x x 
Demerouti et al. (2012) (p. 
276) 
Motivation refers to the state in which people engage in the 
work activity for their own sake rather than for some 
extrinsic reward (Schaufeli & Bakker, 2004) 
x x 
Salanova et al. (2006) (p. 2) The need to perform a certain work-related activity with the 
aim of experiencing the inherent pleasure and satisfaction in 
the activity (Deci and Ryan, 1985)  
x x 
 
The conceptualizations for motivation for Bakker (2005), Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) are 
similar. All employ ‘activity’ and ‘engage’ as key concepts in their definitions. 
 
2.4.5 Feedback conceptualizations 
 
Display 13 presents the definitions found of feedback in the presented articles, analysed on the sub concepts 
‘evaluation’ and its synonym ‘information on the effectiveness of a performance’ (Bakker 2006, p. 28). 
Display 13 Conceptualizations ‘Feedback’  
Authors Definitions Key concept 
  Evaluation 
Steele and Fullagar (2009) (p. 13) Direct and clear information on the effectiveness 
of the performance (Hackman & Oldman, 1976)  
x 
Bakker (2006) (p. 28) Making job evaluations  (Edwards, 1996) x 
Demerouti et al. (2012) (p. 276) -  
Salanova et al. (2006) (p. 2) -  
 
The definition for feedback is for Steele and Fullagar (2009) is direct information about the effectiveness of 
the performance and Bakker (2005) similarly describes feedback as job evaluations.  
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2.4.6 ‘Autonomy’ conceptualizations 
 
Display 14 presents the definitions found of autonomy in the presented articles, analysed on the sub concepts 
‘responsible’ and ‘control’, and their synonyms  ‘independent discretion’ and ‘determining the pace and 
process of the task’ (Steele and Fullagar, 2009 p. 13), respectively. 
Display 14 Conceptualizations ‘Autonomy’ 
Authors Definitions Key concepts 
  Control Responsibility 
Steele and Fullagar 
(2009) (p. 13) 
Degree to which the individual has the independent 
discretion in determining the pace and process of the 
task (Hackman & Oldman, 1976) 
x x 
Bakker (2006) (p. 32) Job control enables teachers to cope with job 
demands (Van der Doef & Maes, 1999) 
x  
Demerouti et al. (2012)  -   
Salanova et al. (2006) (p. 
3) 
[Holding] teachers responsible for work processes and 
outcomes, and provide actual results of work activities 
x x 
 
The definitions by Steele and Fullagar (2009) and Salanova et al. (2006) are based on Hackman and Oldham 
(1976, p. 258): ‘The degree to which the job provides substantial freedom, independence, and discretion to the 
individual in scheduling the work and in determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out’.  The key 
conepts are ‘control’ and ‘responsibility’.  
 
2.4.7 Conceptual overview 
 
Display 15 respensents the keyconcept of presented in the 2.4 sections before.  
Display 15 Overview key concepts 
Authors / 
Conceptualizations 










 Key concepts Flow 
Absorption x x x  74% 
Enjoyment  x x x 75% 
Motivation  x x  50% 
 Key concepts Absorption 
Total concentration  x x x 75% 
Immersion  x x x 75% 
 Key concepts Enjoyment 
Positive  x  x 50% 
Judgement  x  x 50% 
 Key concepts Motivation 
Activity  x x x 75% 
Engage   x  25% 
 Key concepts Feedback 
Evaluation x x   50% 
 Key concepts Autonomy 
Control x x   25% 
Responsibility x   x 25% 
Legenda: the green marked words respensents the key concepts with a high consensus and the red marked words 
respensents a low or no concensus. The green highligthed subjects respensents authors without a definition about this 
concept. 
Display 15 shows a high consensus in the core literature on the key concepts of ‘flow’, its dimensions 
‘absorption’, ‘enjoyment’, ‘motivation’, ‘feedback’ and autonomy.  
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2.5 Methodological review 
 
This section presents the methodological review. Based on the structure of Randolph (2009, p. 2), the review 
identifies the key variables, measures, and methods of analysis. Display 16 shows the reference, research 
question, sample size and description, sample recruitment/ motivation, analysis and comments (Ohly et al., 
2010, p. 81) . 
 
Display 16 Overview studies (Ohly et al., 2010) 
Years Referen-
ces 







students (p. 5) 
A Web-based survey (p. 
5) 
The Flow State Scale-
2 (Jackson & Eklund, 
2004) (p. 12) 
Regression 
analysis (p. 16) 
Voluntary 
2005 Bakker 178 music 
teachers and 
their 635 
students (p. 26) 
Questionnaires at the 
mailboxes at the music 
school (p. 26) 
Work-Related Flow 
Inventory (WOLF) 




analyses (p. 35) 
Voluntary 
2012 Deme-






Daily surveys over four 
















including scales to 








analyses (p. 15) 
Voluntary. 
 
Display 16 shows that Steele and Fullagar employed an average sample compared to the other sample sizes: 
137 respondents versus 83 (Demerouti) and 763 (Bakker). While Steele and Fullagar as well as Bakker’s 
respondents study undergraduate students, Bakker and Salonava et al. teachers. Demerouti had participants 
from different organizations. The sample recruitment is for all investigations voluntary. Steele and Fullagar 
employes their questionnaire web based. Bakker, Demerouti and Salanova send their questionnaires by paper 
mail or e-mail. While Steele and Fullagar conducted a regression analyses, Demerouti performed a multilevel 




Steele and Fullagar (2009) have the highest impact factor. However, Bakker (2005) is scientifically most 
important as it has shows most forward  and backward citations. Display 17 presents the two claims by Steele 
and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) compared with Bakker (2005), Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006), in 
line with Display 6 in subsection 2.2. 
 
Display 17 presents te claims of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) in relation with Bakker (2005), Demerouti et 
al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006). 
Display 17 Claims Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) 
 Claims 15 Bakker (2005) Demerouti et al. (2012) Salanova et al. (2006) 
C1 Supervisors’ feedback is positively 
related to teachers’ flow 
Supported (p. 
38) 
Not studied Not studied 
C2 Supervisors’ support for autonomy is 
positively related to teachers’ flow  
Supported (p. 
38) 
Not studied Not studied. 
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Display 17 shows that the claims of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) on the influence of feedback and 
autonomy are supported by Bakker. Section 2.4 shows that they share the concept of flow, feedback and 
autonomy but not for the dimensions of flow. Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) did not study 
these claims. 
 
The conceptual model by Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 14) is presented in Figure 1 and repeated here.  
 
 
Figure 5 Conceptual model based on Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7) 
Legenda: the red lines indicate a negative significant relationship and the green one a positive one. 
In line with Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7), Bakker (2005, p. 36) includes the concepts ‘feedback,’ ‘autonomy,’ 
‘support’ and ‘flow’ with some minor differences: he refers to ‘social suport’ rather than just ‘support’ and, 
‘performance feedback’ rather than ‘feedback.’ Furthermore, he distinguishes between flow of teachers and 
students. Bakker does not include Steele and Fullagar’s concepts of ‘role clarity’ and ‘physical well being’.  He 
adds the concepts ‘supervisory coaching,’ ‘job resources,’ ‘balance’ and the flow dimensions ‘absorption,’ 
enjoyment,’ and ‘motivation’ compared to Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7). He infers that flow (and the 
dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation) are influenced by flow, students’ flow by their teachers’ 
flow, flow by balance, balance by job resources, and job resources by social support, supervisory coaching, 
autonomy and performance feedback. 
 
Display 18 presents an overview of the keyconcepts employed. 
 
Display 18 Overview key concepts 
Authors / 
Conceptualizations 











 Key concepts Flow 
Absorption x x x  75% 
Enjoyment  x x x 75% 
Motivation  x x  50% 
 Key concepts Absorption 
Total concentration  x x x 75% 
Immersion  x x x 75% 
 Key concepts Enjoyment 
Positive  x  x 50% 
Judgement  x  x 50% 
 Key concepts Motivation 
Activity  x x x 75% 
Engage   x  25% 
 Key concepts Feedback 
Evaluation x x   50% 
 Key concepts Autonomy 
Control x x   50% 
Responsibility x   x 50% 
Legenda: the green marked words respensents the key concepts with a high consensus and the red marked words respensents a low or no 
concensus. The green highligthed subjects respensents authors without a definition about this concept. 
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Display 18 shows a high consensus in the core literature on the key concepts of ‘flow’, its dimensions 
‘absorption’, ‘enjoyment’, ‘motivation’, ‘feedback’ and autonomy. 
Furthermore, the different dimensions of flow identified by Bakker (2005) are supported by Demerouti et al. 
(2012) and Salanova et al. (2006). In addition, they employed the same questionnaire to study the flow 
experience as Bakker did. Their definitions of the three dimensions of flow (absorption, enjoyment and 
motivation) are similar.  
 
Display 19 shows a concept matrix with a centric approach of concepts with the concepts selected from the 
define- and search stage. These concepts are employed by Steele and Fullagar (2009) except for the 
dimensions of flow: absorption, enjoyment and motivation. These dimensions are dinstinguished in the flow 
questionnaire developed by Bakker (2008, p. 412). 
 
Display 19 Concept matrix (Webster & Watson, 2002) 
Concepts 
Authors (years) Flow Absorption Enjoyment Motivation Feedback Autonomy 
Steele and Fullagar (2009) x    x x 
Bakker (2005) x x x x x x 
Demerouti et al. (2012) x x x x   
Salanova et al. (2006) x x x x   
 
Display 19 shows that Steele and Fullagar (2009) and (Bakker, 2005) define flow, feedback and autonomy, 
while Bakker (2005), Demerouti (2006) and Salanova et al. (2006) also conceptualize its dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation. Steele and Fullagar (2009) employed the Jackson and Ecklund (2008, 
p. 569) questionnaire that described as components of flow: concentration, sense of control, self-
consciousness, transformation of time and the autotelic experience. Bakker (2005), Demerouti (2006) and 
Salanova et al. (2006) employed the WOLF scale with the dimensions of absorption, enjoyment and 
motivation. 
 
Whereas Steele and Fullagar (2009), Bakker (2005)  and Salanova et al. (2006) employed a questionnaire, 
Demerouti et al. (2012) employed a diary study (see Display 16). This investigation combines these two 
methods. 
 
To conclude this chapter, Bakker (2005) supports the positive relationships among flow, feedback and 
autonomy claimed by Steele and Fullagar, but distinguish three flow dimensions: absorption, enjoyment and 
motivation. Therfore, this investigation integrates these three flow dimensions to investigate the claims by 
Steele and Fullagar. 
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3 Methodology  
 
This chapter describes the research strategy (3.1), the selection of respondents (3.2), the methodology of the 
questionnaires (3.3) and the methodology of the diary studies (3.4).16  
 
3.1 Research strategy  
 
Testing and explorative research are different types of research (Leeuw, 2005, p. 78). Testing research refers to 
critical analysis of hypotheses or propositions that are formulated, based on explorative research; while 
explorative research examines a relative unknown domain. This thesis covers a case study as it investigates a 
relatove unknowm domain: the provision of feedback and the support for autonomy to enhance flow. A case 
study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context (p. 30). 
This single case study respresents a relevatory case rather than an extreme, typical or longitudinal case. A 
relevatory case offers an opportunity to explore a phenomenon previously inaccessible for research (Yin, 2014, 
p. 42).  
 
In addition, Yin (2003, p. 40) distinguishes four types of case studies based on the holistic character versus the 
embedded character differentation, and the single case study versus the multiple case study design partition. 
One single unit of analysis characterizes the holistic case study, while multiple units of analysis characterize the 
embedded case study. The case in this investigation is a group of supervisors who participate in a partnership of 
eleven secondary schools in the middle of the Netherlands (VIA-scholen is)1. The partnering schools are self-
governing, but collaborate on recruitment, training and courses, common communities for job classification 
and networks HRM, personnel and organization. Previously, this kind of case has been inaccessible for 
research. The partnership stimulates the collaboration of the supervisors in the secondary education and 
made them willing to participate in this kind of study to enhance the flow of their teachers. The supervisors 
and the teachers who participated in this case study were employed at five of these eleven schools. The 
superivisors voluntarily joined a learning network provided by the VIA- scholen and BeteoR1. They met sixteen 
times in two years at different locations.  
 
As case study should employ a multidimensional perspective (Yin, 2014, p. 58). This investigation includes the 
involvement of supervisors and teachers and, in addition, employs both a questionnaire and a diary study. 
 
3.2 Selection of respondents  
 
Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 5) involved 137 students in their web-based survey. Their respondents studied at 
a mid range university in different disciplines. Three of the ten supervisors participating in this specific group 
did not participate in this investigation because of new occupations. They selected one of the teachers they 
supervised as participant in this investigation. This self-selection is appropriate, because a diary completion 
requires high commitment (Poppleton et al., 2008, p. 486). Fictive names are used to anonymize the group 
members to protect sensitive information (Alfalahi et al., 2012, p. 52). The ficitive names are close to the 
original names, so they could regonize themselves, allowing a member check of the draft version. 
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Display 20 Characteristics supervisor group members17  
 Positions Genders Numbers of teachers Education types  
1 Supervisor Loes* F 28 MAVO, HAVO, VWO18 
2 Supervisor Rae F 25 MAVO, HAVO, VWO 
3 Supervisor Babs F 27  MAVO, HAVO, VWO 
4 Supervisor Ann F 25  MAVO, HAVO, VWO 
5 Supervisor Hans M 15  VMBO 19 
6 Supervisor Anton* M 14  VMBO 
7 Supervisor Paul M 16  VMBO  
8 Supervisor Fred M 10  VMBO  
9 Supervisor Nail M 18  VMBO  
10 Supervisor Hanne* F 24  HAVO, VWO. 
* These respondents did not return the diary booklet because of new occupations . 
 
The supervisors in this investigation were employed as middle managers and directing teams of teachers. Five 
of the supervisors are female and five male. Supervisors Loes leads the biggest group of teachers and 
supervisor Fred the smallest. Five of the supervisors work in a VMBO-education setting and four in a 




This a section covers the data collection of the questionnaires (3.2.1) and the data analysis of the 
questionnaires (3.2.2).  
 
3.3.1 Data collection questionnaires 
 
The data were collected in this case study by distributing three questionnaires: the Work-Related Flow 
inventory (WOLF), (Bakker, 2008, p. 412), the Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) (Sims et al., 1976, p. 199) and 
the Learning Climate Questionnaire  (JCLQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996, p. 767). Display 21 presents the 
information on authors, years published, Likert scale points, numbers of items and concepts investigated.  
  
Display 21 Overview questionnaires 
Questionnaires Authors Years Concepts Likert scale points Numbers of items 
Work-Related Flow 
Inventory (WOLF) 
Bakker 2008 Flow 7 13 
Job Characteristics 
Inventory (JCI) 





1996 Autonomy 7 15 
 
The questionnaires were translated from English to Dutch in line with the questionnaire of the Strengths and 
Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) by Van Widenfelt et al. (2003, p. 281), presented in A1 Pre-Research. 
Guillemin et al. (1993, p. 1419) set out guidelines to serve a template for a valid translation, based on a cultural 
adaption process. Beaton et al. (2000, p. 3186) argue that when measures are employed across cultures, the 
items must not only be well-translated linguistically, but also must be adapted culturally to maintain the 
construct validity of the instrument at a conceptual level.20  
 
The guidelines consist of five stages (Beaton et al., 2000, p. 3187), that this investigation followed:  
   
1. Translation: conversion by two translators into the target language; one one translator outside of the research 
area and one from within the research field. 
2. Synthesis: solution of discrepancies between translators’ reports 
3. Back translations: translations back to original by two English first-language translators, naive to outcome 
measurements  
4. Expert review: evaluation by two experts within the research field 
5. Pretesting: probe of complete questionnaire to test understanding of each item. 
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This process is detailed in Appendix A2 Translation of the questionnaires. 
 
Display 22 presents the dates when the questionnaires were distributed through Thesistools21, which 
questionnaire were used, the dates when the questionnaires were distributed and the reminders. The same 
dates for distributing the questionnaires for supervisors as for teachers were employed. The second 
questionnaire is distributed after receiving the dairy booklet from the supervisor. The questionnaires were 
closed in Thesistools on October 15, 2014. The supervisors received an email with instructions and were asked 
to invite an teacher for participating who they perceived as aiming at flow, based on (Bakker & Xanthopoulou, 
2009, p. 1564), where colleagues were invited to participate in this way.  
 
Display 22 Structure distributed questionnaires  
Participants Questionnaire Dates sent in 2014 Reminders 
7 Supervisors The work-related flow inventory 
(WOLF) (Bakker, 2008) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
7 Supervisors Job Characteristics Inventory 
(JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
7 Supervisors Learning Climate Questionnaire 
(LCQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
7 Teachers The work-related flow inventory 
(WOLF) (Bakker, 2008) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
7 Teachers  Job Characteristics Inventory 
(JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
7 Teachers Learning Climate Questionnaire 
(LCQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October. 
 
 
3.3.2 Data analyses questionnaires 
 
Thesistools generated an Excel output, which was imported into SPSS20. First, a reliability analysis was 
conducted on the Work-Related Flow inventory (flow), the Job Characteristics Inventory (feedback) and the 
Learning Climate Questionnaire  (autonomy) by calculating the Cronbach alpha in line with Steele and Fullagar 
(2009, p. 12) to make sure that the the items in the three questionnaires were reliable (see appendix A4). For 
the reliability analysis, SPSS was used with the following steps: Analyze > Scale > Reliability analysis. In the 
screen for the ‘Satistics’; ‘Descriptives’was selected, followed by ‘Item’ and ‘Scale if items deleted’. The ‘Inter-
Item ‘Correlations’ and the ‘Means’ were also selected, as described by Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 9-11). The 
Total statistics present the ‘scale item if deleted’ and the ‘Cronbach Alpha ()’. A Cronbach Alpha of > .8 is 
generally satisfactory, but with a low amount of respondents > .6 is also satisfactory according to Ten Hacken 
et al. (2013, p. 13). A full description of this reliability analysis is presented in Appendices A4.1 and A4.2. 
 
Furthermore, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the Job Characteristics Inventory questionnaire 
to identify the underlying factors for the feedback variable, based on Harrington (2008, p. 12). SPPS and the 
factor analysis literature alternately use the terms ‘component’ and ‘factor’.  This thesis kept the word 
‘component’ in the SPSS techniques, while it unilaterally employs the term ‘factor’ in the text in line with 
Bakker (2005, p. 32). For the exploratory factor analysis, the following SPSS procedure was used: Analyze > 
Dimension reduction > Factor (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 17). In the descriptive screen ‘Initial solution’ was 
selected and the method ‘Principal Components’.  
 
Furthermore, the ‘extraction screen’, ‘Correlation matrix’ and ‘Unrotated factor solution’ were selected, along 
with a ‘maximum of 25 iterations for Convergence’ (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 26). In the ‘Rotation screen’, 
‘Varimax’ was selected as rotation method, along with ‘Rotated solution’ and again a ‘Maximum of 25 
Iterations for Convergence’ (p. 17). Finally, in the ‘Options screen’ and ‘Sorted by size’ were selected (p. 18). 
 
The first step in the exploratory factor analysis was the choice for the ‘Extraction screen’, ‘Principal component 
analysis’ with ‘Eigenvalues higher than 1 extracted’ (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 17). The column with a 
Eigenvalue indicates the extent to which the component represents the variables. The Eigenvalue should be 
higher than 1 and respensent a specific amount of variation (Kaiser’s criterion).  
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All factors were retained when they showed a level above .50. The second step in SPSS was to the ‘Extraction 
screen’, ‘Correlation matrix’ and ‘Unrotated factor solution’, along with a ‘Maximum of 25 Iterations for 
Convergence’ (p. 17). In the ‘Rotation screen’, ‘Varimax’ was selected as rotation method, with ‘Rotated 
solution’ and again a ‘Maximum of 25 Iterations for Convergence’ (p. 18) in the ‘Scores screen’. Finally, the 
‘Options screen’ Sorted by size’ was selected (p. 19). These findings on the factors were compared to the 
feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 17): Task, process , self-regulation (action)  and self (thinking) 
level (see Appendix 5.6).  
 
This procedure resulted in a communalities matrix (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 19). The communalities are seen 
as a continuation of factor loadings: the communality of a variable is the sum of the loadings of this variable on 
all extracted factors (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 264). The common variance is the total variance that a 
specific variable shares with other variables (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 265). The exploratory factor 
analysis presents the total variance explained matrix (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 20). The total variance 
explained indicates which components with Eigenvalues higher than percentage of the total variables run in 
the exploratory factor analysis.  
 
Finally, the rotated component matrix shows the factor loadings for each variable onto each factor (Ten Hacken 
et al., 2013, p. 20). Rietveld and Van Hout (1993, p. 275) and Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) advice to only take 
factor loadings that exceed .30 or .40 to retain in a scale. In this investigation the steps of Ten Hacken are 
followed.. The exploratory factor analysis is conducted to assess convergent validity  (Aguinis & Vandenberg, 
2014, p. 590): whether there is a relationship between different items assessing the same construct. 
(Harrington, 2008, p. 9). A full description of this analysis is presented in Appendix A5. 
 
Next, a correlation analysis was applied to explore the relationships among the variables of the three 
questionnaires. A correlation analysis is a first step in revealing cohesion between variabeles (Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 2007, p. 13). The correlation analysis was conducted by a two-tailed Spearman rho analysis considering a 
coefficient significant by <. 01 suited for a small sample in line with Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15), although 
their study covered a much larger sample. The Spearman was employed in SPSS because of the different 
measurements values and the small data set (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 56). The first step  in SPSS was 
Analyze > Correlate > Bivariate (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 56). A full description of this analysis is presented in 
Appendix A4.3 and A4.4.   
 
In addition, a paired sample T-test was engaged including two independent measured variables in two 
different periods to verify if the hypothesis conditions correlate (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 308).  
When the T-test is significant with <. 05 Shernoff et al. (2003, p. 88). A full description of this analysis is 
presented in Appendix A6. 
 
Finally, a linear regression analysis was conducted to detect whether ‘provision of feedback’ and ‘support for 
autonomy’ correlate with flow (and/or the dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation/) (Salanova et 
al., 2002, p. 9). The regression analysis was conducted with ‘flow’ as the dependent variable and ‘feedback’ 
and ‘autonomy’ as independent variables. For the linear regression analysis, the following SPSS was used: 
Analyze > Regression > Linear (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 66). In the descriptive screen the method ‘enter’ was 
chosen. Further, ‘Statistics’ was selected and the method ‘Estimates’, ‘Confidence intervals’ and ‘Model fit’.  
For options ‘use probability of F (.05 > .10),’ ‘Include constant in equation’ and ‘Exclude cases listwise’ was 
selected (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 66). In each step, the least significant variable was removed manual from 
the regression analysis with the enter method (Universiteit Leiden, 2006, p. 3)22: The standard method was 
eployed, in which all independent variables are introduced simultaneously. This process was repeated until a 
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3.4 Dairy studies 
 
This section covers the data collection of the diaries (3.4.1) and the data analysis of the dairies (3.4.2). 
 
3.4.1 Data collection diaries 
 
The initial group discussion, referred to in 3.2, revealed that the group members felt more connected with the 
domain ‘flow’ than ‘work engagement’. In addition, the idea came up to keep up a diary to understand how to 
effectively enhance flow (see A1 Pre-Research).  
This is in line with the methodological literature, where it is argued that flow can best be studied by diary 
booklets (Ohly et al., 2010, p. 79); (Xanthopoulou et al., 2009, p. 183).Two supervisors (Hendrik and Tina) 
volunteered to fill out a diary booklet for five days and to provide feedback on the preliminary diary questions 
in an open interview. This pre reseach led to a focus on flow and the influence of feedback on this experience 
(See Appendix A1). 
 
Ohly et al. (2010, p. 80) argues that a diary study, in comparison to a questionnaire, requires reporting on a 
daily basis or even several times a day. The difference with a longitudinal study is that a diary study focuses on 
a shorter period of time. They distinguish two types of diary studies: the quantitative and the qualitative diary 
study. The quantitative diary study consists of structured diaries and standardized questions. The qualitatative 
diary study reports thoughts, feelings and behaviours and the own words of the participants. This investigation 
is a qualitative diary study where the participants’ wrote down freely their own flow interventions. The seven 
respondents filled out a diary booklet for five days from September 2 until October 6, 2015. They could pick a 
day when they had time (see Display 22, section 3.2). The supervisors received an email with instructions and 
were asked to keep the teacher in mind they asked to participate as being perceived as most sensitive to their 
flow interventions based on Bakker and Xanthopoulou (2009, p. 1564); see Appendix A9. 
 
3.4.2 Data analysis diaries 
 
The diary booklets of the case group members were first analyzed in three stages: 1) Open encoding, 2) axial 
encoding and 3) selective encoding (Meulen & Otten, 2014, p. 34).  During the open encoding phase the words 
that connect with the thesis objective were marked employing key words. In the second axial encoding phase, 
word groups of synonym encodings were formed. In the third and last selective encoding phase, the most 
substantive categories were selected to visualize patterns. Each word that appeared more than once (Meulen 
& Otten, 2014, p. 34) was presented in a table with the appearing number: the number of times a word shows 
up in a diary booklet. Finally, the word groups of each diary booklets were linked to the teacher with the 
highest flow experience and vice versa for the lowest score of the flow experience. 
 
The second stap was a text analysis. This analysis was conducted by employing Linguistic Inquiry Word Count 
(LIWC). LIWC is a program that counts words in psychology-relevant categories across multiple text files 
(Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010, p. 27). LIWC uses 66 different word categories disaggregated in five 
dimensions: ‘standard linguistical dimensions’, ‘psychological processes’, ‘relativity’, ‘personal matters’ and 
‘experimental dimensions’. These dimensions are divided in categories such as: ‘pronouns’, ‘emotional 
processes’, ‘cognitive processes’ and these processes are divided in more sub categories (Zijlstra et al., 2004, 
p. 272). The focus of this investigation is degree of tentavity in feedback (Barunek & Rynes, 2010) and 
references to positive emotions ((Bono & Ilies, 2006, p. 322). These are part of the ‘psychological processes’ 
such as te content were people are talking about (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010, p. 29). The counted word of 
LIWC were analysed in SPSS through a correlation and regression analysis similar to the ones described in 
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4 Findings   
 
This chapter describes the questionnaire findings on the enhanced flow by feedback and supporting autonomy 
as experienced by the teachers (4.1), on the enhanced teacher feedback and autonomy as perceived by the 
supervisors (4.2) and on the the supervisors’ flow (4.3). Furthermore, this chapter presents the qualitative 
findings of the encoding process (4.4), the effective feedback levels (4.5) and the LIWC findings (4.6) about the 
interventions which are most and least effective (4.6). The following subquestions are answered: 
 
1. Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ flow (and its dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation), feedback and autonomy experiences according to these 
teachers? 
2. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ feedback and/or autonomy 
experiences in the perception of the supervisors? 
3. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions on their teachers enhanced their own flow and its 
dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation? 
4. Which interventions were reported by the supervisors in their diaries in their diaries as most and least 
effective? 
 
Subsection 4.6 closes this chapter with an overview of the findings. 
 
4.1 Questionnaire findings on supervisors’ and teachers’ flow, feedback and autonomy 
experiences  
 
This section presents a reliability analysis  (4.1.1) and a factor analysis (4.1.2) on the questionnaires. 
 
4.1.1 Reliability analysis  
 
Display 23 presents an overview of the Cronbach’s Alphas of the Work-Related Flow inventory (flow), the Job 
Characteristics Inventory (feedback) and the Learning Climate Questionnaire (autonomy) questionnaires filled 
out by the supervisors ands teachers before and after the intervention period; and compared to Steele and 
Fullagar (2009). 
Display 23 Overview Cronbach’s Alphas feedback questionnaires teachers and supervisors before and after 
intervention 












Flow .660 .752 .768 .836 .940 
Feedback .711 .870 .623 .527 .940 
Autonomy .712 .468 .670 .751. .900 
 
Display 23 shows that most questionnaires in this revelatory single-case study are reliable, although they 
generally have a lower internal consistency than Steele and Fullagar (2009). The feedback questionnaire for 
supervisors after the intervention period is not reliable as is the autonomy questionnaire for teachers after the 
intervention period. Display 24 and Display 25 illustrate this. Display 24 presents the alpha reliability statistics 
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Display 24 Alpha reliability statistics autonomy questionnaire filled out by teachers after intervention period 
Item 
numbers 
Autonomy items Cronbach's Alpha 
if Item Deleted 
1 I feel that my instructor provides me choices and options .625 
9 My instructor answers my questions fully and carefully .574 
14 My instructor tries to understand how I see things before suggesting a 
new way to do things 
.555 
5 I feel that my instructor accepts me .542 
11 My instructor handles people's emotions very well .528 
6 My instructor made sure I really understood the goals of the course and 
what I need to do 
.515 
10 My instructor listens to how I would like to do things .496 
7 My instructor encouraged me to ask questions .490 
12 I feel that my instructor cares about me as a person .486 
4 My instructor conveyed confidence in my ability to do well in the course .486 
13 I don't feel very good about the way my instructor talks to me .478 
8 I feel a lot of trust in my instructor .471 
15 I feel able to share my feelings with my instructor .468 
2 I feel understood by my instructor .441 
3 I am able to be open with my instructor during class .408 
 
Display 24 shows a slight improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from 6.23 to .625) if item 1 (‘I feel that my 
instructor provides me choices and options’) would be deleted.  
 
Display 25 presents the alpha reliability statistics on the feedback questionnaire for the supervisors after the 
intervention period. 
 




Item questions Cronbach's Alpha 
if Item Deleted 
2 To what extent do you receive information from your superior on your 
job performance? 
.565 
1 To what extent do you find out how well you are doing on the job, as 
you are working? 
.520 
4 The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing .510 
5 The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job .465 
3 To what extent are the results of your work clearly evident? .435 
6 The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly .337 
 
Display 25  shows no improvement option on the Cronbach’s thus reliability statistics, indicating that it is not 
possible to form these six feedback items into an internally consistent set of items, measuring the same 
concept. 
 
These low scores can increase with item if deleted. In this investigation altough is chosen to employ the total 
score because of the low amount of respondents (See A4.4). 
 
4.1.2 Factor analysis 
 
In line with Bakker (2008, p. 10) and Sims et al. (1976, p. 210), this investigation presents an exploratory factor 
analysis for the feedback questionnaire: the Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) by Sims et al. (1976, p. 
208).Display 26 presents the Rotated Component Matrix for teachers’ feedback questionnaires before the 
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Display 26 Rotated Component Matrix for teachers’ feedback questionnaires before the intervention period  




Item questions Factors  teachers 
before intervention  
1 2 
4 To what extent do you find out how well you are doing on the job, as you are working? .980 -.147 
2 To what extent do you receive information from your superior on your job performance? .960 .111 
6 The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly .653 .626 
1 The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job .155 .820 
3 The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing -.014 .879 
5 To what extent are the results of your work clearly evident? -.047 .629 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 
Display 26 shows that three of the original six items load high on the exploratory factor 1: ‘To what extent do 
you find out how well you are doing on the job, as you are working?’ (.980) and ‘To what extent do you receive 
information from your superior on your job performance?’ (.960) and  ‘The feeling that I know whether I am 
performing my job well or poorly’ (.653) load together as one factor. 
 
Four of the original six items load high in factor 2:  ‘The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing’ 
(.879), ‘The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job’ (.820),  ‘To what extent are the results of 
your work clearly evident?’ (.629) and ‘The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or 
poorly’(.626) load on the other factor. 
 
Display 27 presents the factors in relation with the feedback levels described by Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 
87).  
Display 27 Factors at feedback levels (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 87) 
Factors Items Feedback level 
1 To what extent do you receive information from your superior on your job performance? Task 
 To what extent do you find out how well you are doing on the job, as you are working? Task 
1 and 2 The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly Self-regulation 
2 The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job Process 
 The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing Process 
 To what extent are the results of your work clearly evident? Process. 
 
Display 27 shows that factor 1 connected to the task level distinguished by Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 91): 
feedback about how well a task is being accomplished or performed, such as distinguishing correct from 
incorrect answers, acquiring more or different information, and building more surface knowledge. This type of 
feedback is most common and is often called ‘corrective feedback’ or ‘knowledge of results’, and it can relate 
to correctness, neatness, behavior, or some other criterion related to task accomplishment.  
 
The items on factor 2 connect to the process level described by Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 93): feedback 
that concerns information about relations in the environment, relations perceived by a person, and relations 
between the environment and the person’s perceptions. The items of Factor 2 focuses on the opportunity to 
find out how the job is performed and if results are clearly evident. The supervisor focuses on the process of 
the teacher in kind of questions. 
 
Feedback questionnaire item 6 (‘The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly’) 
shows high scores on both factors. This item seems to connects  to another level of feedback: the self-
regulation level. Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 93) put forward that feedback at self regulation involves an 
interplay between commitment, control and confidence. It addresses the way teachers23 monitor, direct and 
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4.2 Questionnaire findings on teachers’ flow, feedback and autonomy experiences  
 
Display 28 presents the significant findings of the correlation analyses for teachers before and after the 
intervention period on the relationships among flow, its dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation, 
feedback and autonomy. The elaborated findings are presented in Appendix  A4.7.   
  




Display 28 shows that flow is significantly correlated to its dimensions absorption, enjoyment and flow after 
the intervention period. However, flow and absorption were not significantly correlated before the 
intervention period according to the teachers. This discloses that the supervisors’ flow interventions have 
created a significant relationship between flow and absorption and between flow and enjoyment. In addition, 
they have created a significant relationship between feedback and autonomy. No significant correlation was 
disclosed between (a dimension of) flow and provision of feedback and/or between (a dimension of) flow and 
support for autonomy.  
 
4.3 Questionnaire findings on supervisors’ feedback and autonomy perceptions 
 
This section presents the findings on whether the supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ 
flow, feedback and autonomy experiences according to the supervisors’ perceptions. No significant 
correlations were revealed between the teachers’ feedback experiences in the supervisors’ perception 
(appendix A13, A14 and A15). Display 29 presents the correlation for support autonomy before and after the 
intervention period (see Appendix A13, A14 and A15). 
 
Display 29 Comparison correlation analysis supervisors 
 Autonomy after intervention  period 
Autonomy before intervention  period -.81 
Sig. (2-tailed) .02 
 
Display 29 shows that autonomy before and after the intervention period correlate significantly negative. This 
discloses that supervisors perceived that their flow interventions have created decreased teacher autonomy.  
 
4.4 Questionnaire findings on flow paradox supervisors’ and teachers’ 
 
Display 30 presents the findings of the correlation analyses on the flow experiences of supervisors and 
teachers (appendix A4.6 and A4.7). 
 
Display 30 Findings correlation analysis flow experience 
 Supervisors Teachers 
Spearman's rho Supervisors Correlation Coefficient 1.000 -.821* 
Sig. (1-tailed) . .012 
Teachers Correlation Coefficient -.821* 1.000 
Sig. (1-tailed) .012 . 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed) 
 Teachers before flow 
intervention period 
Teachers after flow 
intervention period 
Flow-absorption  .88 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .00 
Flow-enjoyment  .81 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .02 
Flow-motivation .76 .85 
Sig. (2-tailed) .03 .01 
Feedback -autonomy  .84 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .01 
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Display 30 shows that the flow experience of supervisors and teachers correlate significantly negative before 
and after the intervention period. This discloses that the flow of supervisors decreases when the flow of 
teachers is enhanced and vice versa. Display 31 presents the findings on the supervisors’ flow interventions on 
their own flow per supervisor. The findings are ranked from the highest flow intervention enhancement score 
to the lowest one (appendix A4.6). 
 
Display 31 Flow enhancement scores per supervisor 
 Fred Paul Hans Ann Nail Babs Rae 
Flow teacher .45 .38 .31 .23 .16 -.22 -.30 
Flow supervisor -.88 -.08 -.15 -.23 .46 .00 .70 
 
Display 31 shows that Fred, the supervisor with the highest teacher flow enhancement score, has the lowest 
flow supervisor enhancement score and vice versa that Rae, the supervisor with the lowest teacher flow 
enhancement score, has the highest flow supervisor enhancement score.  
 
4.5 Diary findings on effectiveness flow interventions supervisors 
 
In 4.4 the qualitative findings of the axial encodings (4.4.1) and the qualitative findings of the feedback levels 
(4.4.2) and the qualitative LIWC findings are presented. 
 
4.5.1 Qualitative findings encoding 
 
Display 32 shows the findings of the open- and the axial encoding by the strategy presented by Meulen and 
Otten (2014, p. 34). Axial encodings are selected when an open encoding occurs four times or more in a diary 
booklet (p. 35). These encodings respesents the supervisors who enhanced the flow experience of the teacher. 
 
Display 32 Findings on open and axial encodings flow creating supervisors 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encodings 
Fred on Frederique   
‘Mentorgesprekken’, ‘Terugkoppelingsgesprek’, 
‘Gesprekje’ , ‘Overleg’, ‘Gesprek’, ‘PAP Gesprek’ (8x) 
Different Dutch words for conversations Conversations 
‘Navragen’, ‘Besproken’, ‘Evalueren’, ‘Meedenken’ (4x) Dutch synonyms for talking Dialogue 
‘Persoonlijke’,  ‘Aandacht’ (4x) ‘Persoonlijk’ comes more often up Personal 
Paul on Pauline   
‘Doorgesproken’, ‘Gesproken’, ‘nabesproken’, 
‘besproken’ (7x) 
Dutch synonyms for talking  Dialogue 
‘Leerlingbespreking’, ‘gesprek’ (5x) Different Dutch words for conversations Conversation 
‘Specifiek’, ‘betreffende’ (5x)  Specific is more used Specific 
‘Advies’, ‘tips’, ‘trucs’ (4x) Advice is more used Advice 
‘Leerling’ (4x) Four times Dutch word ‘leerling’ Pupil 
Hans on Henrike   
‘Medewerker’ (15x) Using same word 15 times Teacher 
‘Mentorklas’, ‘leerlingen’, ‘klas’, ‘mentorleerlingen’ (6x) All words are synonyms for pupils Pupils 
‘Bespreken’, ‘overleg’, ‘overdracht’, ‘nabespreking’, 
‘doorgesproken’ (5x) 
Different type of conversations Conversation 
‘Medewerker’ (15x) Using same word 15 times Teacher 
Ann on Annemiek   
‘prive’, ‘kinderen’,’huis’,’weekend’, ‘gezin’, ‘sporten’ , 
‘thuis’, ‘persoonlijk’ (9x) 
All words are about activities outside the 
job 
Private 
‘Overleg’, ‘afspraak’, ‘gesprek’, ‘klets’, ‘afspraken’, 
‘gesprekje’ (7x) 
The word ’gesprek’ is most common Conversations  
‘checken’, ‘monitoren’, ‘vragen’, ‘product’, 
‘procesbewaking’, ‘proces’ (6x) 
All words are about activities about 
monitoring 
Monitoring 
‘taakverdeling’, ‘verantwoordelijk’, ‘collega’s’, 
‘teamvergadering’ (4x) 
All words connect with cooperation and 
the colleagues 
Cooperation 
‘welbevinden’, ‘waardering’, ‘compliment’, ‘samen’ (4x) Positive emotions about cooperation. Positive 
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Display 33 shows the findings of the open- and the axial encoding by the strategy presented by Meulen and 
Otten (2014, p. 34). Axial encodings are selected when an open encoding occurs 4 times or more in a diary 
booklet (p. 35). These encodings respesents the supervisors who did not enhance the flow experience of the 
teacher. 
 
Display 33 Findings on open and axial encodings low flow creating supervisors 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encodings 
Nail on Nadya   
‘Gesprek’, ‘gesprekje’, ‘nagesprek’, 
‘telefoongesprek’ (6x) 
‘Types’ of conversations Conversations 
‘Leerling’ (2x) ‘Only‘ pupil shows up Pupil 
‘Lesbezoek’ (2x) Two times same word Classroom 
observation 
Babs on Bertus   
‘Gesprek’, ‘gesproken’, ‘gesprekje’, ‘verhaal’ (6x) Different words for conversations Conversation 
‘Positieve’, ‘goed’ (4x) Positive emotions about cooperation. Positive 
‘Medewerker’, ‘Bertus’ (4x) Name ‘Bertus’ stands for teacher Teacher 
‘Terugkoppeling’, ‘teruggegeven’ (4x) ‘Terugkoppeling’ most common word Feedback 
Rae on Rachel   
‘Gevraagd’ (4x) Same words  Asking. 
 
The axial encodings of Display 32 and Display 33 are presented in Display 34 for the selective encoding. 
 
Display 34 presents the selective encoding findings (see appendix A14).  
 
Display 34 Selective encodings 
 Fred Paul Hans Ann Nail Babs Rae Sum 
Flow supervisor -.88 -.08 -.15 -.23 .46 .00 .70 - 
Conversations 8 7 5 7 6 6  39 
Dialogues 4 7      11 
Personal 4       4 
Specific  5      5 
Advice  4      4 
Pupils  4 6     10 
Monitoring    6    6 
Cooperation    4    4 
Positive    4  4  8 
Teachers   15   4  19 
Feedback      4  4 
Asking       4 4. 
 
Display 34 shows all seven supervisors employ conversations, such as communication between the supervisor 
and the teachers about formal and informal issues, except Rae who does not. The two most flow enhancing 
supervisors employ dialogues, such as dialogues about wishes, interpretations and discussions. The encoding 
‘conversation’ comes up for every supervisor; except for the least flow-enhancing supervisor Rae who only 
uses questions and asks. The encoding ‘asking’ arose from sentences like ‘asking how do you do’. For the two 
supervisors (Fred and Paul) with the highest scores at flow for their teachers the encodings ‘conversations’and 
‘dialogues’ come forward and only for Fred alone ‘personal’. The encoding ‘personal’ arose from sentences 
such as ‘having a personal conversation’. It suggests that having dialogues at a personal level increases flow 
(see details appendix A14). 
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4.5.2 Qualitative findings feedback levels 
 
Display 35 presents the findings on the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007) (see Appendix A14). 
 
Display 35 Summary score feedback levels each of each supervisor 
 Fred Paul Hans Ann Nail Babs Rae Sum  
Flow supervisor -.88 -.08 -.15 -.23 .46 .00 .70  
Task level 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 10 
Process level 4 4 4 3 5 0 0 20 
Self-regulation level 3 4 7 2 2 4 1 23 
Self level 1 2 0 10 1 3 8 25 
Sum level 12 12 13 17 8 7 9 78 
 
Display 35 shows that especially the flow experience of Fred decreases with .88 while supporting flow; for Paul 
(-.08), Hans (-.15), Anm (-.23) it also decreases but on a lower degree. Flow increases for Nail (.46) and Rae 
(.70). For Babs no change was found. The four supervisors with the highest scores (Fred, Paul, Hans and Ann) 
reported most interventions (12, 12, 13 and 17, respectively).  The Task level has thw  lowest score with 10 
times and the Self level the highest with 25 times. The feedback at the Task level includes feedback about how 
well a task is being performed, this feedback is most common performed and has a corrective character. The 
four supervisors with the highest flow enhancement scores (Fred, Paul, Hans and Ann) report the most 
interventions at the Task level about, how the task is performed (respectively (4, 2, 2 and 2, respectively) and 
the Process level, with a focus on understanding or completing a task, respectively (4, 4, 4 and 3, respectively) 
comparing to the other three supervisors (Nail, Babs and Rae) with zer0 interventions on the Task level and on 
the Process level 5, 0 and o, respectively. It suggests that feedback at the Task level and the Process level 
encourage flow. Feedback at the Self-regulation level makes no difference and feedback at the Self-level 
disturbs flow. The self regulation level requiers a greater skill in self evaluation or confidence to engage further 
on a task (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 70) 
 
4.5.3 LIWC findings 
 
Zijlstra et al. (2004, p. 272) argues that a text analysis programme allows to understand emotional 
interventions. (Tausczik & Pennebaker, 2010, p. 27). LIWC uses 66 different word categories disaggregated in 
five dimensions: ‘standard linguistical dimensions’, ‘psychological processes’, ‘relativity’, ‘personal matters’ 
and ‘experimental dimensions’. These dimensions are divided in categories such as: ‘pronouns’, ‘emotional 
processes’, ‘cognitive processes’ and these processes are divided in more sub categories (Zijlstra et al., 2004, 
p. 272).  Display 36 shows the correlations with the highest score of the LIWC findings (see Appendix A4.5, 
A4.6 and A4.7).  
 




Correlation coefficient .793* 
Sig. (2-tailed) .033 
N 7 
 
Display 36 shows that a ‘tentative’ way of communicating encourages the experience of flow. There is a 
significant uitcome of the T-test.  
 
After the correlation analysis a T-test is conducted (Display 37). 
 
Display 37 Findings T-tests supervisors 
Finding T-tests Supervisors 
Autonomy correlation -.775 
Sig. (2-tailed) .030 
 
After the correlation analysis a regression analysis is conducted with the words with the highest correlation: 
‘affection’, ‘positive emotion’ and ‘tentative’.  
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The variable ‘positive emotion’ turns out to be the first independent variable that is not removed and the linear 
regressions show a significance of .013 (see for further details Appendix A15). This suggests that positive 
emotions are related to the experience of flow. 
 
Display 38 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variable ‘posemo’. 
 
Display 38 Independent variables on flow LIWC (diary booklets) 
Model Summary 










df1 df2 Sig. F 
change 
1 .862a .744 .692 .20945 .744 14,502 1 5 .013 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Posemo 
 
The variable ‘Posemo’ turns out to be the first independent variable that is not removed and the linear 
regression shows a significance of .013, with a total variance of 74.4%. It suggests that positive emotions 
influences the flow experience negative. A supervisor should not use too much positive emotion in the 




The experiences of the teachers as revealed in their questionnaires show that flow is significantly correlated 
with its dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation after the intervention period. After the flow 
interventions the teachers’ flow is significantly correlated to its dimensions absorption, enjoyment and 
motivation. While before the intevention period flow was only significantly correlated to motivation. This 
discloses that the supervisors’ flow interventions have created a significant relationship between flow and 
absorption and between flow and enjoyment. In addition, these interventions have created a significant 
corelation between feedback and autonomy according to the teachers. Furthermore, their autonomy 
experiences have significantly decreased as indicated by the teachers’ questionnaires. 
 
The autonomy experience before and after the intervention period correlate significantly negative according 
to the supervisors’questionnaires. Thus,  supporting autonomy has significantly decreased as pointed out by 
the supervisors.This disclosing that in their perceptions their flow interventions have decreased their teachers’ 
autonomy. The provision of feedback did not show correlate significantly with any of the other variables.  
 
The supervisors’ flow experiences and the teachers’ flow experience correlate significantly negative after the 
intervention period. This discloses that supervisors’ flow decreases when teachers’ flow has been enhanced 
and vice versa. Effectively enhancing teachers’ flow has decreased supervisors’ own flow as disclosed by 
integrating the findings of their supervisors’ and their teachers’ questionnaires 
 
The diaries shows that effectiveness of the supervisors’ interventions are high when the feedback is provided 
at the process and self-regulation level, so the teacher shows proficiency, and has developed ways of  help-
seeking behaviour (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 96). The effectiveness enlarges when supervisors 
communicate in a personal, limited emotional and tentative style, and in conversations and dialogues. The 
supervisor with the highest  The flow experience decreases when a supervisor asks a lot of questions, for 
example during the break ‘asking if everything went well’.  The most effective flow enhancing supervisors 
predominantly report to employ feedback at the task and self-regulation level, and personal, tentative 
dialogues with limited references to positive emotions. The encoding ‘conversation’ such as a a more general 
dialogue., where there is a advanced topic about the task or personal level, the text is coded: dialogue, comes 
up for every supervisor, while the least effective supervisors especially use feedback at a self-level and pose 
questions to enhance their teachers’ flow experiences as disclosed by the diaries. Furthermore, the effective 
supervisors clear tasks before they are conducted rather than during the task or afterwards. The encoding 
‘asking’ arose from sentences like ‘asking how do you feel?’. For the two supervisors with the highest teacher 
flow enhancement scores (Fred and Paul) the encodings ‘conversations’and ‘dialogues’ came forward. For Fred 
with the highest flow score for his teacher the encoding ‘personal’ comes forward.  
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The encoding ‘personal’ arose from sentences such as ‘having a personal conversation’ and ‘meeting an 
teacher in the hallway, and ask how he’s doing’. It suggests that having dialogues at A personal level enhances 
flow. The personal attention relates to with the work atmosphere; evaluating the lesson, for example. Fred has 
dialogues with his teacher to be effective in stimluting the flow experience of his teacher, by general 
conversations and plannend dialogues. 
 
  




This chapter presents the conclusion (5.1), followed by a discussion on reliability (5.2), construct validity (5.3), 
theoretical validity (5.4) and external validity (5.5). Finally, theoretical recommendations (5.6) and practical 




This chapter answers the main question (5.1.1) and the four sub questions of this thesis (5.1.2 to 5.1.2).  
 
5.1.1 Main question  
 
The main question of the thesis is: Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers and their 
own flow by the provision of feedback and support for autonomy and if so, by which kinds of interventions?’ 
Supervisors’ flow interventions have significantly enhanced their teachers’ flow experiences according to their 
teachers on the flow dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation, while their autonomy experiences 
have significantly decreased as indicated by the teachers’ questionnaires.   
 
School supervisors’ flow interventions have significantly decreased the experienced support for autonomy in 
the perceptions of the supervisors, while they enhanced their teachers’ autonomy according to the 
supervisors. The interventions such as the support of feedback should have a tentative approach and positive 
emotions. 
 
This main question was answered by four sub questions: 
 
1. Have school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ flow (and its dimensions 
absorption, enjoyment and motivation), provision of feedback and support for autonomy experiences 
according to these teachers? 
2. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced their teachers’ provision of feedback and/or the 
support for autonomy experiences in the perceptions of the supervisors? 
3. Have these supervisors’ flow interventions on their teachers enhanced their own flow (and its 
dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation)? 
4. Which kinds of interventions have the highest or lowest effect on flow enhancing, as reported by the 
supervisors in their diaries?  
 
5.1.2 Sub question 1 
 
Display 39 shows the propositions supported for the teachers from the quantitative questionnaire analyses. 
 
Display 39 Propositions experiences teachers supported 
 Propositions supported 
PS1 Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start 
PS2 Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start 
PS3 Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the end 
PS4 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the end 
PS5 Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the end 
PS6 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end. 
 
Display 39 shows that from a teachers’ experience, the school supervisors’ flow interventions enhanced 
associating flow and its dimensions absorption and enjoyment, while they maintained the relationship 
between flow and motivation from the period before the intervention period. The interventions connected 
feedback and autonomy in the teachers’ experience. These interventions did not link flow (or one of its 
dimensions) and/or the provision of feedback and support for autonomy from the teachers’ perspective. 
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5.1.3 Sub question 2 
 
Display 40 shows the propositions supported by the supervisors from the quantitative and qualitative analyses 
(Appendix A12) from all 60 propositions by the supervisors (see A13). 
 
Display 40 Propositions experiences supervisors supported 
 Propositions supported 
PS1 Flow and absorption are positivelyrelated for supervisors at the start 
PS2 Flow and motivation are positively related for supervisors at the start 
PS3 Flow and absorption are positively related for supervisors at the end 
PS4 Flow and enjoyment are positively related for supervisors at the end 
PS5 Flow and motivation are positively related for supervisors at the end 
PS6 Autonomy at the start and autonomy at the end are negatively related in the perception of supervisors.  
 
Display 40 shows that the interventions do not connect for feedback and autonomy in the supervisors’ 
perceptions. The support for autonomy decreased during the intervention period in the perception of the 
supervisors’. 
 
5.1.4 Sub question 3 
 
Effectively enhancing teachers’ flow experiences has decreased supervisors’ own flow experiences as disclosed 
by the attached findings of the teachers’ and supervisors’ questionnaires. This paradox is presented in Display 
41. The findings are ranked from the highest flow intervention enhancement scorse of the supervisors to the 
lowest ones. 
 
Display 41 Flow enhancement scores per supervisor 
 Fred Paul Hans Ann Nail Babs Rae 
Flow teacher .45 .38 .31 .23 .16 -.22 -.30 
Flow supervisor -.88 -.08 -.15 -.23 .46 .00 .70 
 
The supervisor of the teacher with the highest flow enhancement score (Fred) himself has the lowest flow 
enhancement score. The flow experience and the dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation are 
related at the end of the research process. At the beginning the dimension enjoyment was not related to flow 
according to the supervisors. Before the interventions period they experience no enjoyment in relation to the 
experience of flow. Thus, concluded: the flow of the supervisor decreases when the flow of the teacher 
increases and vice versa. The supervisors experience more enjoyment at work after increasing flow for their 
teachers. 
 
5.1.5 Sub question 4 
 
The two supervisors with the highest score (Fred and Paul) have the axial encoding ‘dialogue’. It suggests that 
there is a difference in having conversations and dialogues. The axial encoding ‘conversation’ represents small 
talks and the axial encoding ‘talk about’. Rae has the lowest score of flow with the axial encoding ‘asking’. It 
suggests that asking disturbs the flow experience. Concludes the supervisors should provide feedback with 
conversations and dialogues and be tentative in their way of speaking. Examples of the pronunciations of the 
most effective supervisor at the Task level and Process level are presented in Display 42: 
 
Display 42 Interventions most effective supervisor Fred 
Day  Diary content 
1 Just personal attention.  
2 In the hallway a conversation following a consultation with a [support teacher] 
3 After school, ask how things went, evaluate. 
4 Before the lessons start a talk about [lesson] [class]. 
5 Feedback call, give confirmation. 
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The personal dialogues Fred has with his teacher increase flow. The personal attention is related to the work 
atmosphere. Evaluating for example the lesson. Fred has different kinds of dialogues with his teacher. 
 
The most effective supervisors predominantly report to employ feedback at the task and self-regulation level, 
and personal, tentative dialogues about work and performed tasks with limited references to positive 
emotions, while the least effective supervisors especially uses feedback at self-level and pose questions to 
enhance their teachers’ flow experiences as disclosed by the diaries. Furthermore, the effective supervisors 
clear tasks before they are conducted rather than during the task or afterwards. However, according to this 
case study, ‘feedback’ should be interpreted here as feedforward: performance information provided before a 
task is conducted. Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 98) or Bouskila-Yam and Kluger (2011, p. 137) describes 
feedforward as is a multi-purpose method protocol designed to enhance teacher performance and improve 
collaboration between supervisors and subordinates. 
 
5.2.2 Reliability diary booklets 
 
The data collection of the diary booklets covered information on five days, based on the structure employed 
by Xanthopoulou (2009, p 188).  With written interventions by the supervisors. These interventions were 
interpreted through encodings and a LIWC analysis, which led to a reduced biases and errors of these 
interpretations as illustated in Appendix A12. However, these qualitative diary booklets were about free 
thoughts and feelings of the respondents, which led to a lower reliability. Thus, the reliability of the diary 
booklets’ findings is low. 
 
5.2.3 Reliability overall 
 
Thus, the reliability of the questionnaires’findings is limited and of the diary booklets’ low, making reliability 
into a weak point of this investigation. 
 
5.3 Discussion on construct validity 
 
Yin (2014, p. 46) describes construct validity as identifying correct operational measures for the concepts being 
studied. The objective of this investigation is to provide more perspicuity concerning the supervisors’ flow 
interventions on their teachers’ flow experiences. In this section the construct validity on the  questionnaires 
are discussed (5.3.1), the construct validity on the diary booklets (5.3.2) and the overall on the construct 
validity (5.3.3). 
 
5.3.1 Construct validity thesis theme 
 
These interventions on feedback and autonomy were explored in this investigation, by conducting a case 
study employing a ‘multidimensional perspective’. This term was employed to connect to the theme 
‘Organizational Development from a Multidimensional Perspective’ (OD-MP), but the term ‘triangulation’ 
would have fitted better, because of the combination of a qualitative and quantitative approach in this 
investigation (Yin, 2014, p. 47).  
 
5.3.1 Construct validity questionnaires 
 
This investigation employed questionnaires to measure the flow experience as a snapshot before and after the 
intervention period, partially based on Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 281) who measured flow during and after a 
working day. Still, the measurement of flow through questionnaires is arguably, because of the disturbance of 
the flow experience while filling out the questionnaires. An alternative measurement of flow might have been 
constructed by using the experience sampling method introduced by Csikszentmihalyi and LeFevre (1989, p. 
815). This method measures uncontrolled, several times a day. However, this method might disturb the 
experience of flow as well, because the dimension of flow ‘absorption’ is intermitted. 
 
The questions: ‘how many years ar you employed?’, ‘what is your gender?’ and ‘how old are you?’ are not 
further investigated. Supervisors Loes leads the biggest group of teachers and supervisor Fred the smallest. 
This might influence the findings, for example Fred encourages the highest flow score with the smallest team. 
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The flow paradox might be linked to the size of a team as well. Significant relationships between years of 
employment, sexe and age have not been investigated, but with regard to the findings, years of employment, 
sexe and age should be taken into consideration in future research.  
 
A minor point is the translation from English to Dutch and the change of the questionnaires from a personal 
opinion about feedback and autonomy to the perception of the supervisors regarding their teachers, although 
this is thoroughly done following the method of Guillemin et al. (1993). In case of further research the changed 
questions should be on validity. The findings of the reliability analysis (Chapter 4.1.1) show a low reliability for 
the questionnaires of feedback (JCI) and autonomy (JLCQ) answered by the supervisor. 
 
The convergent validity is part of the construct validity to measure whether the same concepts are measured. 
It is checked on the WOLF feedback questionnaire. Display 43 presents a summary of the convergent validity 
of thefeedback questionnaire via the factor loadings. 
 
Display 43 Summary convergent validity 






Before intervention period .424 .095 2 .980 to .653 
.879 to. 626 
No 
after intervention period .510 .025 2 .942 to .564 
.957 to .661 
No 
Before intervention period .342 .028 2 .899 to .674 
.883 to .721 
No 
After intervention period .233 .341 2 .942 to .639 
.957 to .661 
No. 
 
Display 43 shows that the four filled out WOLF feedback questionnaires load on two factors. To be convergent 
valid this questionnaire should load on one factor, as the original questionnaire contains one factor as 
described by Sims et al. (1976, p. 201). Thus, the WOLF questionnaire in this investigation is not convergent 
valid, causing the operational measures for the feedback questionnaire being not sufficient. This seems due to 
the low number of respondents. Thus, the construct validity of the questionnaire part of this investigation is 
limited. 
 
5.3.2 Construct validity diary booklets 
 
The flow interventions were qualitatively measured by diary booklets. The concepts of the diary booklets were 
subdivided via open, axial and selective encodings (Meulen & Otten, 2014, p. 34). They put forward that the 
validation of auditing is a side issue, because it is more important to create dialogues with the respondents 
about the information generated from auditing than the findings themselves. In this investigation is this step, 
obviated through a group discussion (see for further details: SD-card- 5. LIWC analysis).  Thus, the construct 
validity of the diary booklet part of this investigation is limited to. 
 
5.3.3 Construct validity overall  
 
Thus, the construct validiy of the questionnaires’ and the diary booklets’ findings is limited. 
 
5.4 Discussion on theoretical validity  
 
Theoretical validity is the degree that a theoretical explanation developed from a research study fits the data 
and, therefore, is credible and defensible (Burke, 1997, p. 286).  
 
In section5.4.1 the discussion on the literature review is presented. The feedback claim by Steele and Fullagar 
(2009) is discussed in 5.4.2 and  the autonomy claim in 5.4.3. Section 5.4.4 presents an overall judgment. 
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5.4.1 Literature review 
 
From the core literature described in chapter 2, only Bakker (2005) was comparable with the claims by Steele 
and Fullagar (2009), while Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) were not.  
 
This decreased the judgement on the theoretical validity. Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2014, p. 258) criticized 
the systemic literature reviews followed by the OD-MP thesis themes for reducing literature reviews to 
formalistic literature researches; thus, stifling academic curiosity and threatening “quality and critique in 
scholarship and research’’. However, the key literature on flow provided a fine comparison of concepts and 
contexts enhancing the understanding of flow and the methodologies employed. The understanding of 
relevant literature is, however, not a linear process, while a text is (p. 272). Thus, the literature review is 
considered as limitedly theoretically valid. 
 
5.4.2 Provision of feedback  
 
Display 44 presents an overview of te claim of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) in relation to Bakker (2005) 
Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) on feedback. 
Display 44 Claim on feedback Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) in relation with Bakker (2005), Demerouti et al. 
(2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) 
 Claims 1 Bakker (2005, 
(p. 38)) 
Demerouti et al. 
(2012) 




C1 Supervisors’ feedback is positively 
related to teachers’ flow 
Supported  Not studied Not studied Supported 
 
Display 44 shows that the claim of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) on the influence of feedback is supported 
by Bakker and this investigation. Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) did not study these claims. 
 
The intervention of providing feedback is a broad concept as Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 81) distinguish 
feedup (Where am I going?), feedforward (How am I going?) and feedback (Where to next?). Subsequently, 
Bouskila-Yam and Kluger (2011, p. 137) describe feedforward as is a multi-purpose method protocol designed 
to enhance teacher performance and improve collaboration between supervisors and subordinates. This 
investigation suggests that a supervisor’s approach on the teacher’s task and process levels enhances the 
teacher’s flow. These levels are part of the feedforward approach described by Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 
81). The feedforward question, for example, is comparing one's behavior or plans to the just-discovered 
facilitating conditions as reported by Bouskila-Yam and Kluger (2011, p. 137).  Two other concepts disclosed in 
this investigation were the positive emotions and the tentative way of speaking of the supervisor. Bono and 
Ilies (2006, p. 317) linked these emotions to charismatical leadership. They found support that charismatical 
leadership uses positive emotion words and that that is contagious for their followers. But they put forward 
that their study is limited because they solely on word and that is one way to express emotions.   
 
This investigation shows a contrasting flow experience of the supervisor relative to the experience of the 
teacher: an increased flow by the teacher resulted in a decreased flow by the supervisor and vice versa. This 
paradox is not supported by Bakker (2005, p. 30) and Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 7).  
 
Thus, the theoretical validity regarding the provision of feedback claim is high. 
 
5.4.3 Support for autonomy 
 
Display 44 presents an overview of te claim of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) in relation with Bakker (2005) 
Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) about autonomy. 
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Display 45 Claim on autonomy Steele and Fullagar (2009, p.15) in relation with Bakker (2005), Demerouti et al. 
(2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) 
 Claims 1 Bakker 
(2005, (p. 38) 
Demerouti et al. 
(2012) 




C2 Supervisors’ support for autonomy is 
positively related to teachers’ flow  
Supported  Not studied Not studied Contradicted. 
 
Display 44 shows that the claim of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 15) on the influence of autonomy autonomy is 
supported by Bakker. Demerouti et al. (2012) and Salanova et al. (2006) did not study these claims.  
The claim is contradicted with this investigation but is limited investigated, because of the low amount of 
respondents. Therefore is the theoretical validity limited. 
 
5.4.4 Theoretical validity overall 
 
Finally, the claims by (Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p. 7) are based on higher education respondents. Thus, 
differences in findings might be due to the fact that this investigation is conducted in the secondary 
education. Thus, the data fits to the literature, accepting for the support of autonomy. Therefore theory is 
credible and defensible, but limited valid because of the low amount of respondents. 
 
5.5 Discussion on external validity 
 
Yin (2014, p. 68) defines the external validity as the extent in which the findings can be generalized to other 
contexts.24  
 
In comparing with the results of Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 8), this investigation studied school supervisors 
enhancing their teachers’ flow in a secondary educational setting, while Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 8) 
covered a higher education setting regarding professors’ interventions  enhance their  students’ flow. Trow 
(1996, p. 12) puts forward that differences between secondary and higher education are narrow. 
 
Thus, the external validity on the transfer from the secondary education to the higher education context is 
high.  
 
5.6 Theoretical recommendations 
 
The theoretical recommendations focus on a lesson learned, working propositions or other principles that are 
believed to be applicable to other situations (Yin, 2014, p. 68).   
 
Future researchers should be aware that the feedback (JCI) questionnaire might not consist of one factor, 
causing this feedback questionnare consisting of 6 items not to be coherent. In the questionnaire Learning 
Climate Questionnaire (Williams & Deci, 1996) question 13  (‘I don't feel very good about the way my instructor 
talks to me’) is after the feedback round changed from a denial towards a recognition. The respondents 
indicated it is tedious and confusing to fill out a questionnaire with one denial question.  
 
The data collection of the diary studies in this investigation covers diary booklets kept during the intervention 
period by the supervisors about their interventions to enhance flow. This step would be more repeatable when 
a quantitative diary study would have been conducted instead of a qualitative diary study. Ohly et al. (2010, p. 
80) put forward that the quantitative approach consists of structured diaries and standardized questions and 
the qualitatative diary study reports thoughts, feelings and behaviours and the own words of the participants. 
Structured diaries are more reliable and repeatable, because of the structured character of the 
questionnaires.The format of the questionnaires are presentend in Appendix A11 and the format of the diary 
studies is presented in Appendix A12 and and are useable for further research. 
 
Future reseach should also take other not investigated concepts, which are theoretically related to enhance 
flow into account such as social support. Bakker (2005, p. 29) put forward that social support increases flow 
and that flow is a contagious experience: experiencing flow by someone else creates personal flow.  
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Social support is not studied in this investigation but the diary booklets make clear interventions about social 
support from the supervisors with questions from the supervisor such as: ‘How are you doing and are you 
feeling well after opteration?’. Bakker (2005, p. 37) e.g. inferred that job rescourses influence work-flow, 
Demerouti et al. (2012, p. 283) that two dimensions of flow (enjoyment and motivation) have a relationship 
with vigor at home and Salanova et al. (2006, p. 14) that job resources lead to work-flow. Thus, it should be 
taken in consideration to employ social support as well in the questionnaires to investigate the mediating role 
of social support and feedback to enhance the experience of flow. Further research should also include the 
measurement of the supervisors’ perceptions of their teachers flow, the flow paradox: enhancing their 
teachers’ flow might decrease their own flow. 
 
5.7 Practical recommendations 
 
Practical reccomendations present tested propositions derived from theory, and by applying a method to a 
new problem (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2005, p. 36).  
 
A provisory practical implication is that school supervisors in enhancing their teachers’ flow, might focus at the 
task level on feedforward: performance information provided before a task is conducted. Furthermore, it 
appears that they might direct this feedforward primarily at the self-regulation level such as self-monitoring 
and reflecting of teachers while teaching, conversations with pupils and preparations for classes to create 
viable lessons. In addition, it is recommended to provide feedback in personal, tentative dialogues about the 
feelings of a person in relation with work. The tentative aspect of the dialogue contains choosing the right 
words that connect the supervisor with his teacher during the diaogue. The supervisor should focus on the 
task rather than the personal emotions of the teacher to encourage enjoyment and enthousiasm for teaching. 
Most of all, supervisors should be aware that enhancing the flow experiences of their teachers mightdrease 
their own flow.   
 
Finally, This research is about the influence of interventions of the supervisor and the paradox of enhancing 
and experience flow of supervisors and teachers. Pointing to the supervisor’s flow paradox: avoiding a 
decreased flow due to enhancing their teachers’ flow requires small interventions and tentative approaches in 
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Definitions 
 
Display 46 Concept definitions overview 
# Concept Definition 
1 Absorption State of total concentration, whereby teachers are totally immersed in their work 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990, p. 12) 
2 Authors Authors of golden article: Steele and Fullagar (2009) 
3 Autonomy Degree to which the individual has the independent discretion in determining the 
pace and process of the task (Hackman & Oldman, 1976, p. 254) 
4 Bartlett’s test of 
sphericity 
Examines if the variables correlate significantly on the .05 level, meaning they 
correlate sufficiently for an appropriate assessment of the factorial structure in a 
factor analysis (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 24). 
5 Case study A study that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in dept and in its real-world 
context (Yin, 2014) (Yin, 2014) p 328 
6 Common variance The common variance is the total variance that specific variable shares with other 
variables (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 265). 
7 Communalities The communalities can be seen as as a continuation of factor loadings: the 
communality of a variable is the sum of the loadings of this variable on all extracted 
factors (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 264). 
8 Convergent validity (1) Items that measure the same trait correlate highly with one another (Davis, 1989, p. 
327). 
9 Convergent validity (2) There is a relationship between different measures assessing the same construct 
(Aguinis & Vandenberg, 2014, p. 590). 
10 Convergent validity (3) Items together form one concept, operationalized by whether its factor loadings 
are higher than .45 (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 26) 
11 Eigenvalue Indicates the extent to which the extracted component represents the variables; 
therefore, it should be higher than one (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 25). 
12 (Work) Engagement Work engagement is a positive fulfilling work-related state of mind that is 
characterized by absorption, vigor and dedication (Schaufeli et al., 2006, p. 702). 
13 Enjoyment A very positive judgement [by teachers] about the quality of their working life 
(Veenhoven, 1984, 1996)  
14 Factor matrix Indicates by means of factor loadings how an extracted factor represents the items 
(Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 28) 
15 Feedback Direct and clear information on the effectiveness of the performance (Hackman & 
Oldman, 1976) 
16 Flow Short-term, acute absorption in a specific kind of activity (Schaufeli & Salanova, 
2007) 
17 Kaiser’s criterion Claiming that Eigenvalues higher than 1 represent a substantial amount of 
variation, therefore justifying retaining all factors that meet this specific level (Ten 
Hacken et al., 2013, p. 24). 
18 KMO: Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin measure of 
sampling adequacy 
KMO indicates on a zero to one scale to what extent the extracted components 
represent the variables and should be .50 or higher (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 24). 
19 Linguistic Inquiry and 
Word Count (LIWC) 
The LIWC dictionary was developed and subsequently validated by having judges 
rate the emotional content of hundreds of text files, comparing their results to 
those of the computer program (Bono & Ilies, 2006, p. 322). 
 
20 Measure the same 
concept 
Items should show some positive correlation (> .20) (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 13). 
21 Motivation Motivation refers to the need to perform a certain work-related activity with the 
aim of experiencing the inherent pleasure and satisfaction in the activity (Deci & 
Ryan, 1985) 
22 Mixed methods research A class of research where quantitative and qualitative research techniques are 
combined into a single study, addressing more complicated research questions and 
collecting a richer and stronger array of evidence than can be accomplished by any 
single method alone (Yin, 2014, p. 65-66). 
23 Multicollinearity Correlation of variables above  .90 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 88). 
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24 Practical relevance The usefulness of the information for the expected solution of a ‘problem’ (Baarda & 
Goede, 2006, p. 25). 
25 Process level Such feedback concerns information about relations in the environment, relations 
perceived by a person, and relations between the environment and the person’s 
perceptions (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 93). 
26 WOLF Work Flow Inventory (Bakker, 2008, p. 400) 
27 Research The means by which they set out to achieve these ends may be classified ito three 
broad categories: experience, reasoning and research (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 5). 
28 Role clarity Individuals have a clear idea of the purpose and impact of the task they are 
performing (Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p. 9) 
29 Rotated component 
matrix 
The factor loadings for each variable onto each factor (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 
20). 
30 Self level This level includes feedback about how well a task is being accomplished or 
performed, such as distinguishing correct from incorrect answers, acquiring more or 
different information, and building more surface knowledge (Hattie & Timperley, 
2007, p. 91). 
31 Self-regulation Involves interplay between commitment, control, and confi- dence. It addresses the 
way students monitor, direct, and regulate actions toward the learning goal (Hattie 
& Timperley, 2007, P. 93). 
32 Support Supported claims in qualitative comparisons. 
33 Social support The tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize facial expressions, 
vocaluzations, psotures and movements with thos of another person and 
consequently, to converge emotionally (Bakker, 2005, p. 35) 
34 Study Study of golden article, by Steele and Fullagar (2009) 
35 Strong correlation Correlation from .60 to .80 (Harrington, 2008, p. 9) 
36 Theoretical relevance The importance of a study for a particular knowledge field, (Baarda & Goede, 2006, 
p. 25). 
37 Thesis objective The thesis objective clears wat is intended to be reached in the thesis (Baarda et al., 
2005, p. 30). 
38 Thesis problem A thesis problem consists an objective, a main question and sub questions (Jurg, 
2010, p. 7). 
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A1 Pre-Research  
 
Dit vooronderzoek is opgebouwd met een uitleg over het type onderzoek (A1.1), daarna volgt de 





Er is gekozen voor een exploratief vooronderzoek om de aanvankelijke probleemstelling: ,,Which intervention 
techniques effect flow and work engagement?’ te verhelderen en de respondenten te betrekken bij het 
vormgeven van de onderzoeksmethodiek via een groepsinterview (bijlage 10.4). Diepte-interviews en 
semigestructureerde interviews zijn heel geschikt zijn om data te verzamelen voor exploratief onderzoek 
(Saunders and Thornhill (2009, p. 322). Naar aanleiding van dit groepsinterview zijn vervolgens twee 
proefdagboeken uitgezet om in het hoofdonderzoek de juiste gegevens te kunnen verzamelen.  
De basis voor de theoretische achtergrond van dit vooronderzoek is (Steele & Fullagar, 2009). Zij onderzoeken 
de ervaring flow met de invloed van feedback en autonomie op de ervaring van flow. Hierin geeft Bakker aan 
dat sociale steun van positieve invloed is op ervaringen van flow. Deze drie antecedenten: feedback, 




Het groepsinterview is ingezet als voor onderzoek om te focus te bepalen of het over bevlogheid of flow gaat. 
Het interview is gehouden onder negen respondenten op 27 mei 2014 in Wageningen in Nol in ’t Bosch.1 Deze 
respondenten zijn allen werkzaam als midden manager in het Voortgezet Onderwijs2 waar zij leiding geven 
aan docententeams die lesgeven aan leerlingen die onderwijs volgen in het Voortgezet Onderwijs. Drie 
deelnemers zijn later individueel benaderd vanwege hun afwezigheid die dag. Deze groep respondenten is 
gekozen, omdat zij zich hebben aangemeld voor een leernetwerk die twee jaar duurde.3 Deze groep is 
werkzaam in het Voortgezet onderwijs en dit onderzoek beoogd om in het veld van het Voortgezet onderwijs 
de kennis te vergroten over belvogenheid en/ of flow. De aanmelding van dit leernetwerk is vrijwillig. Veel 
bijeenkomsten waren tijdens werkuren, maar er waren ook veel momenten in de vrije tijd van de deelnemers. 
De deelnemers waren desondanks toch meestal allemaal aanwezig terwijl er aangegeven werd dat de 
werkdruk heel hoog ligt en er weinig tijd is. Ze gaven aan gemotiveerd te zijn om te leren van en door elkaar. 
Tijdens de bijeenkomsten werd er informatie uitgewisseld tussen de leden over dagelijkse werkzaamheden 
om te leren door en van elkaar. Daarnaast volgen zij trainingen om als professional zich te ontwikkelen. De 
groep bestaat uit managers die bereid zijn mee te werken aan het onderzoek, omdat ze het interessant vinden 
op welke wijze zij hun teamleden in een Flow laten werken. 
 
A1.3 Groepsinterview  
 
In Display A1 worden vijf kolommen beschreven met de kenmerken van de respondenten. Hierin zijn de 
functie, het geslacht, de leeftijd, het aantal medewerkers en het type organisatie opgenomen (Bakker, 2005, 
p. 31). De opgenomen kenmerken zijn uitgekozen om duidelijkheid te verkrijgen over het type organisatie en 
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Display A1 Kenmerken tien respondenten 
 Functie Sekse Leeftijd in jaren Aantal medewerkers Organisatie 
1 Teamleader Brugklas Anke F 50-60 28 teachers’ VO school 
2 Teamleader Brugklas Rae F 50-60 25 teachers’ VO school 
3 Teamleader MAVO Babs F 40-50 27 teachers’ VO school 
4 Teamleader Havo Ann F 30- 40 25 teachers’ VO school 
5 Teamleader VMBO Hans M 50-60 15 teachers’ VMBO school 
6 Teamleader VMBO Anton M 40- 50 14 teachers’ VMBO school 
7 Teamleader VMBO Paul M 30-40 16 teachers’ VMBO school 
8 Teamleader VMBO Fred M 30-40 10 teachers’ VMBO school 
9 Teamleader VMBO Nail M 50-60 18 teachers’ VMBO school 
10 Teamleader 4,5,6 VWO Helma F 40-50 24 teachers’ Locatie 
Havo/VWO 
 
Uit Display A1 blijkt dat er 5 vrouwen en 5 mannen deelnemen aan het onderzoek. Het grootste team bestaat 





Naar aanleiding van het groepsinterview zijn er twee proefdagboeken uitgezet bij twee teamleiders uit het 
Voortgezet Onderwijs al basis voor het verdere onderzoek naar flow in combinatie met een dagboekstudie 
(Poppleton et al., 2008, p. 486). Deze kernrespondenten zijn beiden werkzaam in leerjaar 1 en 2 van het 
VMBO4. Een van hen nam deel aan het groepsinterview en de andere niet, omdat deze goed benaderbaar zijn 
en werken in een organisatie die aansluit bij de organisaties van de overige respondenten. Hier moet rekening 
mee gehouden worden tijdens het verwerken van de resultaten.                 
                                                                                                      
Display A2 Kenmerken kernrespondenten 
Functie Sekse Leeftijd in jaren Team Organisatie 
Teamleider Ineke VMBO onderbouw Vrouw 20-30 14 medewerkers VMBO school 
Teamleider Hendrik VMBO Onderbouw Man 30-40 16 medewerkers VMBO school5 
 
Bovenstaand display A2 laat de gegevens van de kernrespondenten zien. Het gaat om een vrouw en een man 
met, respectievelijk tussen de 20-30 en de 30-40 met bijna hetzelfde aantal medewerkers in hun team op een 
VMBO school. 
 
De kernrespondenten (Display A2) hebben 5 dagen bijgehouden in een digitaal dagboek welke acties zij 
hebben ondernomen om flow en bevlogenheid bij hun medewerkers te bevorderen, zoals Bakker (2005, p. 31) 
die dit beschrijft in zijn onderzoek.. Er is gekozen in het vooronderzoek om de begrippen Flow en 
bevlogenheid te onderzoeken en een keuze te maken welk begrip verder onderzocht wordt.   
Ze hebben de vraag gekregen om een dagboek bij te houden. De vraag is op vrijwillige basis zoals  
Xanthopoulou et al. (2009, p. 188) dit aangeven in hun onderzoek. 
1. Vijf dagen achter elkaar (als je een dag vergeet, wil je dan een dag langer doorgaan) een dagboek bijhouden 
(Xanthopoulou et al., 2009, p. 188) 
 
2. Begin achteraan de dag en denk zo naar voren wat je op de dag hebt gedaan  
 
3. Wil je elke dag antwoord geven op de volgende vragen en die ook apart beantwoorden.  
 
I. Wat heb je vandaag gedaan om een personeelslid bevlogen te maken? Dit kunnen ook meerdere personen 
en/of acties zijn. 
II. Wat heb je vandaag gedaan om een personeelslid in een flow te laten komen? Dit kunnen ook meerdere 
personen en/of acties zijn. 
 
  
                                                             
4 VMBO: Voortgezet Middelbaar Beroeps Onderwijs 
5 Respondent heeft deelgenomen aan het groepsinterview in Wageningen. 
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A1.5 Analysis Dairies 
 
In dit hoofdstuk worden de twee dagboeken van Ineke gericht op domein ‘Flow’  en bevlogenheid via de 
methode close reading geanalyseerd en geïnterpreteerd. Er is voor Close reading gekozen om zo effectief 
mogelijk bedoeling van de tekst te analyseren en te interpreteren en zo patronen te ontdekken (Hinchman & 
Moore, 2013, p. 443). Daarna wordt het dagboek van Hendriks geanalyseerd en geïnterpreteerd op het domein 
‘Flow’ door middel van Close reading. De focus ligt hierbij op de ervaring flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1999a, p. 64) 
en de antecedenten feedback, autonomie en sociale steun (Bakker, 2005; Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p. 8, p. 37). 
 
 presenteert de dagboek analyse, ontstaan vanuit de analyse door close reading, wordt gekoppeld aan de 




Display A3 Analyse dagboek Ineke flow 







Ik zei tegen J.; ‘joh 
het is pauze’. Reactie 
van J. was dat ik hem 




er contact gemaakt 
en ingebroken in een 
activiteit. 
De leidingevende 
stoort flow door in te 
breken in een activiteit. 
Supporters and opponents were more 
relaxed during the happy messages 
than during the disturbing an- 
nouncements (Bakker, 2005, p. 30) 
 De verstoring van 
de ervaring flow. 
Een inbreuk op 
autonomie 
. 
 Ik zei: ‘het is ook 
belangrijk om even 
rust te pakken’. 
Advies geven. De leidinggevende wil 
flow creëren door het 
geven adviezen op 
basis van de kennis die 
hij heeft over zijn 
medewerkers.  
Asakawa (2010, p. 205), The 
investigation of the consequences of 
flow has become a central interest of 
researchers because of its potential for 
personal growth and improvement of 
quality of life (Nakamura and 
Csikszentmihalyi 2002a, 2008). Bakker 
(2005, p. 28), Applied to the work 
situation, this means that teachers are 
more likely to expe- rience flow when 
their job demands or challenges 
match their professional skills. 
  Sociale steun van de 
leidinggevende door het 
kennen van de 
medewerkers. 
 Na de pauze liep ik 
even naar hem toe 
Tijd nemen voor 
volgende interventie. 
De leidinggevende kan 
inschatten om op het 
juiste moment in 
gesprek te gaan om 
Flow te creëren.  
In addition to the pleasure in the 
activity and the in- trinsic motivation 
to continue doing it, the total 
immersion in an activity seems to be a 
central aspect of the flow-experience 
(Bakker, 2005, p. 27). 
 Autonomie van 
medewerker 
intact laten door 
te weten wanneer 




 Ik keek even met hem 
mee en stelde een 
aantal vragen. Hij 
moest hierover 
nadenken, hij gaf 
nauwelijks antwoord 
maar zei het ineens te 
snappen! 
Medewerker met rust 
laten en kunnen 
activeren. 
De leidinggevende kan 
inschatten om op het 
juiste moment in 
gesprek te gaan om 
Flow te creëren. De 
leidinggevende is een 
actieve factor in het 
creëren van flow.  
Bakker (2005, p. 28), Csikszentmihalyi 
(1997) experience sampling studies 
have shown that people more often 
experience flow during their work than 
during free time. These studies show, 
for example, that boredom is more 
likely when people spend their leisure 
time on activities such as watching 
television. This suggests that one has 






Dag 2 Geen acties.       
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Dag 3 Dit jaar hebben we 
veel gesprekken 
gehad en heeft hij 
coaching gehad. In de 
gesprekken heb ik 
steeds aangegeven 
dat hij stappen 
maakte en een groei 
doormaakte. 
Activiteit 
medewerker zien en 
belonen. 
Interventie is het 
belonen van een 
medewerker en zien 
wat dit voor invloed 
heeft op het welzijn van 
de medewerker. 
Asakawa (2010, p. 205), Flow theory 
defines an autotelic individual as one 
who does things for their own sake, 
rather than in order to achieve some 
external goal (Csikszentmihalyi 
1975/2000, 1990, 1997). 
Feedback door 
de ontwikkeling 




 Ik had het gesprek 
voorbereid op papier 
en hem dit van te 
voren gemaild. Er 
stond op papier dat 
hij nog 
ontwikkelpunten had, 
maar dat hij vooruit 
ging. 
Gesprekken 
voorbereiden en van 
te voren naar 
medewerker 
versturen. 
Interventie om van te 
voren na te denken 
over het komende 
gesprek. 
Bakker (2005, p. 28), Possibilities for 
self-growth, for example, will enable 
teachers to cope better with the 
demands of their work, and feedback 
about performance makes clear to 
what extent work-related goals have 
been reached (Locke, 1968). 
  Geen verbinding met de 
drie antecenten 
gevonden. 
 Ik vind het bijzonder 
om te zien hoe hij aan 
zijn ontwikkeling wil 
werken. Wat betreft 
zijn ontwikkeling zit 
hij bij mijn inzien in 
een flow. 
Positieve ervaring om 
medewerkers in een 
‘flow’  te laten zijn. 
De leidinggevende 
wordt zelf enthousiast 
van ‘flow’ creëren bij 
medewerkers. 
However, since stressful demands or a 
bad day at work have a negative 
impact on colleagues well-being, 
positive experiences at work may also 
crossover and have a positive effect on 
others well-being (Westman, 2001, p. 
735), (Bakker, 2005, p. 30). 
Feedback 





 Het zijn de kleine 
dingen die het doen, 
die je gezien en of 
gehoord laten 
worden.   
Zorgen dat de 
leidinggevende weet 
wat de medewerkers 
doen en welke acties 
ze ondernemen om 




In addition, the flow experience of a 
teacher not only includes a 
component of work enjoyment, which 
may influence the student, it also 
contains the components of intrinsic 
work motivation and ab- sorption. 
This may determine the quality of the 
lesson and, indirectly, the enjoyment 








te reageren op 
wat er gezien 
en gehoord is. 
  
Dag 4 Geen acties.       





Uit het dagboek Ineke ontstaan de volgende acties die een leidinggevende onderneemt om Flow te stimuleren 
of af te remmen. Een leidinggevende kan inbreken in een activiteit van een medewerker, waardoor de Flow 
waarin in medewerker zit afgebroken kan worden. Aan de andere kan een leidinggevende juist Flow 
bevorderen om op het juiste moment feedback te geven en adviezen te geven om een medewerker in een 
Flow te laten geraken. De leidinggevende heeft een goed inlevingsvermogen nodig en zal zijn medewerker 
moeten kennen om effectief feedback te kunnen geven. Terstegge (2011, p. 3) beschrijft dit als een van de 
belangrijke onderdelen om Flow te bereiken dat een persoon aan het einde van de Flow feedback ontvangt en 
weet dat hij op de goede weg zit. De antecedent autonomie wordt twee keer beschreven, feedback vier keer 
en sociale steun een keer. Onderstaande tabel (Display A4) geeft de analyse volgens close reading gericht op 
bevlogenheid weer. Hierin zijn de antecedenten autonomie, feedback en sociale steun niet onderzocht, omdat 
hierin vanuit de literatuur geen ondersteuning is gevonden van de invloed op bevlogenheid tijdens het werk. 
 
Display A4 Analyse dagboek Ineke bevlogenheid 
Dag Zin  Close reading Subconclusie: Literatuur bevlogenheid 
Dag 1 Ik stond er toevallig bij. 
Hij vond het gesprek 
met de collega’s niet 













Als oplossingsgerichte midden manager ga je 
er van uit dat werkelijk effectieve oplossingen 
door de ander zelf worden gecreëerd. Juist 
doordat jij je zo goed kunt inleven-hoe ver sta 
je er helemaal vandaan?- weet je hem duidelijk 
te maken dat hij groeit in zijn eigen 
oplossingen Terstegge (2011, p. 3). 
 In de middagpauze heb 
ik gevraagd of ik een 







Iedere onderwijskracht heeft, afhankelijk van 
zijn functie (maar ook van het moment of uit 
welke richting de wind waait), regelmatig een 
andere pet op; je schakelt min of meer 
automatisch en wel voortdurend. Als andere 
daar moeite mee hebben of je niet bij kunnen 
houden moet je dat uitleggen (Cauffman et al., 
2014, p. 152). 
 Ik heb uitgelegd wat 
het belang was van het 
helpen van deze 
collega’s en waarom 
deze collega’s zijn hulp 
nodig hadden. 





An teacher who receives support, inspiration 
and quality coaching from the supervisor, is 
likely to experience work as more challenging, 
involving and satisfying, and consequently, to 
become highly engaged with the job tasks 
(Cauffman et al., 2014, p. 150). 
Dag 2 Ik vertelde dat ik het 
top vond dat ze dit 
opgepakt had en mijn 
excuus voor het 
nalaten om dit te 
vertellen. 
Excuses aanbieden 
en terugkomen op 
een actie van een 
medewerker. 
Kwetsbaar 
opstellen ten op 
zichtte van 
medewerkers. 
Een fout onmiddellijk erkennen en ervan leren 
is een proactieve benadering. Hierdoor 
verander je een vergissing onmiddellijk in een 
geslaagde onderneming (Tims et al., 2011, p. 
123). 
 Ik heb haar een 
lovende mail terug 
gestuurd, met mijn 
complimenten en 
bedank. Daarin schreef 
ik ook dat ik het fijn 
vond dat wanneer ik 
steekjes liet vallen, zij 
dit gewoon oppakte en 






goed gaat van 
medewerkers. 
For instance, skill variety fosters learning, 
thereby increasing job competence, whereas 
decision latitude and social support satisfy the 
need for autonomy and the need to belong, 
respectively. However, job resources may also 
play an extrinsic motivational role, because 
resourceful work environments foster the 
willingness to dedicate one’s efforts and 
abilities to the work task (Covey, 2009, p. 71), 
(Meijman et al., 1998, p. 17) 
Dag 3 Ik heb hem 12 mei 
even gevraagd hoe zijn 
dag was geweest. 
Belangstelling voor 
de privé situaties 
van collega’s. Een 
medewerker zich 




One possible reason why transformational 
leaders have a positive impact on their 
followers' engagement is that the leaders' 
inspiration and stimulation may enhance 
teachers' personal resources (Bakker et al., 
2010, p. 6). 
Dag 4 Geen acties.    
Dag 5 Geen acties.    
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Naar aanleiding van het dagboek van Ineke over bevlogenheid worden de woorden lichaamshouding en 
uitdrukkingen beschreven. De leidinggevende moet zijn medewerker kennen en daar effectief op reageren. 
Daarnaast wordt er aangeven dat een informeel gesprek voeren zinvol is. Hier uit kan de conclusie getrokken 
worden dat een medewerker zich gezien voelt en er ruimte en tijd is om over uitgevoerde acties na te denken. 
Het mee nadenken over stappen en oplossingen wordt ook gezien als een interventie om een medewerker in 
de Flow te laten geraken. De leidinggevende geeft complimenten wat gezien kan worden als effectief 
feedback op de acties van een medewerker. De medewerker weet zo of hij in de goede richting denkt en 
werkt. (Tims et al., 2011, p. 123) geven aan dat in ervaringen van Flow vaker voorkomen wanneer er effectief 
feedback wordt gegeven, zodat de medewerker weet of de activiteit goed wordt uitgevoerd. 
 
A1.6.1 Outcome Diary Ineke 
 
Naar aanleiding van de analyses en de interpretaties van het dagboek van Ineke komt naar voren dat de 
begrippen ‘Flow’ en bevlogenheid door elkaar heen worden gebruikt. Effectief feedback geven, het 
interpreteren van lichaamshoudingen en uitdrukkingen worden in beide gevallen als belangrijk ervaren. Er 
wordt daarom ook gekozen om het dagboek van de tweede respondent Hendrik de vraagstelling te 
veranderen met de focus op ‘Flow’. 
 
A1.6.2 Outcome Dairy Hendrik 
 
Kernrespondent Hendrik richt zich alleen op ‘Flow’  om verwarring met de domeinen bevlogenheid en ‘Flow’  
te voorkomen. De hoofdvraag wordt naar aanleiding hiervan aangepast op: ,,Which interventions techniques 
effect flow?’ 
 
Display A5 Analyse dagboek Hendrik 
Dag Zin  Close reading Subconclusie: Literatuur flow Antecedenten feedback, 
autonomie en sociale 
steun (Bakker, 2005; 
Steele & Fullagar, 2009, 
p. 8, p. 37). 
Dag 1 Gesprek met docent die 
moeite heeft met haar klas. 
Docente is onzeker over haar 
handelen maar erg begaan 
met leerlingen.  Samen 
gekeken hoe dat komt en 
gespiegeld. Vooral gefocust op 
handelingen van de docente 
zelf.  Docente werd hierdoor 
opnieuw enthousiast en heeft 
weer zin de volgende les te 
geven, waar ze eerder tegen 
op zag. Wel moeten 




ziet dat een 
medewerker 
moeite heeft en 
onzeker is en 
bespreekt door 
haar handelen te 
spiegelen wat de 
oorzaak is. Er 
werd 
voornamelijk 
gekeken naar het 
























houdt de grenzen 
van de 




midden manager ga 
je er van uit dat 
werkelijk effectieve 
oplossingen door de 
ander zelf worden 
gecreëerd. Juist 
doordat jij je zo goed 
kunt inleven-hoe ver 
sta je er helemaal 
vandaan?- weet je 
hem duidelijk te 
maken dat hij groeit 
in zijn eigen 
oplossingen 
Terstegge (2011, p. 
3). 
Sociale steun van de 
leidinggevende en het 
coachend feedback 
geven richting de 
medewerker. 
Dag 2 Gesprek met medewerker over 
mogelijke uitval. Collega wil 
graag aan het werk maar lijkt 
niet in staat te zijn lichamelijke 
barrières te overwinnen. Dat 
geeft enorme frustraties. 
Medewerker wil heel graag en 
heeft ideeën maar is 
onmachtig. Gesprek gevoerd 
De 
leidinggevende 




dat de gesprek de 





en coacht de 
medewerker om 




Teachers are seen as 
unique individuals 
who need specific, 
individual attention 
that is congruent with 
the developmental 
phase they are in 
(Avolio et al., 1999) in 
(Tims et al., 2011, p. 
De leidinggevende geeft 
sociale steun aan de 
medewerker en geeft 
feedback op de 
mogelijkheden en 
onmogelijkheden van de 
werkzaamheden die de 
medewerker kan 
verrichten. 
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om niet te denken in 
onmogelijkheden maar 
mogelijkheden. Als er nu 
belemmeringen zijn dan hoeft 
dat niet te betekenen dat het 
zo blijft. 
tegenaan loopt 
om frustraties te 
voorkomen. Het 
doel van dat 




om positief door 
te kunnen gaan. 
123) 
Dag 3 Sportdag. Teamleden vinden 
sportdagen leuk en werken 
prima mee. Een 
bovenbouwdocente die extra 
ingezet wordt  vindt het niet 
zo’n geschikt evenement. Ze 
kent de leerlingen niet. Door 
deze docente duidelijk te 
maken wat ze precies moet 
doen en wat er verwacht wordt 







en probeert dat 
op te lossen door 






creëert flow door 




feedback and a 
supportive supervisor 
increase the 
likelihood of being 
successful in 
achieving one’s work 
goals (Bakker et al., 
2010, p. 6) 
 
Door duidelijk aan te 
geven wat er verwacht 
wordt, wordt de 
autonomie verstevigd 
van de medewerker. 
Dag 4 Gesprek met groepje docenten 
over voorbereiding van een 
projectdag. Alles is geregeld 
en docenten waren 
enthousiast, maar de 
afstemming en communicatie 
onderling zijn niet om over 
naar huis te schrijven. Hierdoor 
is de bereidwilligheid mee te 
werken een stuk minder 
geworden. Door inhoudelijk 
door te praten over het 
programma worden docenten 
vanuit hun hart voor het 
onderwijs en de leerlingen 
meer en meer gemotiveerd. 
De 
leidinggevende 
spreekt over de 








geeft aan dat 
‘Flow’  bereikt kan 
worden door 
medewerkers aan 
te spreken op 
passie en 
motivatie.  
 Sociale steun van de 
leidinggevende door 
duidelijk te maken en te 
ontdekken met de 
docenten waar de passie 
vandaan komt voor hun 
werk. De  
Dag 5 Excursiedag. Een 
bovenbouwdocent gevraagd 
vanuit een ander team. We 
hadden docenten te weinig. 
Deze docent wilde graag mee. 
Een reden was dat hij een 
andere dag eerder klaar zou 
zijn als hij een lange dag mee 
zou gaan op excursie. Voor 
hem een extra motivatie om er 
wat van te maken. Facilitering 
was het toverwoord. 
De medewerker is 
gemotiveerd, 
omdat hij een 
opdracht uitvoert 
en daardoor op 
een ander 
moment eerder 







motivatie door de 
medewerker te 
belonen in tijd.  
 Door genoeg middelen te 





Interpretatie dagboek Hendrik 
Het aanspreken van medewerker op passie en motivatie leidt tot het bereiken van ‘Flow’. De leidinggevende 
geeft aan dat door weerstand op te lossen en samen naar een oplossing te zoeken dat de medewerker eerder 
Flow kan bereiken. Dit kan hij doordat hij de medewerker kent en de lichaamshouding en uitdrukking 
adequaat analyseert. Hendrik  geeft aan dat het faciliteren van de medewerker, een beloning in dit geval de 
medewerker enthousiast en gemotiveerd wordt. Wat opvalt is dat Hendrik in alle gevallen aangeeft dat 
motivatie en enthousiasme bevorderen ervoor zorgt dat medewerkers in Flow raken. De antecedent 
autonomie wordt twee keer beschreven, feedback twee keer en sociale steun drie keer. 
 
Conclusie Dagboek Ineke en Hendrik 
Beide leidinggevenden geven aan dat het observeren en het analyseren van lichaamshoudingen nodig zijn om 
op effectieve wijze feedback aan de medewerker te geven. Ook geven beiden aan dat complimenten 
belangrijk zijn om de motivatie en enthousiasme te bevorderen belangrijk zijn. Hendrik geeft in zijn dagboek 
aan dat coachen en samen tot oplossingen komen belangrijk zijn om motivatie en enthousiasme te 
bevorderen. 
 
A1.7 Group interview 
 
Datum: 27 mei 2014 
9 van de 11 deelnemers waren aanwezig. Met twee is er een afspraak voor de zomervakantie gepland. Een 
wordt telefonisch benaderd. 
Onderwerp: meewerken aan een onderzoek naar bevlogenheid of flow. 
- Dagboeken en de vragenlijsten naar het team bij voorkeur digitaal. Om ook anonimiteit te bewaren. 
- Deelnemers willen graag de resultaten van de vragenlijsten van hun team terug ontvangen. 
- Een dagboek minimaal een week of eigenlijk 5 dagen. Langer zou beter zijn. Bijvoorbeeld 8 dagen. 
- Voorkeur dat ze een periode toegewezen krijgen van 2 a 3 weken waarin ze zelf 5 aaneengesloten dagen 
kunnen kiezen, omdat er momenten tussen kunnen zitten dat er geen coaching of begeleiding is. 
- De eerste week na de zomervakantie is geen goed idee. Voorkeur vanaf de tweede week. Ze verwachten meer 
interessante uitkomsten en meer tijd om goed na te denken over wat ze nu hebben gedaan. 
- De dagboeken niet voor structureren met interventies, maar niet helemaal open te laten. 
- Een goed moment zou juli zijn, maar tweede week na de zomervakantie kan ook. 
- Teamleden een niet te grote vragenlijst in laten vullen voor genoeg reacties. 
- Tweede week na de herfstvakantie een groepsbijeenkomst om resultaten en ervaringen te delen. Mochten de 
resultaten nog niet klaar zijn dan alleen ervaringen te delen. 
 
A2 Translation of the questionnaires  
 
The three questionnaires: the Work-Related Flow Inventory (WOLF) (Bakker, 2008), the Job Characteristics 
Inventory (JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) and the Learning Climate Questionnaire (JCLQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) are 
translated from English to Dutch conform the questionnaire of the Strengths and difficulties questionnaire 
(SDQ) of Van Widenfelt et al. (2003, p. 281). Guillemin et al. (1993, p. 1419) set out guidelines to serve a 
template for a valid translation, based on a cultural adaption process. Beaton et al. (2000, p. 3186) argue that 
when measures are employed across cultures, the items must not only be translated well linguistically but also 
must be adapted culturally to maintain the content validity of the instrument at a conceptual level. They have 
complemented the guidelines by (Guillemin et al., 1993, p. 1419). The guidelines consist of five stages (Beaton 
et al., 2000, p. 3187):  
 
 Translation: conversion by two translators into the target language; one informed and one 
uninformed translator; one translator outside of the research area and one from within 
 Synthesis: solution of any discrepancies with translators’ reports 
 Back translations: translation back to original by two English first-language translators, naive to 
outcome measurements  
 Expert review: evaluation by experts of the research field 
 Pretesting: probe of complete questionnaire to test understanding of each item. 
 
This investigation followed the five stages of translation from English to Dutch. It starts with stage one 
(translation) where expert translators Idema and Grégoire translate the questions in August 2014.  
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The first expert (1) is a social worker. The second expert (2) has the ‘naive’ role without instructions about 
purpose of the thesis; this expert works outside the research area as a journalist. In stage two (synthesis) the 
two translations are compared by the investigator with the two experts and discussed which translation is 
suited to the research area and the interpretation of a respondent. In stage three (back translation) a native 
speaker did this translation, Clayton in August 2014. Stage four (expert review) is done with supervisor 
Hendriks and teacher Kathy from a secondary school6 in August 2014. Stage five (pretesting) is done with 
fellow students from the OD-MP theme within the Open University in The Netherlands (Sprangers et al., 1993, 
p. 288).  
 
Display A6 and Display A7 present an overview regarding the translations of the WOLF questionnaire (Bakker, 
2008) that focuses on the experience of flow. The JCI questionnaire (Sims et al., 1976) is not interchangeable 
between the teacher and the supervisor. The questions about the teacher are transformed into questions 
about the supervisor, because the focus of this questionnaire is on an instructor rather than a supervisor as in 
this thesis. The questions about the supervisor are transformed into questions about the teacher to transform 
the supervisor self-determination into a supervisor determination by the teachers. The questions of the JCLQ 
questionnaire (Williams & Deci, 1996) are transformed for the supervisor to answers the perceived feedback 
and autonomy of the teacher. 
 
 
                                                             
6 Voortgezet onderwijs De Meerwaarde in Barneveld. 
  
 








Expert 1 Expert 2 Choice expert review Back translations  
 Absorption Absorptie  Volledig opgaan in  Volledig opgaan in Absorptie Absorptie Absorption 
1 When I am working, I 
think about nothing 
else 
Als ik bezig ben, ik 
denk aan niets anders  
Als ik bezig ben, dan 
denk ik aan niets 
anders 
Als ik bezig ben, dan 
denk ik aan niets 
anders 
Wanneer ik aan het 
werk ben, denk ik aan 
niets anders 
Als ik bezig ben, dan 
denk ik aan niets 
anders 
When I am working, I 
think about nothing 
else 
2 I get carried away by 
my work 
Ik meeslepen door 
mijn werk verricht  
Ik laat me meeslepen 
door mijn werk 
Ik laat me meeslepen 
door mijn werk 
Ik ga helemaal op in 
mijn werk 
Ik word enthousiast 
door mijn werk 
I get carried away by 
my work 
3 When I am working, I 
forget everything else 
around me  
Als ik bezig ben, 
vergeet ik alles om me 
heen  
Als ik bezig ben 
vergeet ik alles om me 
heen 
Als ik bezig ben 
vergeet ik alles om me 
heen 
Wanneer ik aan het 
werk ben, vergeet ik 
alles om mij heen 
Als ik bezig ben, dan 
vergeet ik alles om me 
heen 
During work, I forget 
everything else around 
me 
4 I am totally immersed 
in my work 
Ik ben helemaal 
ondergedompeld in 
mijn werk 
Ik ga helemaal op in 
mijn werk 
Ik ga helemaal op in 
mijn werk 
Ik ga helemaal op in 
mijn werk 
Ik ga helemaal op in 
mijn werk 
I get carried away by 
my work 
 Work enjoyment Werkplezier  Werkplezier Werkplezier Werkplezier Werkplezier Work enjoyment 
5 My work gives me a 
good feeling 
Mijn werk geeft me 
een goed gevoel 
 
Mijn werk geeft me 
een goed gevoel 
Ik krijg een goed 
gevoel van mijn werk 
Ik krijg een goed 
gevoel door mijn werk 
Ik krijg een goed 
gevoel door mijn werk 
 
My work makes me 
feel good 
6 I do my work with a lot 
of enjoyment 
Ik doe mijn werk met 
veel plezier 
Ik doe mijn werk met 
veel plezier 
Ik doe mijn werk met 
veel plezier 
Ik doe mijn werk met 
een hoop plezier 
Ik doe mijn werk met 
veel plezier 
I enjoy doing my work. 
7 I feel happy during my 
work 
Ik voel me gelukkig 
tijdens mijn werk  
Ik voel me gelukkig 
tijdens mijn werk 
Ik voel me gelukkig 
wanneer ik werk  
Ik voel me gelukkig 
tijdens mijn werk 
Ik voel me gelukkig 
tijdens mijn werk 
During work, I feel 
cheerful 
8 I feel cheerful when I 
am working 
Ik voel me vrolijk als ik 
bezig ben 
Ik voel me vrolijk als ik 
werk  
Ik voel me opgewekt 
als ik werk 
Ik voel me vrolijk 
tijdens het werken 
Ik voel me vrolijk 
tijdens het werken 
During work, I feel 
cheerful 














9 I would still do this 
work, even if I received 
less pay 
Ik zou nog steeds dit 
werk te doen, zelfs als 
ik minder loon 
ontvangen 
Ik zou hetzelfde werk 
doen, al zou ik minder 
verdienen 
Ik zou dit werk ook 
doen als ik minder zou 
verdienen 
Ik zou dit werk blijven 
doen, zelfs als ik 
minder betaald wordt 
Ik zou dit werk ook 
doen als ik minder zou 
verdienen 
I would still do this 
work, even if I received 
less pay 
10 I find that I also want 
to work in my free 
time 
Ik vind dat ik ook aan 
het werk in mijn vrije 
tijd. 
Ik wil ook werken in 
mijn vrije tijd 
Ik merk dat ik ook wil 
werken in mijn vrije 
tijd 
Ik merk dat ik ook in 
mijn vrije tijd wil 
werken 
Ik merk dat ik ook wil 
werken in mijn vrije 
tijd 
I feel I also want to 
work in my free time 
11 I work because I enjoy 
it 
Ik werk omdat ik 
geniet ervan 
Ik werk, omdat ik er 
van geniet  
Ik werk omdat ik er 
van geniet 
Ik werk omdat ik het 
leuk vind 
Ik werk omdat ik er 
van geniet 
I work because I enjoy 
it 
12 When I am working on 
something, I am doing 
Als ik met iets bezig, ik 
doe het voor mezelf 
Als ik aan iets werk, 
doe ik dat voor mijzelf 
Als ik ergens aan werk, 
doe ik dat voor mezelf 
Wanneer ik aan iets 
werk, doe ik het voor 
Als ik ergens aan werk, 
doe ik dat voor mezelf 
I do my work for my 
own benefit 
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it for myself mijzelf 
13 I get my motivation 
from the work itself, 
and not from the 
reward for it 
Ik haal mijn motivatie 
uit het werk zelf, en 
niet van de beloning 
voor 
Ik haal mijn motivatie 
uit het werk en niet 
voor een beloning 
Ik haal mijn motivatie 
uit het werk zelf en 
niet voor een beloning 
die ik daarvoor krijg 
Ik wordt gemotiveerd 
door de 
werkzaamheden zelf, 
niet door de beloning 
ervoor 
Ik haal mijn motivatie 
uit het werk zelf en 
niet uit de beloning die 
ik daarvoor krijg 
It´s not the reward for 
it, but the work itself 





statements refer to 
the way in which you 
experienced your work 
during the last two 
weeks. Please indicate 
how often you 




betrekking op de 
manier waarop u uw 
werk ervaren tijdens 
de laatste twee 
weken. Gelieve aan te 
geven hoe vaak u elk 
van de verklaringen 
ervaren 
De volgende 
uitspraken geven aan 
hoe je werk de laatste 
weken ervaart. Geef 
aan hoe vaak je de 
uitspraken ervaart 
De volgende 
uitspraken gaan over 
de wijze waarop je, je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende 
uitspraken gaan over 
de wijze waarop je je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende 13 
uitspraken/stellinge
n geven gaan hoe u, 
uw werk de laatste 




statements refer to 
the way in which you 
experienced your work 
during the past two 
weeks. Please indicate 





(1 = never, 2 = almost 
never, 3 = some- 
times, 4 = regularly, 5 
= often, 6 = very often, 
7 = always) 
(1 = nooit, 2 = bijna 
nooit, 3 = soms, 4 = 
regelmatig, 5 = vaak, 6 
= heel vaak, 7 = altijd) 
(1= nooit, 2= bijna 
nooit, 3= soms, 4= 
regelmatig, 5= vaak, 
6= heel vaak, 7= altijd) 
(1= nooit, 2= bijna 
nooit, 3= soms, 4= 
regelmatig, 5= vaak, 
6= heel vaak, 7= altijd) 
(1= nooit, 2= bijna 
nooit, 3= soms, 4= 
regelmatig, 5= vaak, 
6= heel vaak, 7= altijd 
(1= nooit, 2= bijna 
nooit, 3= soms, 4= 
regelmatig, 5= vaak, 
6= heel vaak, 7= altijd 
(1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 
= sometimes, 4 = 
regularly, 5 = often, 6 = 
very often, 7 = always) 
 
The first translation Google translate7 is useful for understanding direct translation from English into Dutch and the focus will be at the translation at words and not at the sentences. 
For the grammar the researcher and two experts interpreted separately the text. There are slight differences in the questions: 1,2,3,5,8,9,10,11 and 13. In the discussion about the 
differences during the expert review there is chosen for the following translation: 
 
Question 1: is chosen because tit is more focused at the flow feeling instead of work engagement. 
Question 2: the word absorption suites better to the concept flow. 
Question 3: is chosen because tit is more focused at the flow feeling instead of work engagement. 
Question 5: is chosen because tit is more focused at the flow feeling instead of work engagement. 
Question 8: the word ‘opgewekt’ fits better than ‘vrolijk’ comparing to the word cheerful. 
Question 9: the word ‘verdienen’ suits better than the word ‘minder betaald’. 
Question 10: grammar change.  
Question 11: the word ‘leuk’ suits better than the word ‘genieten’ in relation to the concept of flow. 
Question 13: grammar change. 




Display A7 Job Characteristics for teachers (Feedback) (Sims et al., 1976) 
Quest
ions 




Expert 1 for teacher 
 
Expert 2 for teacher Choice expert review  Back translations 
1 To what extent do you 
find out how well you 
are doing on the job, 
as you are working?  
In welke mate bent u 
erachter te komen hoe 
goed je bezig bent op 
de baan als je werkt?  
In welke mate weet u, 
dat u goed bezig bent 
tijdens uw werk? 
Ik welke mate merkt u 
tijdens het werken dat u 
het werk goed doet? 
In hoeverre merkt u tijdens 
je werkzaamheden hoe 
goed u uw werk doet? 
Ik merk tijdens het werken 
dat ik mijn werk goed doe 
To what extent do you 
know you are performing 
well enough at work? 
2 To what extent do you 
receive information 
from your superior on 
your job performance?  
In welke mate bent u 
informatie van uw 
leidinggevende 
ontvangen op uw 
prestaties op het 
werk?  
In welke mate 
ontvangt u van uw 
leidinggevende 
informatie over de 
prestaties van uw 
werk? 
In welke mate ontvangt u 
informatie over uw 
werkprestaties van uw 
leidinggevende? 
In hoeverre ontvangt u 
informatie van uw 
leidinggevende op uw 
werkprestaties? 
Ik ontvang informatie over 
mijn werkprestaties van mijn 
leidinggevende 
To what extent do you 
receive information from 
your supervisor on your job 
performance? 
3 To what extent are the 
results of your work 
clearly evident?  
In hoeverre zijn de 
resultaten van je werk 
duidelijk zichtbaar?  
In hoeverre zijn de 
resultaten van uw 
werk duidelijk 
zichtbaar? 
In welke mate zijn de 
resultaten van uw werk 
duidelijk zichtbaar? 
In welke mate zijn uw 
werkresultaten duidelijk 
aantoonbaar? 
De resultaten van mijn werk 
zijn duidelijk zichtbaar 
To what extent are your 
work results clearly 
evident? 
4 The feedback from my 
supervisor on how well 
I'm doing 
De feedback van mijn 
begeleider over hoe 
goed ik doe 
Ik ontvang feedback 
van mijn 
leidinggevende of ik 
mijn werk goed doe 
Ik krijg goede feedback 
van mij leidinggevende 
over hoe goed ik in mijn 
werk ben 
De feedback van mijn 
leidinggevende over hoe 
goed ik mijn werk doe 
Ik krijg feedback van mijn 
leidinggevende over hoe 
goed ik in mijn werk ben 
From my supervisor´s 
feedback on how well  I 
perform. 
5 The opportunity to 
find out how well I am 
doing on my job 
De gelegenheid om uit 
te vinden hoe goed ik 
doe op mijn werk 
 
Ik krijg de gelegenheid 
om uit te vinden of ik 
het goed doe op mijn 
werk 
Ik krijg de mogelijkheid 
om uit vinden of ik goed 
ben in mijn werk 
De mogelijkheid om uit te 
zoeken hoe goed ik in mijn 
werk ben 
Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om 
uit te zoeken of ik goed ben 
in mijn werk 
The opportunity to find out 
how well I am performing 
at work 
6 The feeling that I 
know whether I am 
performing my job 
well or poorly 
Het gevoel dat ik weet 
of ik het uitvoeren van 
mijn werk goed of 
slecht 
Ik herken het gevoel 
wanneer ik mijn werk 
goed of slecht doe 
Ik voel wanneer ik mijn 
werk goed of juist niet 
goed doe 
Het gevoel dat ik weet of ik 
mijn werk goed of slecht 
doe 
Ik herken het gevoel wanneer 
ik mijn werk goed of slecht 
doe 
The feeling that I know 
whether I am performing 
well or badly. 
Instru
ctions 
  De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op welke wijze je, je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende uitspraken 
geven gaan op welke wijze 
je, je werk de laatste 
weken ervaart. Geef aan 
hoe vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende uitspraken 
geven gaan op welke wijze 
je, je werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe vaak 
je de uitspraken ervaart 
De volgende 6 uitspraken/ 
stellingen geven gaan hoe u, 
uw werk de laatste weken 
ervaart ten opzichte van 
collega's in dezelfde functie; 
geef aan hoe vaak u de 
uitspraken ervaart 
The following statements 
refer to how you have 
experienced work lately. 
Please indicate how often 




(1= very little, 2= little, 
3= regular, 4= much, 
5=very much 
 
 (1= klein beetje, 2= 
beetje, 3= gemiddeld, 
4= veel, 5= heel veel) 
(1= klein beetje, 2= beetje, 
3= gemiddeld, 4= veel, 5= 
heel veel 
(1= klein beetje, 2= beetje, 
3= gemiddeld, 4= veel, 5= 
heel veel 
(1= heel weinig, 2= weinig, 3= 
regelmatig, 4= vaak, 5= heel 
vaak 
. (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = 
sometimes, 4 = regularly, 5 
= often, 6 = very often) 
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The first translation Google translate8 is useful for understanding direct translation from English into Dutch and the focus will be at the translation at words and not at the sentences. 
For the grammar the researcher and two experts interpreted separately the text. There are slight differences in all the chosen questions 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. In the discussion about the 
differences during the expert review there is chosen for the following translation: 
 
Question 1: ‘welke mate’ fits better as sentence to the answers. 
Question 2: ‘welke mate’ fits better as sentence to the answers. 
Question 3: the word ‘zichtbaar’ is less judgmental instead of the word ‘aantoonbaar’. 
Question 4: changing grammer and omit judgment. 
Question 5: the word ‘mogelijkheid’  fits better than the word ‘gelegenheid’. 
Question 6: ‘welke mate’ fits better as sentence to the answers. 




Display A8 Job Characteristics for supervisors (Feedback) (Sims et al., 1976) 
Quest
ions 





Expert 1 for supervisor Expert 2 for supervisor Choice expert review  Back translation 
1 To what extent do you 
find out how well you are 
doing on the job, as you 
are working?  
In welke mate bent u 
erachter te komen hoe 
goed je bezig bent op 
de baan als je werkt?  
In welke mate weet u 
dat uw medewerker 
goed bezig is tijdens 
zijn/haar werk? 
In welke mate merkt u 
dat uw medewerker zijn 
werk goed doet terwijl hij 
werkt? 
In welke mate laat u uw 
teamleden tijdens de 
werkzaamheden 
ervaren hoe goed ze 
het werk doen? 
In hoeverre weet u of uw 
medewerker goed bezig 
is tijdens zijn werk? 
To what extent do you find 
out how well you are doing 
on the job, as you are 
working? 
2 To what extent do you 
receive information from 
your superior on your job 
performance?  
In welke mate bent u 
informatie van uw 
leidinggevende 
ontvangen op uw 
prestaties op het werk?  
In welke mate geeft u 
informatie over de 
prestatie van het 
werk aan uw 
medewerker? 
In welke mate geeft u 
informatie aan uw 
werknemer over zijn 
werkprestaties? 
In hoeverre geef je 
informatie aan je 
medewerkers over hun 
werkprestaties 
In hoeverre geeft u 
informatie aan uw 
medewerker over zijn 
werkprestaties? 
To what extent do you give 
information to your teachers 
on how they are performing? 
3 To what extent are the 
results of your work 
clearly evident?  
In hoeverre zijn de 
resultaten van je werk 
duidelijk zichtbaar?  
Hoe duidelijk zijn de 
resultaten van het 
werk van uw 
medewerker duidelijk 
zichtbaar? 
In welke mate zijn de 
resultaten van uw 
werknemer duidelijk 
zichtbaar?  
In welke mate zijn uw 
werkresultaten 
duidelijk aantoonbaar? 
In hoeverre zijn de 
resultaten van uw 
medewerker duidelijk 
zichtbaar voor u? 
To what extent are the 
results of your work clearly 
evident? 
4 The feedback from my 
supervisor on how well 
I'm doing 
De feedback van mijn 
begeleider over hoe 
goed ik doe 
U geeft feedback aan 
uw medewerker of 
hij/zij het werk goed 
doet 
U geeft goede feedback 
aan uw medewerker of 
hij zijn werk goed doet 
De feedback aan mijn 
teamleden over hoe 
goed ze het doen 
 In hoeverre geeft u 
feedback aan uw 
medewerker of hij/zij 
zijn/haar werk goed 
doet? 
 
The feedback from my 
supervisor on how well I am 
performing 
5 The opportunity to find 
out how well I am doing 
on my job 
De gelegenheid om uit 
te vinden hoe goed ik 
doe op mijn werk 
 
U geeft de 
medewerker de 
gelegenheid om uit te 
vinden dat hij/zij het 
werk goed doet 
U geeft uw medewerker 
de mogelijkheid om zelf 
uit te vinden of hij goed is 
in zijn werk 
De mogelijkheid om uit 
te zoeken hoe goed ik 
in mijn werk ben 
In hoeverre geeft u uw 
medewerker de 
mogelijkheid om zelf uit 
te vinden of hij/zij goed is 
in zijn/haar werk? 
You give your teacher the 
opportunity to find out how 
well he is performing. 
6 The feeling that I know 
whether I am performing 
my job well or poorly 
Het gevoel dat ik weet 
of ik het uitvoeren van 
mijn werk goed of 
slecht 
U herkent bij uw 
medewerker het 
gevoel of hij/zij het 
werk goed of slecht 
doet 
U herkent wanneer uw 
werknemer zijn werk 
goed of juist niet goed 
doe 
Het gevoel dat ik weet 
of ik mijn werk goed of 
slecht doe 
In hoeverre voelt u of uw 
medewerker zijn/haar 
werk goed doet? 
 
The feeling that I know 




  De volgende 
uitspraken geven 
gaan op  welke wijze 
je, je werk de laatste 
weken ervaart. Geef 
De volgende uitspraken 
geven gaan op  welke 
wijze je, je werk de 
laatste weken ervaart. 
Geef aan hoe vaak je de 
De volgende uitspraken 
geven gaan op  welke 
wijze je, je werk de 
laatste weken ervaart. 
Geef aan hoe vaak je de 
De volgende 6 
uitspraken/ stellingen 
geven gaan hoe u, het 
samenwerken met uw 
medewerker ervaart ten 
The following statements 
refer to how you have 
experienced work lately. 
Please indicate how often 
you experienced  the 
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aan hoe vaak je de 
uitspraken ervaart 
uitspraken ervaart uitspraken ervaart opzichte van andere 
medewerkers; geef aan 





(1= very little, 2= little, 3= 
regular, 4= much, 5=very 
much 
 
 (1= klein beetje, 2= 
beetje, 3= gemiddeld, 
4= veel, 5= heel veel 
(1= klein beetje, 2= 
beetje, 3= gemiddeld, 4= 
veel, 5= heel veel 
(1= klein beetje, 2= 
beetje, 3= gemiddeld, 
4= vaak, 5= heel vaak 
(1= heel weinig, 2= 
weinig, 3= regelmatig, 4= 
vaak, 5= heel vaak 
. . (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = 
sometimes, 4 = often, 5 = 
very often). 
 
The first translation Google translate9 is useful for understanding direct translation from English into Dutch and the focus will be at the translation at words and not at the sentences. 
For the grammar the researcher and two experts interpreted separately the text. There are slight differences in all the chosen questions 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. In the discussion about the 
differences during the expert review there is chosen for the following translation: 
 
Question 1: chosen because it is less judgemental. 
Question 2: ‘welke mate’ fits better as sentence to the answers. 
Question 3: the word ‘zichtbaar’ is less judgmental instead of the word ‘aantoonbaar’. 
Question 4: changing grammer and omit judgment. 
Question 5: the word ‘mogelijkheid’  fits better than the word ‘gelegenheid’. 
Question 6: ‘welke mate’ fits better as sentence to the answers.














Expert 1 for teacher Expert 2 for teacher Choice expert review  Back translation 
1 I feel that my 
instructor provides me 
choices and options 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur geeft 
me keuzes en opties 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
me keuzes en opties 
geeft 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
me keuzes en opties 
geeft 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij keuzes en opties 
geeft 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij keuzes en opties 
geeft 
I feel that my 
instructor provides me 
choices and options 
2 I feel understood by 
my instructor 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn instructeur 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn 
leidinggevende 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn 
leidinggevende 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn 
leidinggevende 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn 
leidinggevende 
I feel acknowledged by 
my instructor 
3 I am able to be open 
with my instructor 
during class 
Ik kan openen met 
mijn instructeur tijdens 
de les te zijn 




Ik kan eerlijk zijn tegen 
mijn leidinggevende 
Ik ben in staat om 
eerlijk te zijn tegen 
mijn leidinggevende 
tijdens het lesgeven 
Ik kan eerlijk zijn tegen 
mijn leidinggevende 
I am able to be open 
with my instructor 
during class 
4 My instructor 
conveyed confidence 
in my ability to do well 
in the course 
Mijn instructeur 
overgebracht 
vertrouwen in mijn 
vermogen om goed te 
doen in de cursus. 
Mijn leidinggevende 
geeft mij vertrouwen 
om het goed te doen 
tijdens mijn werk 
Mijn leidinggevende 
geeft me het 
zelfvertrouwen dat ik 
het goed doe tijdens 
mijn werk 
Mijn leidinggevende 
heeft mij vertrouwen 
gegeven in mijn 
vermogen het goed te 
doen in het traject 
Mijn leidinggevende 
geeft mij vertrouwen 
om het goed te doen 
tijdens mijn werk 
My instructor 
conveyed confidence 
in my ability to do well 
on the job 
5 I feel that my 
instructor accepts me 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur mij 
accepteert. 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij accepteert 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mijn accepteert 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij accepteert 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij accepteert 
I feel that my 
instructor accepts me 
6 My instructor made 
sure I really 
understood the goals 
of the course and what 
I need to do 
Mijn instructeur 
zorgde ervoor dat ik 
echt begrepen de 
doelen van de cursus 
en wat ik moet doen 
 
Mijn leidinggevende 
zorgt ervoor dat het 
duidelijk is wat de 
doelen zijn 
Mijn leidinggevende 
zorgt ervoor dat ik 
snap wat het werk 
inhoudt en dat ik weer 
wat de doelen zijn 
Mijn leidinggevende 
heeft ervoor gezorgd 
dat ik de doelen van 
het traject begreep en 
goed weet wat ik moet 
doen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
zorgt ervoor dat ik de 
doelen begrijp en goed 
weet wat ik moet doen 
My instructor made 
sure I really 
understood the goals 
and what was 
expected from me. 
7 My instructor 
encouraged me to ask 
questions 
Mijn instructeur 
moedigde me aan om 
vragen te stellen 
 
Mijn leidinggevende 
moedigt me aan om 
vragen te stellen 





moedigt mij aan om 
vragen te stellen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
stimuleert mij om 
vragen te stellen 
My instructor 
encouraged me to ask 
questions 
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8 I feel a lot of trust in 
my instructor 
Ik voel me veel 
vertrouwen in mijn 
instructeur  
Ik heb veel vertrouwen 
in mijn leidinggevende 
Ik heb veel vertrouwen 
in mijn leidinggevende 
Ik voel veel vertrouwen 
in mijn leidinggevende 
Ik voel dat mijn 
leidinggevende veel 
vertrouwen in mij 
heeft 
I feel that my 
instructor has a lot of 
trust in me 
9 My instructor answers 





















vragen volledig en 
zorgvuldig 
My instructor answers 
my questions  entirely 
and carefully 
10 My instructor listens to 
how I would like to do 
things 
Mijn instructeur 
luistert naar hoe ik zou 
willen om dingen te 
doen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
luistert naar me, 
wanneer ik vertel hoe 
ik dingen wil doen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
luistert wanneer ik 
vertel hoe ik dingen 
zou willen doen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
luistert naar hoe ik 
dingen aan wil pakken 
Mijn leidinggevende 
luistert naar hoe ik 
zaken aan wil pakken 
My instructor listens to 
me on  how to deal 
with work 
11 My instructor handles 
people's emotions very 
well 
Mijn instructeur 
verzorgt de emoties 
van de mensen heel 
goed 
Mijn leidinggevende 
kan zich goed inleven 
in de gevoelens van 
anderen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
gaat goed om met de 
emoties van anderen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
kan goed met de 
emoties van anderen 
omgaan 
Mijn leidinggevende 
gaat goed om met de 
emoties van anderen 
My instructor can 
handle the teachers 
emotions very well 
12 I feel that my 
instructor cares about 
me as a person 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur geeft 
om mij als persoon 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij als persoon 
waardeert 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
om mij geeft 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
om mij als persoon 
geeft 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn leidinggevende 
mij waardeert 
I feel that my 
instructor cares about 
me as a person 
13 I don't feel very good 
about the way my 
instructor talks to me 
Ik voel me niet erg 
goed over de manier 
waarop mijn 
instructeur praat tegen 
me 
Ik voel me niet goed 
over de wijze waarop 
mijn leidinggevende 
met mij communiceert 
Ik vind de manier 
waarop mijn 
leidinggevende tegen 
mij praat vervelend 
Ik voel me niet prettig 
bij de manier waarop 
mijn leidinggevende 
met me praat 
Ik voel me goed over 
de wijze waarop mijn 
leidinggevende met 
mij communiceert 
I don’t feel well about 
the way my supervisor 
talks to me 
14 My instructor tries to 
understand how I see 
things before 
suggesting a new way 
to do things 
Mijn instructeur 
probeert te begrijpen 
hoe ik de dingen zie 
voordat suggereert 
een nieuwe manier om 
dingen te doen 
Mijn leidinggevende 
probeert te begrijpen 
hoe ik de dingen zie, 
voordat hij/zij met 
nieuwe ideeën van 
aanpak komt 
Mijn leidinggevende 
probeert eerst mijn 
standpunt te 




probeert te begrijpen 
hoe ik ergens 
tegenaan kijk, voordat 
mijn leidinggevende 
een andere manier 
voorstelt 
Mijn leidinggevende 
probeert eerst mijn 
standpunt te 
begrijpen, voordat hij / 
zij  een nieuwe 
werkwijze voorstelt 
My instructor  tries to 
understand my 
opinion before 
suggesting a new 
procedure. 
15 I feel able to share my 
feelings with my 
instructor 
Ik voel me in staat om 
mijn gevoelens te 
delen met mijn 
instructeur 
Ik kan mijn gevoelens 
delen met mijn 
leidinggevende 
Ik voel me vrij mijn 
gevoelens met mijn 
leidinggevende te 
delen 
Ik heb het gevoel dat ik 
mijn gevoelens kan 
delen met mijn 
leidinggevende 
Ik kan mijn gevoelens 
delen met mijn 
leidinggevende 
I feel able to share my 





  De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
De volgende 15 
uitspraken/ stellingen 
geven gaan hoe u, het 
The following 
statements indicate 
your work experience 
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werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
samenwerken met uw 
collega ervaart ten 
opzichte van andere 
collega’s; wilt u de 
mogelijkheid van 
(‘zeer mee oneens’ tot 
‘zeer mee eens’) 
invullen. 
U kan kiezen uit de 
volgende 7 
antwoorden: nooit - 
mee oneens - beetje 
mee oneens - oneens / 
mee eens - beetje mee 
eens - mee eens - zeer 
mee eens 
in the last couple of 
weeks. Please indicate 






(1= strongly disagree, 
2= disagree, 3= little 
bit disagree, 4= 
disagree/agree, 5= 
little bit agree, 6= 
agree, 7= strongly 
agree) 
(1= heel erg niet mee 
eens, 2= niet mee 
eens, 3= beetje niet 
mee eens, 4= niet mee 
eens/mee eens, 5= 
beetje mee eens, 6= 
mee eens, 7= heel erg 
mee eens) 
(1= heel erg niet mee 
eens, 2= niet mee 
eens, 3= beetje niet 
mee eens, 4= niet mee 
eens/mee eens, 5= 
beetje mee eens, 6= 
mee eens, 7= heel erg 
mee eens) 
(1= sterk mee oneens, 
2=mee oneens, 3= 
beetje mee oneens, 4= 
eens/oneens, 5= beetje 
mee eens, 6= mee 
eens, 7= sterk mee 
eens) 
(1= heel erg niet mee 
eens, 2= niet mee 
eens, 3= beetje niet 
mee eens, 4= niet mee 
eens/mee eens, 5= 
enigszins mee eens, 6= 
mee eens, 7= heel erg 
mee eens) 
(1= heel erg niet mee 
eens, 2= niet mee 
eens, 3= beetje niet 
mee eens, 4= niet mee 
eens/mee eens, 5= 
enigzins mee eens, 6= 
mee eens, 7= heel erg 
mee eens) 
1= strongly disagree, 
2= disagree, 3= 
disagree a little, 4= 
disagree/agree, 5= 
agree a little, 6= agree, 
7= strongly agree). 
 
The first translation Google translate10 is useful for understanding direct translation from English into Dutch and the focus will be at the translation at words and not at the sentences. 
For the grammar the researcher and two experts interpreted separately the text. There are slight differences in the questions: 3,4,6,7,10,11,12,13 and 15. In the discussion about the 
differences during the expert review there is chosen for the following translation: 
 
Question 3: the sentence fits better in the context of the research instead with a to strong focus on the research area. 
Question 4: the question is more concrete. 
Question 6: the translations are integrated for better understanding and grammar. 
Question 7: the experts chose for the word’ moedigt aan’  instead of ‘stimuleren’ is a more positive formulation. 
Question 10: more concrete sentence. 
Question 11: more concrete sentence. 
Question 12: more formal question what fits better in the context. 
Question 13: more formal question what fits better in the context. 
                                                             
10 www.google.nl-translate 
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Question 15: more concrete sentence. 









Expert 1 for 
supervisors 
 
Expert 2 for 
supervisors 
Choice expert reviews  Back translations 
1 I feel that my 
instructor provides me 
choices and options 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur geeft 
me keuzes en opties 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft het gevoel dat ik 
hem/haar keuzes en 
opties geef 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft het gevoel dat ik 
hem keuzes en opties 
geef 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
het gevoel dat ze 
keuzes en opties 
hebben 
Ik geef de medewerker 
keuzes en opties 
I feel that I provide my 
teachers choices and 
options 
2 I feel understood by 
my instructor 
Ik voel me begrepen 
door mijn instructeur  
Mijn medewerker voelt 
zich begrepen door mij 
Mijn medewerker voelt 
zich begrepen door mij 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
het gevoel dat ik ze 
begrijp 
Ik begrijp de 
medewerker 
I feel the teachers feel 
understood by me 
3 I am able to be open 
with my instructor 
during class. 
Ik kan openen met 
mijn instructeur tijdens 
de les te zijn 
De medewerker kan 
tijdens gesprekken 
open tegen mij zijn 
De medewerker kan 
eerlijk tegen mij zijn 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
de mogelijkheid om 
eerlijk tegen mij te zijn 
De medewerker kan 
eerlijk tegen mij 
zijn        
I think the teacher is 
able to be open to me 
4 My instructor 
conveyed confidence 
in my ability to do well 
in the course 
Mijn instructeur 
overgebracht 
vertrouwen in mijn 
vermogen om goed te 
doen in de cursus 
Ik geef mijn 
medewerker 
vertrouwen om het 
goed te doen tijdens 
zijn/haar werk 
Mijn medewerker 
krijgt tijdens zijn werk 
zelfvertrouwen van mij 
Ik heb mijn teamleden 
vertrouwen gegeven in 
hun vermogen het 
goed te doen in het 
traject 
Ik vertrouw er op dat 
de medewerker het 
werk goed doet 
I convey confidence 
towards my teachers  
to do well in the course 
5 I feel that my 
instructor accepts me 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur mij 
accepteert 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft het gevoel dat ik 
hem/ haar accepteer 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft het gevoel dat ik 
hem accepteer 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
het gevoel dat ik ze 
accepteer 
Ik accepteer de 
medewerker 
My teacher feels I 
accept him 
6 My instructor made 
sure I really 
understood the goals 
of the course and what 
I need to do. 
Mijn instructeur 
zorgde ervoor dat ik 
echt begrepen de 
doelen van de cursus 
en wat ik moet doen  
 
Ik zorg er duidelijk 
voor wat de doelen zijn 
Mijn medewerker weet 
wat zijn werk inhoudt 
en wat de doelen zijn 
Ik heb ervoor gezorgd 
dat mijn teamleden de 
doelen van het traject 
begrepen en goed 
wisten wat ze moesten 
doen 
 De medewerker weet 
wat haar/zijn werk 
inhoudt en wat de 
doelen zijn        
The teacher knows the 
contents of his work 
and the matching 
goals 
7 My instructor 
encouraged me to ask 
questions. 
Mijn instructeur 
moedigde me aan om 
vragen te stellen 
 
Ik moedig mijn 
medewerker aan om 
vragen te stellen 
Ik stimuleer mijn 
medewerker om 
vragen te stellen 
Ik moedig mijn 
teamleden aan om 
vragen te stellen 
Ik moedig de 
medewerker aan om 
vragen te stellen        
I encourage my 
teachers to ask 
questions 
8 I feel a lot of trust in 
my instructor 
Ik voel me veel 
vertrouwen in mijn 
instructeur 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft veel vertrouwen 
in mij 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft veel vertrouwen 
in mij 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
veel vertrouwen 
De medewerker heeft 
veel vertrouwen in 
mij        
I think my teacher 
feels trust in me 
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9 My instructor answers 




vragen volledig en 
zorgvuldig 
 
Ik beantwoord mijn 
vragen volledig en 
zorgvuldig 
Ik beantwoordt de 
vragen van mijn 
medewerker  volledig 
en zorgvuldig 
Ik beantwoord vragen 
van mijn teamleden 
volledig en zorgvuldig 
Ik beantwoord de 
vragen van de 
medewerker volledig 
en zorgvuldig       
My teachers´ 
questions are 
answered entirely and 
carefully 
10 My instructor listens to 
how I would like to do 
things. 
Mijn instructeur 
luistert naar hoe ik zou 
willen om dingen te 
doen 
Ik luister naar mijn 
medewerker, wanneer 
hij/zij verteld hoe hij/zij 
de dingen wil doen 
Ik luister naar mijn 
medewerkers als hij 
vertelt hoe hij dingen 
zou willen doen 
Ik luister naar hoe mijn 
teamleden dingen aan 
willen pakken 
Ik luister naar hoe de 
medewerker zaken 
aan wil pakken       
I listen to my teachers 
on how to deal with 
work 
11 My instructor handles 
people's emotions very 
well. 
Mijn instructeur 
verzorgt de emoties 
van de mensen heel 
goed 
Ik kan me goed inleven 
in de gevoelens van 
anderen 
Ik ga goed om met de 
emoties van anderen 
Ik kan goed met de 
emoties van anderen 
omgaan 
Ik kan goed met de 
emoties van de 
medewerker 
omgaan       
I can handle my 
teachers emotions 
very well 
12 I feel that my 
instructor cares about 
me as a person 
Ik heb het gevoel dat 
mijn instructeur geeft 
om mij als persoon 
Mijn medewerker 
heeft het gevoel dat ik 
hem/ haar als persoon 
waardeer 
Mijn medeweker heeft 
het gevoel dat ik om 
hem geef 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
het gevoel dat ik als 
persoon om ze geef 
De medewerker heeft 
het gevoel dat ik hem 
als persoon 
waardeer        
I think that my teacher 
feels that I care about 
him as a person 
13 I don't feel very good 
about the way my 
instructor talks to me 
Ik voel me niet erg 
goed over de manier 
waarop mijn 
instructeur praat tegen 
me 
Mijn medewerker voelt 
zich niet goed over de 




vindt de manier 
waarop ik tegen hem 
praat vervelend 
Mijn teamleden voelen 
zich niet prettig over 
de manier waarop ik 
met ze praat 
De medewerker vindt 
de manier waarop ik 
tegen hem praat 
prettig        
I feel that my teacher 
likes the way I 
communicate with him 
14 My instructor tries to 
understand how I see 
things before 
suggesting a new way 
to do things 
Mijn instructeur 
probeert te begrijpen 
hoe ik de dingen zie 
voordat suggereert 
een nieuwe manier om 
dingen te doen 
Ik probeer de dingen te 
begrijpen van mijn 
medewerker, voordat 
ik met nieuwe ideeën 
van aanpak kom 
Ik probeer eerst 
standpunt van mijn 
medewerker te 
begrijpen, voordat ik 
hem een nieuwe 
werkwijze voorleg 
Ik probeer te begrijpen 
hoe mijn teamleden 
ergens tegenaan 
kijken, voordat ik een 
andere manier 
voorstel 
Ik probeer te begrijpen 
hoe de medewerker 
ergens tegenaan kijkt, 
voordat ik een andere 
werkwijze voorstel        
I try to understand 
how my teachers see 
things before 
suggesting a new 
procedure. 
15 I feel able to share my 
feelings with my 
instructor 
Ik voel me in staat om 
mijn gevoelens te 
delen met mijn 
instructeur 
Mijn medewerker kan 
zijn gevoelens delen 
met mij 
Mijn medewerker voelt 
zich vrij zijn gevoelens 
met mij de delen 
Ik geef mijn teamleden 
het gevoel dat ze hun 
gevoelens met mij 
kunnen delen 
De medewerker voelt 
zich vrij haar/zijn 
gevoelens met mij de 
delen 
My teacher feels free 




  De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 
vaak je de uitspraken 
ervaart 
De volgende 
uitspraken geven gaan 
op  welke wijze je, je 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 




geven gaan over de 
wijze waarop u, uw 
werk de laatste weken 
ervaart. Geef aan hoe 




your work experience 
in the last couple of 
weeks. Please indicate 
how often you have 
experienced the 
statements. 




(1= strongly disagree, 
2= disagree, 3= little 
bit disagree, 4= 
disagree/agree, 5= 
little bit agree, 6= 
agree, 7= strongly 
agree) 
(1 = zeer mee oneens, 
2 = mee oneens, 3 = 
beetje mee oneens, 4 = 
oneens / mee eens, 5 = 
beetje mee eens, 6 = 
mee eens, 7 = zeer 
mee eens) 
(1 = zeer mee oneens, 
2 = mee oneens, 3 = 
beetje mee oneens, 4 = 
oneens / mee eens, 5 = 
beetje mee eens, 6 = 
mee eens, 7 = zeer 
mee eens) 
(1 = zeer mee oneens, 
2 = mee oneens, 3 = 
beetje mee oneens, 4 = 
oneens / mee eens, 5 = 
beetje mee eens, 6 = 
mee eens, 7 = zeer 
mee eens) 
(1 = zeer mee oneens, 
2 = mee oneens, 3 = 
beetje mee oneens, 4 = 
oneens / mee eens, 5 = 
enigszins mee eens, 6 
= mee eens, 7 = zeer 
mee eens) 
(1 = zeer mee oneens, 
2 = mee oneens, 3 = 
beetje mee oneens, 4 = 
oneens / mee eens, 5 = 
enigszins mee eens, 6 
= mee eens, 7 = zeer 
mee eens) 
1= strongly disagree, 
2= disagree, 3= 
disagree a little, 4= 
disagree/agree, 5= 
agree a little, 6= agree, 
7= strongly agree). 
 
The first translation Google translate11 is useful for understanding direct translation from English into Dutch and the focus will be at the translation at words and not at the sentences. 
For the grammar the researcher and two experts interpreted separately the text. There are slight differences in the questions: 3,4,6,7,8,10,12,12 and 14. Expert 2 has as naive translator 
chosen for an approach as a team instead of one teacher. In this translation the approach of the researcher and expert 1 is followed because it fits more to the original question. In the 
discussion about the differences during the expert review there is chosen for the following translation: 
 
Question 3: the sentence fits better in the context of the research instead with a to strong focus on the research area. 
Question 4: the question is more concrete and there is made a combination for better understanding. 
Question 6: the translations are integrated for better understanding and grammar. 
Question 7: the experts chose for the word’ moedigt aan’  instead of ‘stimuleren’ is a more positive formulation. 
Question 8: changed that it is a statement and not a truth. 
Question 10: more concrete sentence. 
Question 11: more concrete sentence and more formal. 
Question 12: more formal question what fits better in the context. 
Question 13: more formal, positive question what fits better in the context. 
Question 14: combination of questions. They are better understandable. 
 
Some questions are double and there meanings are the same. They are again interpreted by the experts and there are made different choices as well on the grammar.  The expert 
argued to change all scales to a 7 points Likert scale. In this research is chosen to stay with the different scales for a precise comparing between this research and that of Steele and 
Fullagar (2009). The introductions of the questionnaires are explaining the different scales to overcome this problem. 
  




A3 Propositions and questionnaires   
 
This appendix presents the findings regarding the correlation analysis of this investigation on flow. Section 
A11.1 presents the questionnaires and section 11.2 the propositions. Next, the correlation analyses for the 




This investigation examines flow. Flow consists of three dimensions: (1) absorption, (2) intrinsic motivation 
and (3) enjoyment (Bakker, 2008, p.400). The questionnaire part of this investigation explores the influence of 
autonomy and feedback on flow. The questionnaire data consists of filled out questionnaires from nine 
supervisors and their favourite flow teachers from four secondary schools in the centre of The Netherlands. 
These data were collected in October and November 2014. Display A11 presents the three questionnaires that 
were filled out by these teachers.  
 
Display A11 Overview used questionnaires in this investigation 
Questionnaires Authors Years Numbers of items Concepts 
Work-Related Flow Inventory (WOLF) Bakker 2008 13 Flow 
Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) Sims et al. 1976 6 Feedback 
Learning Climate Questionnaire (JCLQ) Williams & Deci 1996 15 Autonomy. 
 
The WOLF questionnaire originates from 2008, the JCI from 1976 and the JCLQ from 1996, which makes them 
quite different regarding regency. The WOLF consists of thirteen items, the JCI of five items and the JCLQ of 
fifteen items. The WOLF measures flow, JCI feedback and JCLQ autonomy. In addition, the overall 
questionnaire contains four demographic variables: age, gender, work experience and type of organization 
(Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p.16). Thus, overall the questionnaire of this investigation counts 37 items. Display 
A12 presents the meanings of the scores of the Wolf, JCI and the JLCQ questionnaires.  
 
Display A12 Meaning scores questionnaires 
Score Wolf meaning JCI meaning JLCQ meaning 
1 Never Very little Strongly disagree 
2 Almost never Little Disagree 
3 Some-times Regular Little bit disagree 
4 Regularly Much Disagree/ agree 
5 Often Very much Little bit agree 
6 Very often  Agree 
7 Always  Strongly agree. 
 
Display A12 shows that the Wolf and the JLCQ questionnaire employ a 7-point scale, while the JCI uses a 5-
point scale. The Wolf questionnaire is used for the personal experience for teachers and supervisors. This in 
contrast to the JCI and the JLCQ (Display A15). The teachers filled out the JCI and the JLQC on their 
perceptions of feedback and autonomy. The supervisors completed these two questionnaires on how they 




The questionnaire about the experience of flow consist of three dimensions: absorption, enjoyment and 
intrinsic motivation (Bakker, 2008). Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the flow questionnaire cover absorption; 
question 5, 6, 7 and 8 enjoyment; and question 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 motivation. Display A13 presents the 30 
propositions investigated for the teachers. 
 
Display A13 Propositions investigated on teachers  
 Propositions teachers 
H1. Flow has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
H2. Absorption has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
H3. Enjoyment has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
H4. Motivation has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
H5. Feedback has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
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H6. Autonomy has significantly increased for teachers during intervention period  
H7. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H8. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H9. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H10. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H11. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H12. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H13. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H14. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H15. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H16. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H17. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H18. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H19. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers in at the end 
H20. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers in at the end 
H21. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers in at the end 
H22. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H23. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H24. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H25. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H26. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H27. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H28. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H29. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H30. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end. 
 
Display A14 presents the 30 propositions investigated for the supervisors. 
 
Display A14 Propositions investigated on teachers / supervisors 
 Propositions supervisors 
H31. Flow has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H32. Absorption has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H33. Enjoyment has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H34. Motivation has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H35. Feedback has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H36. Autonomy has significantly increased for supervisors during intervention period  
H37. Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H38. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H39. Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H40. Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H41. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H42. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H43. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H44. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H45. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H46. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H47. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H.48 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H.49 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.50 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.51 Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.52 Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.53 Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.54 Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.55 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.56 Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.57 Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.58 Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.59 Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
H.60 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end. 
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A4 Reliability analysis teachers and supervisors 
 
In the following sections the reliability analysis presented and in  (A4.1 and A4.2), two-correlation analyses are 
presented on the teachers and the supervisors to examine the cohesion among the variables (Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 2007, p. 13). The focus of this reliability analysis is on the Cronbach Alpha.  
 
This section presents the reliability analysis in line with Steele and Fullagar (2009, p. 13). The three 
questionnaires ‘The work-related flow inventory’ (WOLF) (Bakker, 2008) for flow, the ‘Job Characteristics 
Inventory (JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) and the ‘Learning Climate Questionnaire’ (LCQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) are 
conducted in the two time periods for teachers and supervisors. 
 
The reliability analysis first evaluates if the means of the indivual items of each scale are in line (Steele & 
Fullagar, 2009, p. 13). Secondly, the adequacy of the internal consistency of these items is calculated with the 
Cronbach’s Alpha (α). The third step is to investigate if these items correlate. The third step is presented in the 
sections (4.2 and 4.3). 
 
For the reliability analysis, SPSS is used with the following steps: Analyze > Scale > Reliabiity analysis. In the 
screen for the ‘Satistics’; ‘Descriptives’ is selected, followed by ‘Item’ and ‘Scale if items deleted’. The ‘Inter-
Item ‘Correlations’, and the ‘Means’ were also selected, described by Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 9-11). 
 
For every questionnaire is first the Cronbach Alpha presented in the reliability statistics. The Cronbach Alpha 
test the homegeinity of the items. A Cronbach Alpha of > .8 is satisfactory but with a low amount of 
respondents > .6 is also satisfactory according to Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 13). 
 
The Total statistics presents the ‘scale item if deleted’ and the ‘Cronbach Alpha ()’. The scale variance if ‘Item 
deleted’ and the ‘Corrected Item Total correlation’ are not included, because they are discussed in section (4.1) 
and (4.2). If the items present an Alpha of > .8 or higher, there is no need for deleting items according to Ten 
Hacken et al. (2013, p. 13). The investigator can preserve an item if it is statisticall not good enough but if there 
is reason of content. 
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A4.1 Reliability analysis teachers period 1 
 
Display A15 presents the reliability statistics for flow, teachers period 1. 
 
Display A15 Reliability Statistics flow teachers period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  on Standardized Items N of Items 
.660 .788 13 
 
The () for the questionnaire of flow teachers period 1 is reliabile with .788 because of the low amount of 
respondents. 
 
Display A16 presents the total statistics of flow for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A16 Total statistics flow teachers period 1 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha 
if Item Deleted 
Flow 1 57.13 .757 
Flow 2 55.63 .620 
Flow 3 57.38 .642 
Flow 4 56.38 .595 
Flow 5 55.63 .601 
Flow 6 55.50 .566 
Flow 7 55.63 .625 
Flow 8 55.63 .625 
Flow 9 56.50 .639 
Flow 10 58.63 .766 
Flow 11 56.00 .566 
Flow 12 57.63 .669 
Flow 13 55.88 .573 
 
Display A16 presents a slightly improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .757) if item 1 would be deleted, but 
the reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 13 flow items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept. 
 
Display A17 Display A17 presents the total statistics of feedback for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A17 Reliability Statistics feedback for teachers period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha 
On Standardized Items  
N of Items 
.711 .744 6 
 
The () for the questionnaire of flow teachers period 1 is reliabile with .744 because of the low amount of 
respondents. 
 
Display A18 presents the total statistics of feedback for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A18 Total statistics feedback for teachers period 1 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 





if Item Deleted 
Feedback 1 15.13 6.696 .488 .660 
Feedback 2 16.13 5.268 .556 .636 
Feedback 3 15.50 6.857 .403 .684 
Feedback 4 16.38 6.839 .397 .685 
Feedback 5 16.00 7.429 .188 .751 
Feedback 6 15.25 6.500 .839 .598 
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Display A18 presents a slight improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .751) if item 5 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 6 feedback items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept. 
 
Display A19  presents the total statistics of autonomy for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A19 Reliability Statistics autonomy for teachers period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  
on Standardized 
Items 
N of Items 
.712 .783 15 
 
The () for the questionnaire of flow teachers period 1 is reliabile with .783 because of the low amount of 
respondents. 
 
Display A20 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A20 Total statistics autonomy for teachers period 1 
Items Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 




Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Autonomy 1 80.63 29.125 .701 .650 
Autonomy 2 80.38 27.411 .947 .620 
Autonomy 3 80.50 35.143 .256 .705 
Autonomy 4 79.88 35.839 .168 .710 
Autonomy 5 79.88 32.982 .431 .688 
Autonomy 6 80.50 32.286 .753 .672 
Autonomy 7 80.88 36.982 -.058 .730 
Autonomy 8 80.00 34.857 .479 .697 
Autonomy 9 80.75 31.929 .328 .696 
Autonomy 10 80.25 32.500 .557 .679 
Autonomy 11 80.50 35.714 .080 .719 
Autonomy 12 80.25 33.643 .394 .693 
Autonomy 13 80.25 37.929 -.160 .744 
Autonomy 14 80.50 31.143 .637 .667 
Autonomy 15 80.63 25.696 .267 .772 
 
Display A20 presents a slightly improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .772) if item 15 would be deleted, but 
the reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 15 autonomy items form an internally consistent 
set of items, measuring the same concept.  
 
A4.2 Reliability analysis for teachers period 2 
 
Display A21 presents the total statistics of flow for the teachers in period 1. 
 
Display A21 Reliability Statistics flow teachers period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  
On Standardized Items 
N of Items 
.752 .794 13 
 












Display A22 presents the total statistics of flow for the teachers in period 2. 
 
Display A22 Total statistics flow teachers period 2 
Items Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Flow 1 55.13 .678 
Flow 2 54.50 .680 
Flow 3 56.00 .799 
Flow 4 55.38 .699 
Flow 5 54.25 .735 
Flow 6 54.13 .713 
Flow 7 54.75 .704 
Flow 8 54.75 .726 
Flow 9 55.38 .825 
Flow 10 56.00 .776 
Flow 11 54.75 .685 
Flow 12 56.00 .779 
Flow 13 54.50 .704 
 
Display A22 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .825) if item 9 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 13 flow items form an internally consistent set of items, 
measuring the same concept.  
 
Display A23 presents the total statistics of feedback for the teachers in period 2. 
 
Display A23 Reliability Statistics  feedback teachers period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  
on Standardized 
Items 
N of Items 
.870 .876 6 
 
The () for the questionnaire of feedback for the teachers period 2 is reliabile with .876.  
 
Display A24 presents the total statistics of feedback for the teachers in period 2. 
 
Display A24 Total statistics feedback teachers period 2 
Items Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Feedback 1 17.13 .854 
Feedback 2 17.50 .818 
Feedback 3 17.50 .844 
Feedback 4 17.38 .807 
Feedback 5 17.25 .864 
Feedback 6 17.00 .882 
 
Display A24 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .825) if item 9 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 6 feedback items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept.  
 
Display A25 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the teachers in period 2. 
 
Display A25 Reliability Statistics autonomy teachers period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  
On Standardized Items 
N of Items 
.468 .520 14 
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The () for the questionnaire of autonomy for the teachers period 2 not reliabile with .520.   
 
Display A26 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the teachers in period 2. 
 
Display A26 Total statistics autonomy teachers period 2 
Items Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Autonomy 1 82.13 .625 
Autonomy 9 82.38 .574 
Autonomy 14 82.25 .555 
Autonomy 5 81.63 .542 
Autonomy 11 81.75 .528 
Autonomy 6 82.13 .515 
Autonomy 10 81.63 .496 
Autonomy 7 81.75 .490 
Autonomy 12 81.50 .486 
Autonomy 4 81.88 .486 
Autonomy 13 82.00 .478 
Autonomy 8 82.25 .471 
Autonomy 15 82.00 .468 
Autonomy 2 81.63 .441 
Autonomy 3 81.63 .408 
 
Display A26 presents slightly improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .518) if item 9 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed still no reliability, so indicating the 15 autonomy items form nu internally 
consistent set of items, measuring the same concept.  
 
A4.3 Reliability analysis for supervisors period 1 
 
Display A27 presents the total statistics of flow for the supervisors in period 1 
 
Display A27 Reliability Statistics flow supervisors period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha on 
Standardized Items 
N of Items 
.768 .789 13 
 
The () for the questionnaire of flow for the teachers period 2 is reliabile with .789 because of the low amount 
of respondents. 
 
Display A28 presents the total statistics of flow for the supervisors in period 1. 
 
Display A28 Total statistics flow supervisors period 1 
Items Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Flow 1 59.50 .731 
Flow 2 58.25 .749 
Flow 3 60.13 .740 
Flow 4 59.88 .764 
Flow 5 58.50 .755 
Flow 6 58.38 .751 
Flow 7 58.63 .762 
Flow 8 58.38 .778 
Flow 9 58.75 .717 
Flow 10 59.00 .769 
Flow 11 59.13 .738 
Flow 12 59.88 .796 
Flow 13 58.13 .729 
 




Display A28 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .769) if item 10 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 13 flow items form an internally consistent set of items, 
measuring the same concept. 
 
Display A29 presents the total statistics of feedback for the supervisors in period 1. 
 
Display A29 Reliability Statistics feedback supervisors period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha 
On Standardized Items  
N of Items 
.623 .707 6 
 
The () for the questionnaire of feedback for the supervisors period 1 is reliabile with .707 because of the low 
amount of respondents. 
 
Display A30 presents the total statistics of feedback for the supervisors in period 1. 
 
Display A30 Total statistics feedback supervisors period 1 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Feedback 1 15.38 .600 
Feedback 2 16.25 .546 
Feedback 3 15.88 .401 
Feedback 4 16.00 .550 
Feedback 5 15.13 .771 
Feedback 6 15.75 .477 
 
Display A30 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .771) if item 5 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 6 feedback items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept. 
 
Display A31 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the supervisors in period 1 
 
Display A31 Reliability Statistics autonomy supervisors period 1 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  
on Standardized Items 
N of Items 
.670 .776 15 
 
The () for the questionnaire of autonomy for the supervisors period 1 is reliabile with .670 because of the low 
amount of respondents. 
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Display A32 Total statistics feedback supervisors period 1 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Autonomy 1 83.88 .725 
Autonomy 2  83.88 .590 
Autonomy 3 83.00 .698 
Autonomy 4 82.88 .662 
Autonomy 5 82.63 .677 
Autonomy 6 83.25 .650 
Autonomy 7 83.75 .713 
Autonomy 8 83.25 .606 
Autonomy 9 82.88 .636 
Autonomy 10 83.00 .617 
Autonomy 11 83.50 .615 
Autonomy 12 83.25 .593 
Autonomy 13 83.63 .632 
Autonomy 14 83.50 .724 
Autonomy 15 83.25 .632 
 
Display A32 presents an improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .725) if item 1 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 15 autonomy items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept. 
 
A4.4 Reliability analysis supervisors period 2 
 
Display A33 presents the total statistics of flow for the supervisors in period 2 
 
Display A33 Reliability Statistics flow supervisors period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items 
.836 .856 13 
 
The () for the questionnaire of flow for the supervisors period 2 is reliabile with .836.  
 
Display A34 presents the total statistics of flow for the supervisors in period 2.  
 
Display A34 Total statistics flow supervisors period 2 
Items  Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Flow 1 58.38 .834 
Flow 2 57.25 .821 
Flow 3 58.25 .811 
Flow 4 59.13 .826 
Flow 5 57.38 .816 
Flow 6 57.25 .825 
Flow 7 57.63 .816 
Flow 8 57.63 .816 
Flow 9 57.88 .815 
Flow 10 58.00 .836 
Flow 11 57.63 .815 
Flow 12 59.13 .857 
Flow 13 57.50 .821 
 
Display A34 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .857) if item 12 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 13 flow items form an internally consistent set of items, 
measuring the same concept. 
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Display A35 presents the total statistics of feedback for the supervisors in period 2 
Display A35 Reliability Statistics feedback supervisors period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items 
.527 .543 6 
 
The () for the questionnaire of feedback for the supervisors period 2 is not reliabile with .527. 
Display A36 presents the total statistics of feedback for the supervisors in period 2. 
Display A36 Total statistics feedback supervisors period 2 
Items Scale Mean if 
Item Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha if 
Item Deleted 
Feedback 1 16.63 .520 
Feedback 2 17.25 .565 
Feedback 3 17.00 .435 
Feedback 4 17.38 .510 
Feedback 5 16.88 .465 
Feedback 6 16.75 .337 
 
Display A36 presents no improvement of Cronbach’s thus reliability statistics showed no reliability, so 
indicating the 6 feedback items form no internally consistent set of items, measuring the same concept. 
 
Display A37 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the supervisors in period 2 
 
Display A37 Reliability Statistics autonomy supervisors period 2 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items 
.751 .786 15 
 
The () for the questionnaire of autonomy for the supervisors period 2 is reliabile with .786.  
 
Display A38 presents the total statistics of autonomy for the supervisors in period 2. 
 
Display A38 Total statistics autonomy supervisors period 2 
 Scale Mean if Item 
Deleted 
Cronbach's Alpha 
if Item Deleted 
Autonomy 1 83.38 .725 
Autonomy 2  83.38 .725 
Autonomy 3 82.88 .753 
Autonomy 4 83.38 .725 
Autonomy 5 82.88 .784 
Autonomy 6 83.50 .691 
Autonomy 7 83.38 .735 
Autonomy 8 83.38 .735 
Autonomy 9 83.38 .735 
Autonomy 10 83.38 .725 
Autonomy 11 83.38 .735 
Autonomy 12 83.00 .705 
Autonomy 13 83.50 .735 
Autonomy 14 83.38 .771 
Autonomy 15 83.38 .767 
 
Display A38 presents a improvement of Cronbach’s Alpha (from .784) if item 5 would be deleted, but the 
reliability statistics showed reliability, so indicating the 15 autonomy items form an internally consistent set of 
items, measuring the same concept. 
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A4.5 Overview reliability analysis 
 
Display A39 presents an overview of the Cronbach’s Alpha for Steele and Fullagar (2009), teachers period 1 
and 2 and for the supervisors period 1 and 2. 
 
Display A39 Overview Cronbach’s Alphas 
 Steele and 
Fullagar (2009) 




Flow .940 .660 .752 .768 .836 
Feedback .940 .711 .870 .623 .527 
Autonomy .900 .712 .468 .670 .751 
 
Display A39 presents that all variables in this revelatory single-case study show a lower internal consistency 
than Steele and Fullagar (2009) calculated in their research. Feedback for supervisors in period 2 shows no 
reliability and autonomy for teachers in period 2 shows no reliability. 
A4.6 Correlation analysis teachers 
 
Display A40 presents the means, standard deviations, internal consistencies () and the Spearman 
correlations () on flow, absorption, enjoyment, motivation, feedback and autonomy for teachers in during 
the intervention period. 
 
Display A40 Means, standard deviation, internal consistencies and Spearman correlations during the 
intervention period for teachers  
 
Variable 
M SD  Flow Absor Enjoy Motiv Feedb Auton 
At the start          
Flow ()  4.70 .47 .66 1.00 .63 .81 .76 .26 -.18 
Sig. (2-tailed)    . .09* .02** .03** .55 .67 
Absorption  () 4.50 .72 .39 .63 1.00 .15 .25 .10 -.61 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .09* . .72 .56 .82 .11 
Enjoyment  () 5.53 .65 .88 .81 .15 1.00 .61 .20 .27 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .02** .72 . .11 .64 .52 
Motivation  () 4.20 .52 .10 .76 .25 .61 1.00 -.05 -.14 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .03** .56 .11 . .91 .74 
Feedback  ()1 4.41 .50 .71 .26 .10 .20 -.05 1.00 -.09 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .55 .82 .64 .91 . .83 
Autonomy  () 5.74 .40 .71 -.11 -.61 .27 -.14 -.09 1.00 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .67 .11 .52 .74 .83 . 
At the end          
Flow  () 4.60 .44 .79 1.00 .88 .81 .85 -.17 -.18 
Sig. (2-tailed)    . .00*** .02** .01** .69 .68 
Absorption  () 4.38 .71 .72 .88 1.00 .52 .70 -.46 -.38 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .00*** . .19 .05** .25 .36 
Enjoyment  () 5.16 .53 .65 .81 .52 1.00 .68 .30 .26 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .02** .19 . .07* .48 .54 
Motivation  () 4.30 .37 .52 .85 .70 .68 1.00 -.17 -.12 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .01 .05** .07* . .69 .78 
Feedback  ()  4.84 .61 .62 -.18 -.46 .30 -.17 1.00 .84 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .69 .25 .48 .69 . .01*** 
Autonomy  () 5.87 .22 .22 -.17 -.38 .26 -.12 .84 1.00 
Sig. (2-tailed)    .68 .36 .54 .78 0.01*** . 
Outcomes  (Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p. 15) 
Flow  () 3.78 .57 .94       
Feedback  () 4.02 .33 .90       
Autonomy  () 5.86 .88 .88       
1 The feedback questionnaire of is converted from a 5-point to a 7-point Likert scale. 
* Significant on 0.1 level 
** Significant on 0.05 level 
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Display A40 shows that enjoyment scores highest at the startand autonomy at the end for teachers (5.53 and 
5.87, respectively), while motivation scores lowest in both periods. This indicates that the teachers seem enjoy 
their work, while they have a motivation issue at the same time. Flow has decreased (from 4.70 to 4.60), as 
have enjoyment (from 5.53 to 5.16) and absorption (from 4.50 to 4.38); motivation has increased (from 4.20 to 
4.30), as have feedback (from 4.41 to 4.84) and autonomy (from 5.74 to 5.87). This indicates that the 
supervisors’ flow interventions increased the teachers’ experiences of motivation dimension of flow as well as 
their autonomy and feedback experiences, while they decreased their experiences of flow and its dimensions 
enjoyment and absorption.  
 
The standard deviation is highest on absorption for teachers in both periods (.72 and .71, respectively), and 
lowest on autonomy in both periods (.40 and .22, respectively). This suggests that the teachers’ experiences of 
absorption differ much more than their experiences of autonomy. This indicates that supervisors might have 
more influence in their perception on absorption than on autonomy. This may be due to their job as a teacher, 
which is generally experienced as autonomous (Both & De Bruin, 2012, p.45) 
 
The Cronbach Alpha () scores highest for enjoyment at the start (.88) and for flow at the end (.79) on 
teachers. The Cronbach Alpha () score on enjoyment has decreased (from .88 to .65), while the Cronbach 
Alpha () on flow has increased (from .66 to .79).  This indicates that the item consistency depends rather 
heavily on the moment the flow questionnaire is filled out. 
 
None of the variables correlates above than  .90 what means there is no multicollinearity (Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 2007, p. 88).  
 
Display A41 shows the summary of the significant correlations on a significant level .05 based Steele and 
Fullagar (2009, p.14).  
 
Display A41 Summary of significant Spearman correlations (o.05) for teachers during the intervention period. 
Variable Absorption Enjoyment Motivation Feedback Autonomy 
At the start      
Flow ()   .81 .76   
Sig. (2-tailed)  .02 .03   
Absorption  ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Enjoyment ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Motivation ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Feedback ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Autonomy ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
At the end      
Flow  () .89 .81 .85   
Sig. (2-tailed) .00 .02 .01   
Absorption  ()   .70   
Sig. (2-tailed)   .05   
Enjoyment ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Motivation ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Feedback  ()      .84 
Sig. (2-tailed)     .01 
Autonomy ()      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
 
Display A41 shows that motivation comes forward as a significant dimension of flow for teachers in both 
periods, while absorption and enjoyment only relate significantly to flow at the end. This indicates that 
motivation only is a relevant dimension of flow for teachers at the end. It suggests that the intervened 
teachers have come to experience enjoyment as a dimension of flow at work during the intervention period. 
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Feedback and autonomy for teachers are significantly related at the end, which they are not at the start. This 
new connection may have been induced by the flow intervention, resulting in feedback and autonomy from 
supervisors to teachers.   
 
 
A4.7 Correlation analyses for supervisors 
 
 
Display A42 A42 presents the means, standard deviations, internal consistencies and Spearman correlations 
for supervisor’s period1 and 2. The feedback and the autonomy questionnaires are answered how the 
supervisors perceive the effects of their feedback and supports autonomy.  
 
Display A42 Means, standard deviations, internal consistencies and Spearman correlations during the 
intervention period for supervisors 










Correlations At the start 
Variable M SD        
Flow teachers () 4.70 .47 1.000 .634 .805* .759* .310 -.503 
  . .091 .016 .029 .456 .204 
Absorption 
teacher () 
4.50 .72 .634 1.000 .150 .247 .439 -.319 
  .091 . .723 .555 .276 .441 
Enjoyment 
teacher () 
5.53 .65 .805* .150 1.000 .605 -.073 -.577 
  .016 .723 . .112 .863 .134 
Motivation 
teacher () 
4.20 .52 .759* .247 .605 1.000 .386 -.236 
  .029 .555 .112 . .346 .573 
Feedback1 () 4.41 .52 .310 .439 -.073 .386 1.000 .036 
  .456 .276 .863 .346 . .933 
Autonomy1 () 5.95 .32 -.503 -.319 -.577 -.236 .036 1.000 
  .204 .441 .134 .573 .933 . 
Correlations At the end 
Flow2 teachers 
() 
4.59 .44  .024 -.161 .037 -.067 -.157 -.297 
  .955 .704 .931 .875 .711 .475 
Absorption2 
teachers () 
4.37 .71 .120 .111 -.123 .098 .096 -.115 
  .776 .793 .771 .818 .820 .786 
Enjoyment2 
teachers () 
5.16 .53 -.072 -.395 .210 -.183 -.145 -.430 
  .865 .333 .618 .665 .733 .287 
Motivation2 
teachers () 
4.30 .37 .400 .037 .447 .252 -.255 -.659 
  .326 .930 .267 .548 .543 .076 
Feedback2 () 4.76 .38 .291 .534 -.211 .294 .170 .256 
  .484 .173 .616 .479 .688 .540 
Autonomy2 () 5.84 .26 .012 -.037 .147 -.055 -.299 -.807* 
  .978 .931 .728 .898 .471 .015 
The questionnaire of feedback is converted from a 5-point likert scale to a 7-point likert scale by calculating 5/7. 
* Significant on 0.1 level 
** Significant on 0.05 level 
 
Display A42 shows that autonomy scores highest for the teachers during the intervention period (5.95 and 
5.84, respectively), while motivation scores lowest (4.20 and 4.30, respectively). It suggests that the teachers 
are motivated and the supervisors support autonomy to increase flow.  
 
The standard deviation is highest during the intervention period for absorption and lowest for autonomy. The 
absorption experiences of the teachers suggest that the opninion of them do not agree. 
 The Standard deviation for supervisors agrees more in both periods with respectively (.32 and .26). 
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The Cronbach Alpha () has a high score for enjoyment during the intervention period (.84 and .92, 
respectively). This indicates a high reliability of the questionnaire for enjoyment in both periods. 
 
None of the variables correlates above than  .90 what means there is no multicollinearity (Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 2007, p. 88).  
 
Display A43 shows the most prominent findings from Display A42 The focus is on a significant level .05 in this 
investigation and the >.10 is omitted (Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p.14). 
 
Display A43 Summary of means, standard deviations, internal consistencies of significant Spearman 
correlations (o.05) for supervisors and teachers during the intervention period 
Variable Absorption Enjoyment Motivation Feedback Autonomy 
At the start 
 
     
Flow ()  .79  .76   
Sig. (2-tailed) .02**  .03   
Absorption      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Enjoyment      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Motivation      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Feedback      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Autonomy      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
At the end 
 
     
Flow  () .81 .81 .85   
Sig. (2-tailed) .01*** .02 .01   
Absorption  
() 
  .70  -.74 
Sig. (2-tailed)   .05  .04** 
Enjoyment   .68   
Sig. (2-tailed)      
Motivation    .76  
Sig. (2-tailed)    .03  
Feedback   .76   
Sig. (2-tailed)   .03   
Autonomy      
Sig. (2-tailed)      
* Significant on 0.1 level 
** Significant on 0.05 level 
 
Display A43 shows that in both periods flow significantly correlates with absorption for supervisors and with 
motivation for teachers. This indicates that supervisors experience the absorption dimension of flow during 
the intervention period. During the intervention period, the absorption dimension of flow has become 
significantly related to autonomy for supervisors. This suggests that the supervisors’ interventions have 
connected the absorption dimension of flow with autonomy for supervisors.  
 
A4.8 Comparison main findings correlation analysis teachers and supervisors 
 
Display A44 compares the main findings of the correlation analysis for teachers and supervisors during the 













Display A44 Comparison correlation analysis teachers and supervisors 
 
 
Display A44 shows that flow and absorption are significantly correlated for teachers at the startand for 
supervisors in both periods. Thus, this part of this investigation recognizes absorption as the key dimension of 
flow. For teachers, during the intervention period flow has become significantly related to all three dimensions 
of flow: absorption, enjoyment and motivation. This suggests that the supervisors’ flow interventions 
integrated the experience of flow for teachers. During the intervention period, feedback and autonomy also 
have become significantly correlated for teachers. This suggests that the supervisors’ interventions have 
connected feedback and autonomy for teachers. During the intervention period, the absorption dimension of 
flow and autonomy has become significantly correlated for supervisors. This indicates that supervisors’ 
interventions have connected their absorption dimension of flow and autonomy.  
 
Furthermore, flow and motivation are significantly correlated for teachers. Thus, motivation is recognized as a 
dimension of flow for teachers. Finally, flow and enjoyment are significantly correlated on a .05 level for 
teachers at the end. Thus, enjoyment is only recognized as a dimension of flow after the intervention period.  
 
At the end flow and absorption and enjoyment are positive correlated for supervisors (.02 and .01, 
respectively). Probably leads absorption and enjoyment to a flow experience. Flow and autonomy and 
absorption as component from flow and autonomy correlates negative with autonomy. The explanation for 
this is probably that the flow experience of a supervisor says nothing about how they support autonomy.  
 
The correlation for flow and motivation comes only up during the intervention period for the teachers. The 
explanation for this is probably that the teachers feel motivated because of the interventions from the 
supervisors (having conversations, social support and cooperating (Bakker, 2005, p. 37). Probably there is no 
relation in this investigation between being motivated or feeling enjoyment. It suggests that losing the 
motivation does not influence the enjoyment. The enjoyment for teachers at the end correlates. It suggests 
that the interventions from the supervisor during the intervention period lead to more enjoyment. 
 
The relation between absorption and autonomy correlates at the end for teachers. Absorption as dimension 
from flow correlates negative with autonomy. It suggests that experience autonomy leads to a negative 
absorption but that the other dimensions of flow (enjoyment and motivation) do not correlate or an 




In line with (Bakker, 2008, p. 10) and (Sims et al., 1976, p. 210) this appendix presents an exploratory factor 
analysis for the feedback questionnaire: the Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) by Sims et al. (1976, p. 208).  
The exploratory factor analysis is conducted to identify the underlying factors for a variable (Harrington, 2008, 
p. 12). SPPS and the factor analysis literature alternately use the terms ‘component’ and ‘factor’.  This thesis 
kept the word ‘component’ in the SPSS techniques, while it unilaterally employs the term ‘factor’ in the text in 





at the end 
Supervisors 
at the start 
Supervisors 
at the end 
Flow-absorption  .88 .79 .81 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .00 .02 .01 
Flow-enjoyment .81 .81   
Sig. (2-tailed) .02 .02   
Flow-motivation .76 .85   
Sig. (2-tailed) .03 .01   
Absorption-autonomy     
Sig. (2-tailed)     
Feedback -autonomy  .84   
Sig. (2-tailed)  .01   
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First, an exploraty factor analysis is conducted for the teachers’questionnaires at the start of the intervention 
period (A5.1), second for the teachers’questionnaires at the end (A5.2), third for the supervisors’ 
questionnaires at the start (A5.3) and finally for the supervisors’ questionnaires at the end of the intervention 
period (A5.4). This appendix closes with a summary and comparisons of the factor analysis (A5.5). 
 
A5.1 Exploratory factor analysis methodology 
 
For the exploratory factor analysis, the following SPSS procedure was used: Analyze > Dimension reduction > 
Factor (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 17). In the descriptive screen ‘Initial solution’ is selected and the method 
‘Principal Components’. Furthermore, the ‘extraction screen’, ‘Correlation matrix’ and ‘Unrotated factor 
solution’ are selected, along with a ‘maximum of 25 iterations for Convergence’ (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 
26). In the ‘Rotation screen’, ‘Varimax’ is selected as rotation method, along with ‘Rotated solution’ and again 
a ‘Maximum of 25 Iterations for Convergence’ (p. 17). Finally, in the ‘Options screen’ and ‘Sorted by size’ are 
selected (p. 18).The first step in this exploratory factor analysis is the choice for the ‘Extraction screen’, 
‘Principal component analysis’ with ‘Eigenvalues higher than 1 extracted’ is selected as method (Ten Hacken et 
al., 2013, p. 17). The column with a Eigenvalue respensents the extent to which the component represents the 
variables and should be higher than one. The Eigenvalue should be higher than 1 and respensent a specific 
amount of variation (Kaiser’s criterion). All factors are retained when they show a specific level above .50.  
 
The second step in SPSS is to use in the ‘Extraction screen’, ‘Correlation matrix’ and ‘Unrotated factor 
solution’, along with a ‘Maximum of 25 Iterations for Convergence’ (p. 17). In the ‘Rotation screen’, ‘Varimax’ is 
selected as rotation method, with ‘Rotated solution’ and again a ‘Maximum of 25 Iterations for Convergence’ 
(p. 18), in the ‘Scores screen’. Finally, in the ‘Options screen’ Sorted by size’ is selected (p. 19). 
 
This procedure results in a communalities matrix (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 19). The communalities can be 
seen as as a continuation of factor loadings: the communality of a variable is the sum of the loadings of this 
variable on all extracted factors (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 264). The common variance is the total variance 
that specific variable shares with other variables (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 265). The exploratory factor 
analysis presents the total variance explained matrix (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 20). The total variance 
explained indicates which components with Eigenvalues higher than percentage of the total variables runned 
in the exploratory factor analysis.  
 
Finally, the rotated component matrix shows the factor loadings for each variable onto each factor (Ten Hacken 
et al., 2013, p. 20). Rietveld and Van Hout (1993, p. 275) and Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) advice to only take 
factor loadings those exceed .30 or .40 to retain in a scale. The exploratory factor analysis is conducted to 
assess convergent validity to find the patterns of relationships and constructs between the variables to prove 
evidence for convergent validity (Harrington, 2008, p. 9).  
 
Summarized, the exploratory factor analysis points out three criteria to assess the concervent validity of the 
feedback quesionnaire: 1) Communalities, 2) Total variance explained and 3) rotated component matrix.. 
 
A5.2 Factor analysis for teachers’ questionnaires at the start 
 
First, Display A45 presents the KMO and the Bartlett’s test for the teachers’ questionnaires at the start. 
Display A45 KMO and Bartlett’s Test for teachers’ questionnaires at the start 
KMO and Bartlett's Test Teachers start questionnaires 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .424 
Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 




The KMO test for the teachers’ questionnaires at the start does not support a factoranalysis, as .424 is lower 
than .5. The Bartlett’s test is also not significant at the .05 level.  
Second, Display A46 presents the communalities matrix for the feedback items. In the first column the items 
are presented, in the second column the questions and in the third column shows how an item is represented 
by the extracted factors.  
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4 Ik krijg feedback van mijn leidinggevende over hoe goed ik in mijn werk ben .982 
Original 
question 
To what extent do you find out how well you are doing on the job, as you are 
working? 
2 Ik ontvang informatie over mijn werkprestaties van mijn leidinggevende .934 
Original 
question 
To what extent do you receive information from your superior on your job 
performance? 
5 Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om uit te zoeken of ik goed ben in mijn werk .819 
Original 
question 
To what extent are the results of your work clearly evident? 
3 De resultaten van mijn werk zijn duidelijk zichtbaar .773 
Original 
question 
The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing 
1 Ik merk tijdens het werken dat ik mijn werk goed doe .696 
Original 
question 
The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job 
6 Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe .398 
Original 
question 
The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Display A46 shows that for the teachers’ feedback questionnaires at the start feedback item 4 (‘To what 
extent do you find out how well you are doing on the job, as you are working?’) respensents the questionnaire 
best (.982), while feedback item 6 (‘The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly’) 
scores belo the required level (.398). (p. 19) recommends with relatively small sample sizes (less than 100) that 
all communalities should be above .60, for yielding a stable factor solution. This indicates that the exploratory 
factor analysis shows a stable feedback factor, except for item 6. 
 
Display A47 presents the total variance explained. The fist column shows the factors. The second column 
shows the initial Eigenvalues. Based on Kaiser’s criterion, components with Eigenvalues higher than 1 are 
retained. The third column shows the percentage of total variance explained by the specific factor. The fourth 
column shows the cumulative percentage of total variance explained. The fifth, sixth, and seventh column are 
repeats from columns two to four, indicating the total variance explained by components with Eigenvalues 
higher than 1. Columns eight to ten show the components after rotation. 
 
Display A47 Total Variance Explained for teachers at the start  
Total Variance Explained 
Factors Initial Eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared 
loadings 
Rotation sums of squared 
loadings 



















1 start 3.775 62.925 62.925 3.775 62.925 62.925 2.588 43.126 43.126 
2 start 1.216 20.262 83.187 1.216 20.262 83.187 2.404 40.061 83.187 
3 start .650 10.833 94.020       
4 start .222 3.703 97.723       
5 start .119 1.989 99.712       
6 start .017 .288 100.00       
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
Display A47 shows that the fist two exploratory factors for the teachers’ questionnaires at the start, with 
Eigenvalues higher than 1 explain 83% of the six feedback items. This finding on the total variance explained is 
qualified as satisfactory, because it is higher than 60% (Harrington, 2008, p. 57).It indicates as well that 1 factor 
in this case is enough. If these two factors instead of the original six factors would be used in further analyses, 
the number of items could be reduced from six to two, and this would involve losing 17% information.  
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Display A48 shows the Rotated Component Matrix. The items with a loading higher than .40 consist of the 
same factor (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993, p. 275).  
Negative factor loadings indicate reversed items. These cells are marked with identical colors; orange for 
factor 1 and red for factor 2. This investigation follows Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 19), that only the factors 
loaded at .45 or higher are selected. 
 
Display A48 Rotated Component Matrix for teachers’ questionnaires at the start  
Rotated Component Matrixa 
Items Questions Factors start teachers 
1 2 
Feedback 1 Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe .155 .820 
Original item The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job 
Feedback 2 Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om uit te zoeken of ik goed ben in mijn werk .960 .111 
Original item To what extent do you receive information from your superior on your 
job performance? 
Feedback 3 Ik krijg feedback van mijn leidinggevende over hoe goed ik in mijn werk 
ben 
-.014 .879 
Original item The feedback from my supervisor on how well I'm doing 
Feedback 4 Ik merk tijdens het werken dat ik mijn werk goed doe .980 -.147 
Original item The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job 
Feedback 5 Ik ontvang informatie over mijn werkprestaties van mijn leidinggevende -.047 .629 
Original item The opportunity to find out how well I am doing on my job 
Feedback 6 De resultaten van mijn werk zijn duidelijk zichtbaar .653 .626 
Original item The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or poorly 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 
Display A48 shows that three of the original six items load high on exploratory factor 1 with (‘The opportunity 
to find out how well I am doing on my job’) having the highest loading (.980), therefore being the prototypical 
item of this factor 1. Four of the original six items load high in factor 2 With (‘The feedback from my supervisor 
on how well I'm doing’) having the highest loading (.980), therefore being the prototypical item of this factor 
2. For both components does feedback 6 (‘The feeling that I know whether I am performing my job well or 
poorly’) shows a hight score, besides this scores there are cleary two factors. This questionnaire (JCI) is 
orginially without subscales, so further research should focus on the different subscales and reduce the items. 
In combination with the flow questionnaire (WOLF) and the Learning climate questionnaire (JLCQ) the 
questionnairs can be shorten. 
 
Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) describes the convergent validity as part of the construct validity. When 
measurements of the same concept are highly correlated, there is evidence of convergent validity (Harrington, 
2008, p. 3). The convergent validity is of this questionnaire is not supported because this qiestionanire 
contains originally one subscale, but in this findings two factors are found. 
 
A5.3 Factor analysis for teachers at the end 
 
First, Display A49 presents the KMO and the Bartlett’s test for the teachers at the start. 
Display A49 KMO and Bartlett’s Test for teachers at the end 
KMO and Bartlett's Test Teachers end 
questionnaires 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .510 
Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 




The KMO test for the teachers’ questionnaires at the end supports a factor analysis as .51 higher than .5. The 
Bartlett’s test is also significant at the .05 level (.025).  
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Second, Display A49 presents the communalities matrix for the feedback items. In the first column the items 
are presented, in the second column the questions and in the third column shows how an item is represented 
by the extracted components, described by on Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 19) SPSS, shows.  
As a result, the additional SPSS column shows another column in the communalities matrix, showing on a zero 
to one scale to what extent an item initially is represented by the components (p. 19). This clomun shows 
merely ones, therfore is this column omitted (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 19). 
 
Display A50 Communalities teachers at the end 
Communalities 
Items Questions Extraction end 
Feedback 1 Ik merk tijdens het werken dat ik mijn werk goed doe .802 
Feedback 2 Ik ontvang informatie over mijn werkprestaties van mijn leidinggevende .793 
Feedback 3 De resultaten van mijn werk zijn duidelijk zichtbaar .734 
Feedback 4 Ik krijg feedback van mijn leidinggevende over hoe goed ik in mijn werk ben .846 
Feedback 6 Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe .927 
Feedback 5 Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om uit te zoeken of ik goed ben in mijn werk .889 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
For the teachers at the end feedback 6 (‘Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe’) 
respensents the feedback questionnaire best (.927), while Feedback 3 (‘De resultaten van mijn werk zijn 
duidelijk zichtbaar’) lowest (.734). Field (2009, p. 44) recommends with relatively small sample sizes (less than 
100) that all communalities should be above .60, for yielding a stable factor solution. This indicates that the 
exploratory factor analysis shows a stable factor. 
 
Display A50 presents the total variance explained. The fist column shows the components and indicates that a 
total 0f 6 components apply, thus their as many components as items (Field, 2009, p. 660). The second 
column presents the Eigenvalues. Based on Kaiser’s criterion, merely components with Eigenvalues higher 
than 1 are retained. The third column shows the percentage of total variance explained by the specific 
component. The fourth column shows the cumulative percentage of total variance explained. The fifth, sixth, 
and seventh column are repeats from columns two to four, indicating the total variance explained by 
components with Eigenvalues higher than 1. The values in this part of the Display A51 are identical to those in 
columns two to four before extraction, except that columns five to seven ignore the values for the discarded 
components. Columns eight to ten show the components after rotation, so that the explanatory power is 
better distributed across those components (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 20)12. 
 
Display A51 Total Variance Explained for teachers at the end 
Total Variance Explained 
Component Initial eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared 
loadings 
Rotation sums of squared 
loadings 



















1 end 2.758 45.966 45.966 2.758 45.966 45.966 2.335 38.909 38.909 
2 end 1.843 30.718 76.684 1.843 30.718 76.684 2.266 37.775 76.684 
3 end .977 16.287 92.971       
4 end .243 4.043 97.015       
5 end .155 2.584 99.598       
6 end .024 .402 100.00       
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
The first two exploratory factors for the teachers at the end, with Eigenvalues higher than 1 explain 76.7% of 
the 6 feedback items. This outcome of the total variance explained is qualitfied as satisfactory, because it is 
higher than 60% (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 27). If these two factors instead of the original 6 factors would be 
used in further analyses, the number of questions could be reduced from 6 to 2, and this would involve losing 
23.3% of information. 
                                                             
12 Thanks to E. Rosema (2015) for citation. 
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Display A52 shows the rotated component Matrix. The items with a loading higher than .40 consist of the 
same factor (ignoring the the minus significance). 
Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) put forward that negative factor loadings indicate reversed items. These cells 
are marked with identical colors. This investigation follows that only the factors loaded at .45 or higher are 
selected. 
 
Display A52 Rotated Component Matrix for teachers at the the end 
Rotated Component Matrixa 
Items Questions Factors end teachers 
1 2 
Feedback 1 Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe .942 .050 
Feedback 2 Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om uit te zoeken of ik goed ben in mijn 
werk 
.868 .220 
Feedback 3 Ik krijg feedback van mijn leidinggevende over hoe goed ik in mijn 
werk ben 
-.109 .957 
Feedback 4 Ik merk tijdens het werken dat ik mijn werk goed doe .456 .725 
Feedback 5 Ik ontvang informatie over mijn werkprestaties van mijn 
leidinggevende 
.564 .689 
Feedback 6 De resultaten van mijn werk zijn duidelijk zichtbaar .639 .661 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 
Four of the original six items load high on exploratory factor 1 with (‘Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk 
goed of slecht doe’) having the highest loading (.942), therefore being the prototypical item of this factor 1. 
Four of the original six items load high in factor 2. With (‘Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of 
slecht doe’) having the highest loading (.957), therefore being the prototypical item of this factor 2. 
 
A5.4 Factor analysis supervisors at the start 
 
First, Display A53 presents the KMO and the Bartlett’s test for the supervisors at the start. 
 
Display A53 KMO and Bartlett’s Test for supervisors at the start  
KMO and Bartlett's Test Supervisor start 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .342 
Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 




The KMO test for the supervisors’ questionnaires at the start supports a factor analysis as .342 lower than .5 
and is not supported. The Bartlett’s test is significant at the .05 level (.028).  
 
Second, Display A54 presents the communalities matrix for the feedback items. In the first column the items 
are presented, in the second column the questions and in the third column shows how an item is represented 
by the extracted components, described by on Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 19) SPSS, shows. As a result, the 
additional SPSS column shows another column in the communalities matrix, showing on a zero to one scale to 
what extent an item initially is represented by the components (p. 19). This clomun shows merely ones, 
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Display A54 Communalities supervisors at the start  
Items Questions Extraction 
start 




question The feedback from my supervisor on how well I am performing 
 




question To what extent are the results of your work clearly evident? 
 
Feedback 6 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of 




You give your teacher the opportunity to find out how well he is 
performing. 
 
Feedback 5 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of 
hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk? 
.748 
Original 
question The feeling that I know whether I am performing well or badly. 
 





You give your teacher the opportunity to find out how well he is 
performing. 
 
Feedback 1 In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk? .535 
Original 
question 




Display A54 shows that for the supervisors at the start feedback 3 (‘In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw 
medewerker duidelijk zichtbaar voor u?’) respensents the questionnaire best (.939), while feedback 1 (‘In 
hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk?) lowest (.535). Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 
19) recommends with relatively small sample sizes (less than 100) that all communalities should be above .60, 
for yielding a stable factor solution. This indicates that the exploratory factor analysis shows a stable factor. 
Display A55 presents the total variance explained. The fist column shows the components and indicates that a 
total 0f 6 components apply, thus their as many components as items (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 11). The 
second column presents the Eigenvalues. Based on Kaiser’s criterion, merely components with Eigenvalues 
higher than 1 are retained. The third column shows the percentage of total variance explained by the specific 
component. The fourth column shows the cumulative percentage of total variance explained. The fifth, sixth, 
and seventh column are repeats from columns two to four, indicating the total variance explained by 
components with Eigenvalues higher than 1. The values in this part of the Display are identical to those in 
columns two to four before extraction, except that columns five to seven ignore the values for the discarded 
components. Columns eight to ten show the components after rotation, so that the explanatory power is 
better distributed across those components (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 20)25. 
 
Display A55 Total Variance Explained for supervisors at the start  
Total Variance Explained 
Component Initial eigenvalues Extraction sums of squared 
loadings 
Rotation sums of squared 
loadings 


















1 start 2.986 49.764 49.764 2.986 49.764 49.764 2.807 46.784 46.784 
2 start 1.432 23.867 73.631 1.432 23.867 73.631 1.611 26.847 73.631 
3 start .942 15.704 89.335       
4 start .586 9.765 99.100       
5 start .037 .609 99.709       
6 start .017 .291 100.00       
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Display A55 shows that the fist two exploratory factors for the supervisors at the start, with Eigenvalues higher 
than 1 explain 73.6% of the 6 feedback items.  
This outcome of the total variance explained is qualified as satisfactory, because it is higher than 60%. If these 
two factors instead of the original 6 factors would be used in further analyses, the number of questions could 
be reduced from 6 to2, and this would involve losing 26.4% of information.  
Display A56 shows the rotated component Matrix. The items with a loading higher than .40 consist of the 
same factor (ignoring the the minus significance). Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) put forward that negative 
factor loadings indicate reversed items. These cells are marked with identical colors. This investigation follows 
that only the factors loaded at .45 or higher are selected. 
 
Display A56 Rotated Component Matrix for supervisors at the start  
Rotated Component Matrixa 
Items Questions Factors start teachers 
1 2 
Feedback 1 In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn 
werk? 
.899 .070 
Feedback 2 In hoeverre geeft u informatie aan uw medewerker over zijn 
werkprestaties? 
.776 .112 
Feedback 3 In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk 
zichtbaar voor u? 
.731 -.016 
Feedback 4 In hoeverre geeft u feedback aan uw medewerker of hij/zij 
zijn/haar werk goed doet? 
.674 .542 
Feedback 5 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te 
vinden of hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk? 
.398 .883 
Feedback 6 In hoeverre voelt u of uw medewerker zijn/haar werk goed doet? -.499 .721 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 
Display A56 shows that four of the original six items load high on exploratory factor 1 with (‘In hoeverre weet u 
of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk?’) having the highest loading (.899), therefore being the 
prototypical item of this factor 1. Two of the original six items load high in factor 2. With (‘In hoeverre geeft u 
uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk?’) having the highest 
loading (.883), therefore being the prototypical item of this factor 2. 
 
A5.5 Factor analysis for supervisors at the end 
 
First, Display A57 presents the KMO and the Bartlett’s test for the supervisors at the end. 
Display A57 KMO and Bartlett’s Test for teachers at the end 
KMO and Bartlett's Test Teachers end 
questionnaires 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .233 
Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 




The KMO test for the teachers’ questionnaires at the end has a factor analysis lower than .5 with (.233). The 
Bartlett’s test is not significant at the .05 level (.341). Thus, the factor analysis is not supported on the teachers’ 
questionnaires at the end. 
  
Second, Display A58 presents the communalities matrix for the feedback items. In the first column the items 
are presented, in the second column the questions and in the third column shows how an item is represented 
by the extracted components, described by on Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 19) SPSS, shows. As a result, the 
additional SPSS column shows another column in the communalities matrix, showing on a zero to one scale to 
what extent an item initially is represented by the components (p. 19). This clomun shows merely ones, 
therfore is this column omitted (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 19). 




Display A58 Communalities supervisors at the start and the end 
Communalities 
Items Questions Extraction end 
Feedback 1 In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk? .855 
Feedback 2 In hoeverre geeft u informatie aan uw medewerker over zijn 
werkprestaties? 
.958 
Feedback 3 In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk zichtbaar voor 
u? 
.961 
Feedback 4 In hoeverre geeft u feedback aan uw medewerker of hij/zij zijn/haar werk 
goed doet? 
.916 
Feedback 6 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of 
hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk? 
.630 
Feedback 5 In hoeverre voelt u of uw medewerker zijn/haar werk goed doet? .662 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
For the supervisors at the end feedback 3 (‘In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk 
zichtbaar voor u?’) respensents the feedback questionnaire best (.961), while Feedback 6 (‘In hoeverre geeft u 
uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk?’) lowest (.630). Field 
(2009, p. 44) recommends with relatively small sample sizes (less than 100) that all communalities should be 
above .60, for yielding a stable factor solution. This indicates that the exploratory factor analysis shows a 
stable factor. 
 
Display A59 presents the total variance explained. The fist column shows the components and indicates that a 
total 0f 6 components apply, thus their as many components as items (Field, 2009, p. 660). The second 
column presents the Eigenvalues. Based on Kaiser’s criterion, merely components with Eigenvalues higher 
than 1 are retained. The third column shows the percentage of total variance explained by the specific 
component. The fourth column shows the cumulative percentage of total variance explained. The fifth, sixth, 
and seventh column are repeats from columns two to four, indicating the total variance explained by 
components with Eigenvalues higher than 1. The values in this part of the Display are identical to those in 
columns two to four before extraction, except that columns five to seven ignore the values for the discarded 
components. Columns eight to ten show the components after rotation, so that the explanatory power is 
better distributed across those components (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 20)26. 
 
Display A59 Total Variance Explained for supervisors at the end 
Total Variance Explained 
Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared 
Loadings 
Rotation Sums of Squared 
Loadings 



















1 end 2.004 33.405 33.405 2.004 33.405 33.405 1.770 29.493 29.493 
2 end 1.851 30.847 64.252 1.851 30.847 64.252 1.657 27.617 57.109 
3 end 1.126 18.773 83.026 1.126 18.773 83.026 1.555 25.916 83.026 
4 end .815 13.581 96.606       
5 end .172 2.870 99.476       
6 end .031 .524 100.00       
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 
The first three exploratory factors for the supervisors at the end, with Eigenvalues higher than 1 explain 83% of 
the 6 feedback items. This outcome of the total variance explained is qualitfied as satisfactory, because it is 
higher than 60% (Ten Hacken et al., 2013, p. 27). If these three factors instead of the original 6 factors would 
be used in further analyses, the number of questions could be reduced from 6 to 2, and this would involve 
losing 17% of information. 
Display A60 shows the rotated component Matrix. The items with a loading higher than .40 consist of the 
same factor (ignoring the the minus significance). 
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 Field (2009, p. 13) put forward that negative factor loadings indicate reversed items. These cells are marked 
with identical colors. This investigation follows Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 26) that only the factors loaded at 
.45 or higher are selected. 
 
Display A60 Rotated Component Matrix for supervisors at the the end 
Rotated Component Matrixa 
Items Questions Factors end teachers 
1 2 
Feedback 1 In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn 
werk? 
.942 .050 
Feedback 2 In hoeverre geeft u informatie aan uw medewerker over zijn 
werkprestaties? 
.868 .220 
Feedback 3 In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk 
zichtbaar voor u? 
-.109 .957 
Feedback 4 In hoeverre geeft u feedback aan uw medewerker of hij/zij 
zijn/haar werk goed doet? 
.456 .725 
Feedback 5 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te 
vinden of hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar werk? 
.564 .689 
Feedback 6 In hoeverre voelt u of uw medewerker zijn/haar werk goed doet? .639 .661 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization 
 
Three of the original six items load high on exploratory factor 1 with (‘In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker 
goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk?’) having the highest loading (.942), therefore being the prototypical item of 
this factor 1. Four of the original six items load high in factor 2 (teachers end). With (‘In hoeverre zijn de 
resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk zichtbaar voor u?’) having the highest loading (.957), therefore being 
the prototypical item of this factor 2. 
 
A5.6 Summary and comparisons 
 
This sub apendix presents a summary and comparison of the exploratory factor analysis: the Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin measures of sampling adequacy (KMOs), Bartlett’s tests, and the convergent validity of the feedback 
questionnaire via the factor loadings. 
 
Display A61 presents a summary of the evaluation of the KMOs of the feedback questionnaire in the four 
different time periods. 
 
Display A61 Summary questionnaires convergent validity 
Subscales questionnaire feedback KMO 
Teachers start .424 
Teachers end .510 
Supervisors start .342 
Supervisors end .233 
 
Display A61 shows that teachers at the end has the highest KMO (.510), while supervisors at the end has the  
lowest on (.233). Only the questionnaire used for the teachers at the end has acceptable KMO with a score 
higher than .50 as recommendd by Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 14). All questionnaires are further analyzed 
despite the outcomes on the KMO test that is only appropriate for the teachers at the end because of the low 
numbers of responents and because such a test is not perse nescesarry for an exploratory analysis Ten Hacken 
et al. (2013, p. 14). 
 
Display A62 presents a summary of the evaluation of Bartlett’s tests of the conflict management styles. 
Significant tests on the .05 level Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 24). 
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Display A62 Summary factor analysis, based on Bartlett’s test 
Questionnaire Bartlett’s tests 
Approx. Chi-square df Sig. 
Teachers start 22.512 15 .095 
Teachers end 27.476 15 .025 
Supervisors start 27.074 15 .028 
Supervisor end 16.643 15 .341 
 
Display A62 shows that the questionnaires for teachers at the end and the supervisors at the start are 
significant with an outcome below .05 Ten Hacken et al. (2013, p. 14). 
 
 
Display A63 presents a summary of the convergent validity of the feedback questionnaire via the factor 
loadings. 
 
Display A63 Summary convergent validity 








.424 .095 2 .980 to .653 
.879 to. 626 
No 
Teachers end .510 .025 2 .942 to .564 




.342 .028 2 .899 to .674 




.233 .341 2 .942 to .639 
.957 to .661 
No 
 
Display A63 shows that the four questionnaires correlates high with two factors. This questionnaire should 
load with one factor as (Sims et al., 1976, p. 201) investigated. For this reason there is no possibility to do the 
second test of discriminant validity for an analysis. 
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A6 T-tests analysis 
 
This appendix shows the findings on the T-tests for the teachers (A12.1) and the supervisors (A12.2), and a 
comparison (A12.3).  
 
The paired sample T-test is employed in this investigation and includes two independent measured variables 
in two different periods to verify if the hypothesis (11.2) conditions correlate (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 308).  
 
A6.1 T-tests for teachers 
 
Display A64 presents the correlations of the T-test for teachers during the intervention period. When the value 
is greater than 0.05, there is no significance between the two conditions (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 308). 
When <0.05 there is significance founded. 
 
Display A64 T-test (paired sample statistics) during the intervention period for teachers 
Paired Samples Statistics 
 Mean N Std. deviation Std. error mean 
Pair 1 Flow1 4.7019 8 .46779 .16539 
Flow2 4.5865 8 .44273 .15653 
Difference  .1134  .02506 .00886 
Pair 2 Absorption1 4.5000 8 .71962 .25443 
Absorption2 4.3750 8 .70711 .25000 
 Difference .125  .01251 .0043 
Pair 3 Enjoyment1 5.5313 8 .64694 .22873 
Enjoyment2 5.1563 8 .53348 .18861 
 Difference .375  .11346 .04012 
Pair 4 Motivation1 4.2000 8 .52372 .18516 
Motivation2 4.3000 8 .37033 .13093 
 Difference .1000  .15339 .04586 
Pair 5 Feedback1 4.4075 8 .69725 .24652 
Feedback2 4.8400 8 .85864 .30357 
 Difference -.4325  -.16139 -.05705 
Pair 6 Autonomy1 5.7417 8 .40542 .14334 
Autonomy2 5.8667 8 .21967 .07766 
 Difference -.1196  .18575 .06568 
 
Display A64 shows that flow, absorption and enjoyment have decreased for teachers in the intervention 
period, while motivation, feedback and autonomy have increased. It suggests that the flow intervention 
turned out fine for their motivation, feedback and autonomy, while it did not for their flow, absorption and 
enjoyment. Feedback has increased most and enjoyment has decreased most. This indicates that the flow 
intervention has had the most positive influence on the experience of feedback for teachers and the least on 
their enjoyment. That the motivation dimension of flow moves in the opposite direction of flow and its other 
dimensions absorption and flow, indicates that motivation does not seem to be a proper dimension of flow for 
teachers.  
 
Display A65 presents the correlations and the significance for teachers during the intervention period between 
the six key variables in this investigation. The correlation coefficient measures the strength between the two 
variables. The correlation coefficient ranges from -1 to +1. When the score is ‘0’ there is no correlation and with 
‘-1’ a negative correlation and with ‘+1’ a positive correlation. 
 
Display A65 T-test (paired samples correlations) during the intervention period for teachers 
Paired Samples Correlations 
 N Correlations Sig. 
Pair 1 Flow1 & Flow2 8 .046 .913 
Pair 2 Absorption1 & Absorption2 8 .193 .647 
Pair 3 Enjoyment1 & Enjoyment2 8 .372 .364 
Pair 4 Motivation1 & Motivation2 8 .147 .728 
Pair 5 Feedback1 & Feedback2 8 .177 .674 
Pair 6 Autonomy1 & Autonomy2 8 .599 .117 
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Display A65 shows that autonomy correlates highest between during the intervention period, and flow lowest. 
This indicates that the experience of autonomy has remained most similar and the experience of flow has 
changed most. None of the correlations are significant, however. This indicates that the flow interventions did 
not have had a significant influence on the flow, feedback and autonomy experiences of teachers. 
 
Display A66 presents the differences and significances between the pairs for teachers during the intervention 
period. The mean refers to the within subject difference between the two variables. The Std. deviation 
presents the standard deviation of the mean difference. The Std. error mean is the estimated standard 
deviation of the sample mean. The 95% confidence interval of the difference refers to the mean differences 
between the two periods and the standard deviations, standard errors and 95% confidence intervals of these 
mean differences, respectively (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 309).  
 
Display A66 T-test (paired sample tests) during the intervention period for teachers 
Paired Samples Test teachers 
 Paired Differences T-values  Df Sig. (2-




95% Confidence interval 
of the difference 
Lower Upper 




















-.12500 .32550 .11508 -.39713 .14713 -1.086 7 .313 
 
Display A66 shows that the mean difference for pair enjoyment scores highest (.375oo), while the pair 
feedback scores lowest (-.43250). It suggests that enjoyment has increased in the intervention period, while 
the feedback experience has decreased. However, no significant differences are found between during the 
intervention period. This indicates that the flow interventions did not have had a significant influence on the 
flow, feedback and autonomy experiences of teachers. The standard deviation is for the pair feedback the 
highest and lowest for autonomy. The scope of the answers for the feedback pair differs a lot it suggest many 
different experiences for the teachers and different interventions from the supervisors. Autonomy has a small 
scope what suggests that de experiences of autonomy do not differ a lot and the interventions of the 
supervisors might not differ al lot to encourage the experience of flow. 
 
A6.2 T-tests for supervisors 
 
Display A67 shows the mean and the standard deviation and the standard error of the T-test for supervisors 
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Display A67 T-test (paired sample statistics) during the intervention period for supervisors 
Paired Samples Test supervisors 
 Mean N Std. deviation Std. error mean 
Pair 1 Flow1 4.9135 8 .57921 .20478 
Flow2 4.8269 8 .60813 .21501 
Difference  .0866  -.02892 -.01032 
Pair 2 Absorption1 4.4375 8 .98878 .34959 
Absorption2 4.5000 8 .82375 .29124 
Difference  -.0625  016503 .05835 
Pair 3 Enjoyment1 5.4063 8 .61146 .21618 
Enjoyment2 5.2813 8 .82848 .29291 
Difference  .1250  -.21702 -.07673 
Pair 4 Motivation1 4.9000 8 .88802 .31396 
Motivation2 4.7250 8 .73241 .25895 
Difference  1.750  .15561 .05501 
Pair 5 Feedback1 3.1458 8 .52279 .18484 
Feedback2 3.3958 8 .37731 .13340 
  -.2500  .14548 .05144 
Pair 6 Autonomy1 5.9500 8 .32219 .11391 
Autonomy2 5.8417 8 .26412 .09338 
Difference  .1083  .05807 .02053 
 
Display A67 shows that enjoyment has increased for supervisors in the intervention period. It suggests that 
supporting the experience flow, has led to more enjoyment for supervisors. 
 
The experience of feedback has decreased during the intervention at the startfor supervisors. The supervisor 
thinks he gives less feedback for teachers. The supervisor might think that giving feedback does not lead to 
the experience of flow.  
 
Display A68 the correlations for the T-test for supervisors are presented. The correlation coefficient measures 
the strength between the two variables. The correlation coefficient ranges from -1 to +1. When the score is ‘0’ 
there is no correlation and with ‘-1’ a negative correlation and with ‘+1’ a positive correlation. 
 
Display A68 T-test (paired sample correlations) during the intervention period for supervisors 
Paired Samples Correlations 
 N Correlations Sig. 
Pair 1 Flow1 & Flow2 8 -.248 .554 
Pair 2 Absorption1 & Absorption2 8 -.603 .114 
Pair 3 Enjoyment1 & Enjoyment2 8 .042 .922 
Pair 4 Motivation1 & Motivation2 8 .136 .748 
Pair 5 Feedback1 & Feedback2 8 -.033 .939 
Pair 6 Autonomy1 & Autonomy2 8 -.755 .030 
 
Display A68 shows that only autonomy has significantly decreased during the intervention period. This change 
might be due to the flow interventions 
 
Display A69 the T-test for supervisors during the intervention period. The mean refers to the within subject 
difference between the two variables. The Std. deviation presents the standard deviation of the mean 
difference. The Std. error mean is the estimated standard deviation of the sample mean. The 95% confidence 
interval of the difference refers to the mean differences between the two periods and the standard deviations, 
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Display A69 T-test (paired sample tests) during the intervention period for supervisors 
Paired Samples Test 






95% Confidence interval 
of the difference 
Lower Upper    
Pair 1 Flow1 - 
Flow2 
.08654 .93801 .33164 -.69766 .87073 .261 7 .802 




-.06250 1.62431 .57428 -1.42046 1.29546 -.109 7 .916 
Pair 3 Enjoyment1 
- 
Enjoyment2 
.12500 1.00889 .35670 -.71845 .96845 .350 7 .736 
Pair 4 Motivation1 
-
Motivation2 
.17500 1.07138 .37879 -.72070 1.07070 .462 7 .658 
Pair 5 Feedback1 - 
Feedback2 
-.25000 .65465 .23146 -.79730 .29730 -1.080 7 .316 
Pair 6 Autonomy1 
- 
Autonomy2 
.10833 .54968 .19434 -.35121 .56787 .557 7 .595 
 
There are no significant relationship is found for the variables on supervisors during the intervention period. 
The highest score is for motivation and the lowest for feedback. It suggests that the supervisor experiences 
more motivation while aware of stimulating the flow experience of flow. Feedback decreases it suggests that 
the supervisors give a little feedback because the think it does not encourage the experience of flow. It might 
also mean that the experience feedback is a more long-lasting intervention. Probably was the intervention 
period too short for change.   
 
A6.3 Comparison main findings T-tests teachers and supervisors 
 
Display A70 shows the comparison between the T-tests for teachers and supervisors during the intervention 
period. The paired sample statistics is employed in this investigation and includes two independent measured 
variables in two different periods (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 308). The paired sample correlations presents the 
difference among each pair with the highest and the lowest score is presented. In the paired sample test, the 
correlation coefficient measures the strength between the two variables. The correlation coefficient ranges 
from -1 to +1. When the score is ‘0’ there is no correlation and with ‘-1’ a negative correlation and with ‘+1’ a 
positive correlation. The mean refers to the within subject difference between the two variables. The Std. 
deviation presents the standard deviation of the mean difference. The Std. error mean is the estimated 
standard deviation of the sample mean. The 95% confidence interval of the difference refers to the mean 
differences between the two periods and the standard deviations, standard errors and 95% confidence 
intervals of these mean differences, respectively (Baarda & Goede, 2006, p. 309). Only the significant findings 
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Display A70 Comparison main findings T-tests teachers and supervisors 
Finding T-tests Teacher during the 
intervention period 




No significance No significance 
Paired sample 
correlations 
No significance Autonomy difference: 





No significance No significance 
 
Display A70 shows that the paired sample correlation for the supervisors correlates negative with -.775 and is 
significant with .030. It suggests that the supervisors think supporting autonomy does not encourage the 
experience of flow. The teachers have not significant findings for autonomy. The experience of the teachers 
and the supervisors differs. It suggests that the teacher did not experience differences between the periods 
and have no positive or negative experiences.  
 
A7 Linear regression analysis 
 
This appendix shows the regressions analysis for the teachers at the start(A13.1) and at the end (A13.2) are 
designated. The regression analyses for the supervisors are displayed in section A13.3.  
 
Linear regression analyses have been conducted to investigate the significant relationships among flow and its 
dimensions (absorption, enjoyment and motivation) and feedback and autonomy. The aim is to determine 
whether the independent variables feedback and autonomy explain the dependent variable flow and/or its 
dimensions absorption, enjoyment and motivation. When independent variables turned out to be not 
significant, the least significant variable was removed before the analysis was repeated (Tabachnick & Fidell, 
2007, p. 140).This process is repeated until only significant variables remained. In this appendix only the 
regression analysis of the dimensions are presented if they resulted in significant findings. The other analyses 
are displayed on the memory card.  
 
Display A71 presents an overview of the independent en the dependent variables used in the regression 
analysis. 
 
Display A71 Overview independent en dependent variables 
Variables 
Y1 (dependent) Flow 
Y2 (dependent) Absorption 
Y3 (dependent) Enjoyment 
Y4 (dependent) Motivation 
Y1 (dependent) Flow 
X1 (independent) Feedback 
X2 (independent) Autonomy 
 
A7.1 Linear regression analysis for teachers at the start 
 
Display A72 presents the linear regression analysis for the teachers at the startwith the independent variables 
feedback and autonomy.  
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Display A72 Independent variables on flow for teachers at the start(including autonomy) 




B Standard error Beta 
Constant 3.78 1.16 - 3.26 .20 
Feedback .21 .26 .31 .81 .49 
Autonomy  -.64 .72 -.36 -.89 .85 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow1 
Display A72 shows that only the ‘Constant’ is significant. ‘Autonomy’ was removed, because ‘Feedback’ has a 
more significant score. Display A73 presents the second regression analysis with the independent variable 
feedback. 
 
Display A73 Independent variables on flow for teachers at the start 




B Standard error Beta 
Constant 3.78 1.16 - 3.26 .02 
Feedback .21 .26 .31 .81 .45 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow1 
Display A73 shows that the constant of flow for at the start is still only statistically relevant. Display A74 
presents the final significant findings for teachers at the start. 
 
Display A74 Independent variables and constant for teachers at the start 





B Standard error Beta 
Constant 3.78 1.16 - 3.26 .02 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow1 
 
Display A74 shows the final regression formula for teachers at the startis: Flow = 3.78. On a scale from 1 to 7, 
this indicates that the experience of flow is rather low (less than the mean 4) and that it is not significantly 
explained by autonomy and feedback for teachers at the start. 
 
Display A75 presents the final model summary with the Spearman correlation. The adjusted R square explains 
a more absolute value of the population from the R square. The R square has never a negative value and adds 
to be magnitude of R. R tends to be overestimated and with a small sample the overestimation is greater. For 
this reason the adjusted R rapports the inflation in sample R. The value difference between the R and the 
adjusted R may be off by much as .10. When the adjusted R is negative, the report should be ‘0’ (Tabachnick & 
Fidell, 2007, p. 154). 
 
Display A75 Final model flow for teachers at the start 
R R square Adjusted R square Standard error of the estimate 
0.31  .10 0 .48 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Feedback1 
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A7.2 Linear regression analysis for teachers at the end  
 
Display A76 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variables ‘Feedback’ and ‘Autonomy’ for teachers at the 
end. 
 
Display A76 Independent variables on flow for teachers at the end  
Model 1 Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients T-
values 
Sig. 
B Standard error Beta 
Constant 6.46 4.77 - 1.35 .22 
Feedback -.32 .81 -.16 -.39 .71 
Autonomy -.28 1.41 -.14 -.20 .85 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow2 
 
Display A76 shows that only the constant is statistically significant. As ‘Feedback’ scores higher than 
autonomy, the regression was continued without autonomy. Display A77 presents the linear regression 
analysis for the teachers at the end with the variable ‘Autonomy’. 
 
Display A77 Independent variables on flow for teachers at the end 
Model 2 Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients T-
values 
Sig. 
B Standard error Beta 
Constant 6.46 4.77 - 1.35 .22 
Autonomy -.32 .81 -.16 -.39 .71 
endent Variable: Flow2 
 
Display A77 shows that flow has no significantly positive relationship with feedback and autonomy. With 
further regression analysis on absorption, enjoyment en motivation in relation with feedback and autonomy is 
no significant relation found. Display A78 presents the constant of the regression for flow and autonomy and 
shows the main findings of the regression analysis for the teachers during the intervention period. 
 
Display A78 Findings teachers for flow at the start compared to at the end  
 Findings for flow at the start  Findings for flow at the end 
Flow = 3.78 explaining 0%  No significant findings. 
 
A7.3 Linear regression analysis for supervisors at the start 
 
Display A79 shows an overview of the independent en the dependent variables used in the regression analysis. 
 
Display A79 Overview independent en dependent variables 
Variables 
X1 (independent) Feedback 
X2 (independent) Autonomy 
Y1 (dependent) Flow teacher 
Y2 (dependent) Absorption teacher 
Y3 (dependent) Enjoyment teacher 
Y4 (dependent) Motivation teacher 
 
Display A80 shows the independent variables of flow.  
 
Display A80 Independent variables on flow for at the start 
Model 1 Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients T-
values 
Sig. 
B Standard error Beta   
Constant 8.27 4.37 - 1.89 .12 
Feedback .28 .45 .26 .63 .56 
Autonomy -.71 .73 -.40 -.98 .37 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow1  
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Display A80 shows no significant findings for flow. Further regression analysis shows significance at 
enjoyment as dimension of flow. 
 
Display A81 shows the independent variables on enjoyment for at the start 
 
Display A81 Independent variables on enjoyment for at the start 
Model 1 Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients T-
values 
Sig. 
B Standard error Beta   
Constant 3.91 4.82 - .81 .45 
Feedback .40 .50 .34 .81 .45 
Autonomy .04 .80 .02 .05 .96 
a. Dependent Variable: enjoyment1 
Display A82 shows the independent variables on enjoyment for supervisors on at the start. 
  
Display A82 Independent variables on enjoyment for at the start 
Model 2 Unstandardized coefficients Standardized coefficients T-
values 
Sig. 
B Standard error Beta   
Constant 4.13 1.43 - 2.90 0.03 
Feedback -0.41 0.45 0.35 -0.91 0.40 
a. Dependent Variable: enjoyment1 
Display A82 shows that the constant of ‘enjoyment1’ is statistically relevant at the constant factor with p = .03. 
 
Display A83 shows de significant variable for the constant. 
 
Display A83 Independent variable on the constant 





B Standard error Beta 
Constant 4.13 1.43 - 2.90 0.03 
a. Dependent Variable: enjoyment1 
Display A83 presents the model summary of the linear regressions and enjoyment is score son the constant 
significance.  
 
Display A84 Model summary flow at the start 
R R square Adjusted R square Standard error of the estimate 
.35 .12 -.03 .62 
b. Predictors: (Constant), Feedback 1 
 
Display A84 shows the linear regressions to predict flow1, absorption 1, enjoyment1 and motivation 1 from the 
variables feedback and autonomy. Autonomy influenced enjoyment a dimension of flow. But the flow 
questionnaire is about the flow experience of the supervisor. It suggests that when the supervisor experience 
enjoyment in the first period and he thinks he supports autonomy. Probably leads enjoyment to more trust 
from the supervisor to his teacher. The dimension enjoyment explains 0% of the variance. 
 
A7.4 Linear regression analysis for supervisors at the end 
 
Display A85 shows a linear regression analysis for the supervisors at the end. As independent variables 
feedback (x1) and autonomy (X2) are used. As the dependent variables ‘flow’ (Y1) and the three elements of 
flow ‘absorption (Y2), enjoyment (Y3) and motivation (Y4) are used.   
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Display A85 Independent variables on flow for at the end 







B Standard error Beta 
Constant 14.87 3.66 - 4.07  .00 
Autonomy -1.72 .63 -.75 -2.75 .03 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow2 
Display A85 shows that ‘flow’ has a significantly positive relationship with ‘autonomy’. 
 
Display A86 presents the model summary of the linear regressions for at the end. 
 
Display A86 Model summary flow at the end 
R R square Adjusted R square Standard error of the estimate 
.75 .56 .48 .44 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Flow2 
 
Display A86 shows the linear regressions to predict flow1, absorption 1, enjoyment1 and motivation 1 from the 
variables feedback and autonomy. In this regression flow is influenced by autonomy. But the flow 
questionnaire is about the flow experience of the supervisor. It suggests that when the supervisor experience 
flow in the first period and he trusts the teacher. Probably leads flow to more trust from the supervisor to his 
teacher. The dimension enjoyment explains 48%. 
 
Display A87 presents an overview for flow, absorption, enjoyment, motivation, autonomy and feedback during 
the intervention period for teachers. 
 
Display A87 Main findings regression analysis teachers and supervisors for flow at the start compared to at the 
end  
  Findings at the 
start for teachers 
Findings at the 
end for teachers 
 Findings at the 
start for 
supervisors 




& Fullagar, 2009) 
Mean Flow Flow (4.70) Flow (4.91) Enjoyment 
(5.41*) 
Flow (4.83) Flow (3.78) 
Feedback 0.21 - -.41 - -1.07 
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A8 Significant findings correlation-, T-test and regression analyses’ 
 
This appendix presents the significant findings of the quantitative analysis of the relationships among flow 
(and its dimensions: absorption, enjoyment and motivation), feedback and autonomy, according to teachers 
and supervisors. Display A89 , and presents the retained and rejected propositions for the correlation analysis 
(14.1), the T-tests (14.2) and the regression (14.3) analysis. 
Display A88 shows the findings of the correlation-, T-tests and regression analysis for the teachers and the 
supervisors during the intervention period.  
 
Display A88 Findings correlation-, T-tests and regression analysis for teachers and supervisors during the 
intervention period 





at the start 
Supervisors 
at the end 
Flow-absorption  .89 .79 .81 
Significance (2-tailed)  .00 .02** 0.01 
Flow-enjoyment  .81   
Significance (2-tailed)  .02   
Flow-motivation .76 .85   
Significance (2-tailed) .03 .01   
Absorption-autonomy  -.74   
Significance (2-tailed)  .04**   
T-tests   
 Teachers during the 
intervention period 
Supervisors during the 
intervention period 
Paired sample statistics No significances No significances 
Paired sample 
correlations 
No significance Autonomy: 
-.775 correlation 
.030 significance 
Paired sample test No significance No significance 
Regression analysis  
 Teachers at 
the start 
Teachers 





(Steele & Fullagar, 
2009, p.1) 
Flow 4.70 4.91  4.83 3.78 
Enjoyment   5.41   
Feedback 0.21 - -.41 - -1.07 
Autonomy - - - -.72 .41 
Explanation of the 
variance (%) 
.05 - -.03 .48 unknown 
*flow (8.27) 
 
The findings from Display A88 are interpreted in the following sections if the propositions are retained or 
rejected. 
 
A8.1 Presentation propositions correlation analysis 
 
Next Display A89 shows an overview of the propositions that are supported, rejected or not investigated for 
the correlation analysis. 
 
Display A89 Retained and rejected hypothesis correlation analysis 
 Propositions Sub conclusions  
H1. Flow has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H2. Absorption has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H3. Enjoyment has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H4. Motivation has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H5. Feedback has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H6. Autonomy has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H7. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H8. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
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H9. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start Supported 
H10. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H11. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H12. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H13. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H14. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H15. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H16. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H17. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H18. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H19. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the end Supported 
H20. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the end Supported 
H21. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the end Supported 
H22. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H23. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H24. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H25. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Supported 
H26. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H27. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H28. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H29. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H30. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H31. Flow has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H32. Absorption has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H33. Enjoyment has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H34. Motivation has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H35. Feedback has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H36. Autonomy has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H37. Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the start Supported 
H38. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H39. Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H40. Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H41. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H42. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H43. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H44. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H45. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H46. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H47. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H.48 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H.49 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the end Supported 
H.50 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.51 Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.52 Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.53 Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.54 Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.55 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.56 Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.57 Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.58 Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.59 Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
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Display A90 shows the propositions retained. 
 
Display A90 Overview retained propositions correlation analysis 
 Propositions supported 
H.9 Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start 
H.19 Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H.20 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H.21 Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H.25 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end 
H.37 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the start 
H.49 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the end 
 
The correlation for flow and motivation comes only up at the startand for the teachers and at the startfor the 
supervisors. The explanation for this is probably that the teachers feel motivated because of the interventions 
from the supervisors (having conversations) and that the supervisor loses their motivation but their enjoyment 
increases. Probably there is no relation in this investigation between being motivated or feeling enjoyment. It 
suggests that losing the motivation does not influence the enjoyment. The enjoyment for teachers at the start 
increases as well. It suggests that the interventions from the supervisor during the intervention period lead to 
more enjoyment. The intervened teachers have come to experience enjoyment as a dimension of flow at 
work, which they did not experience at the start of the intervention period. Feedback and autonomy are 
significantly related at the end, which they are not at the start. The flow intervention has probably resulted in 
more feedback from the supervisor to the teacher. This had lead to an experience with more autonomy. It is 
possible that the supervisor initiated more conversations during the intervention period. 
 (H.9, H.20 and H.21). 
 
Absorption scores significantly for teachers at the startand for supervisors in both periods. An explanation 
might be that the environment of the workplace influences the experience of absorption; another explanation 
is that the awareness of the supervisors on stimulating the experience of flow creates an environment at the 
workplace that supports absorption. It suggests that teachers and supervisors experience absorption in all 
periods. An explanation for this might be a need for the space at the workplace for a focus and being total 
immersed in a task (H.19). 
 
These findings suggest that the absorption experiences of the supervisors at the startdiffer a lot from the 
experiences of motivation at the end. The supervisors probably have clear role expectations in the beginning 
of the school year and the experience a lot of motivation because of the focus they have on stimulating a flow 
experience towards their teacher (H.37 and H.49). 
 
There is a negative correlation between flow and autonomy for teachers at the end. It suggests that the 
experience autonomy does not lead to the experience of flow. More specific is the relation between 
absorption and autonomy. Absorption as dimension from flow correlates negative with autonomy. It suggests 
that experience autonomy leads to a negative absorption but that the other dimensions of flow (enjoyment 
and motivation) do not correlate or an influenced by autonomy. It suggests that the teacher needs for the 
experience of flow not all dimensions of flow. 
Enjoyment and motivation correlates positive at the end for teachers. It suggests that motivation increases 
enjoyment and vice versa (H.25). 
 
A8.2 Presentation propositions T-test analysis 
 
Next Display A91 Shows an overview of the propositions that are supported, rejected or not investigated for 
the T-tests teachers and supervisors during the intervention period. 
 
Display A91 Retained and rejected hypothesis T-tests 
 Propositions Sub conclusions 
H1. Flow has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
H2. Absorption has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
H3. Enjoyment has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
H4. Motivation has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
H5. Feedback has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
H6. Autonomy has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Rejected 
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H7. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H8. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H9. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H10. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H11. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H12. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H13. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H14. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H15. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H16. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H17. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H18. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Not investigated 
H19. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H20. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H21. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H22. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H23. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H24. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H25. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H26. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H27. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H28. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H29. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H30. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Not investigated 
H31. Flow has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Rejected 
H32. Absorption has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Rejected 
H33. Enjoyment has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Rejected 
H34. Motivation has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Rejected 
H35. Feedback has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Rejected 
H36. Autonomy has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Supported 
H37. Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H38. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H39. Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H40. Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H41. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H42. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H43. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H44. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H45. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H46. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H47. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H.48 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Not investigated 
H.49 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.50 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.51 Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.52 Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.53 Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.54 Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.55 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.56 Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.57 Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.58 Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
H.59 Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Not investigated 
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Display A92 shows the following propositions retained. 
 
Display A92 Overview propositions retained T-test 
 Propositions supported 
H36. Autonomy has significantly increased for 
supervisors in the intervention period. 
 
Autonomy has significant increased, what stands for that supervisors think they support autonomy. When 
stimulating the experience of flow, the supervisors support autonomy. It suggests that the supervisors think 
supporting autonomy leads to a flow experience for the teacher. 
 
A8.3 Presentation propositions linear regression analysis 
 
Next Display A92 shows an overview of the propositions that are supported, rejected or not investigated for 
the linear regression analysis. 
 
Display A92 Supported and rejected propositions linear regression analysis flow  
 Propositions Sub conclusions  
H1. Flow has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H2. Absorption has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H3. Enjoyment has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H4. Motivation has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H5. Feedback has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H6. Autonomy has significantly increased for teachers in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H7. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H8. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H9. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H10. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Supported 
H11. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H12. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H13. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H14. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H15. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H16. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H17. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H18. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the start Rejected 
H19. Flow and absorption are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H20. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H21. Flow and motivation are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H22. Flow and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H23. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H24. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H25. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H26. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H27. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H28. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H29. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H30. Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for teachers at the end Rejected 
H31. Flow has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H32. Absorption has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H33. Enjoyment has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H34. Motivation has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H35. Feedback has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H36. Autonomy has significantly increased for supervisors in the intervention period  Not investigated 
H37. Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H38. Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H39. Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H40. Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H41. Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
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H42. Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H43. Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H44. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Supported 
H45. Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H46. Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H47. Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H.48 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the start Rejected 
H.49 Flow and absorption are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.50 Flow and enjoyment are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.51 Flow and motivation are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.52 Flow and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.53 Flow and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Supported 
H.54 Absorption and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.55 Absorption and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.56 Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.57 Enjoyment and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.58 Motivation and feedback are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.59 Motivation and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected 
H.60 Feedback and autonomy are significantly related for supervisors at the end Rejected. 
 
Display A94 shows the following propositions retained. 
 
Display A94 Overview propositions supported linear regression analysis 
 Propositions  supported Benchmark (Steele & Fullagar, 2009, p.11) 
H10. Flow and feedback are significantly related for 
teachers at the start 
Flow and feedback are significantly related for 
students without the variable role clarity 
H44. Enjoyment and feedback are significantly related for 
supervisors at the start 
- 
H.53 Flow and autonomy are significantly related for 
supervisors at the end 
Flow and autonomy are significantly related for 
students. 
 
Flow and feedback are related for the teachers at the start. This correspondents with the findings of (Steele & 
Fullagar, 2009, p.15). It suggests having feedback encourages the experience of flow. Enjoyment and feedback 
are related for supervisors at the start. It suggests that when supervisors experience enjoyment they are more 
focussed at giving feedback to their teachers. Flow and autonomy are related for supervisors at the end what 
suggest that when a supervisor experiences flow he supports more autonomy.  The differences between the 
two period of a supervisor suggests that when a supervisor experiences enjoyment as dimensions from flow, 
there is more support for feedback and that when the supervisor experiences flow there is more support for 
autonomy. It suggest as well that the supervisor might think that giving feedback does not encourage the 
experience of flow and that autonomy does.  
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A9 Communication questionnaires and diaries 
 
This chapter presents the sent e-mails and the reminders. Display A93 shows the structure of the distributed 
questionnaires. In Appendix A9.1 the invitations are presented and in A9.2 the reminders. 
 
Display A93 Structure distributed questionnaires 
Participants Questionnaire Dates in 2014 Repeat/ 
reminder 
Language 
9 Supervisors The work-related flow inventory 
(WOLF) (Bakker, 2008) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
Dutch 
9 Supervisors Job Characteristics Inventory 
(JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
English 
9 Supervisors Learning Climate Questionnaire 
(LCQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
English 
9 Supervisors Dairy booklets 8 September until 
4 October (total 4 
days) 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
Dutch 
9 Teachers The work-related flow inventory 
(WOLF) (Bakker, 2008) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
Dutch  
9 Teachers  Job Characteristics Inventory 
(JCI) (Sims et al., 1976) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
English 
9 Teachers Learning Climate Questionnaire 
(LCQ) (Williams & Deci, 1996) 
1st 4 September  
2nd 6 October 
1st 8 September  
2nd 10 October 
English. 
 
A9.1 Invitations  
 
Below is the first invitation shown for participating on this investigation. The invitation for the teacher was 




Bedankt dat je hebt aangegeven mee te kunnen en willen doen in dit onderzoek naar FLOW in het kader van mijn 
afstudeeronderzoek bij mijn opleiding Managementwetenschappen aan de Open Universiteit. Met de resultaten 
vanuit de dagboeken en de vragenlijsten onderzoek ik wat leidinggevenden in het Voortgezet Onderwijs doen om 
meer FLOW ervaringen te creëren bij de docenten waaraan ze leidinggeven om een nog betere algemene 
werksfeer te creëren en hen nog enthousiaster te laten lesgeven. 
 
Mijn eerste verzoek is of je het dagboek in het bijgevoegde Word document 5 dagen in kunt en wilt vullen. Dit 
hoeven niet 5 aaneengesloten dagen te zijn. Focus bij het invullen op een medewerker waarbij je het gevoel hebt 
dat je de meeste FLOW creëert. Een medewerker waarbij jij voor je gevoel het verschil kunt en wilt maken om deze 
meer FLOW te laten ervaren. Het is dus de bedoeling om je te focussen op één en dezelfde medewerker gedurende 
het gehele onderzoeksproces. Mocht de medewerker niet meer mee kunnen of willen doen in het onderzoek, neem 
dan s.v.p. direct contact op mij. 
 
Mijn tweede verzoek is of je op de dag voorafgaande aan het invullen van je eerste dagboek een vragenlijst wilt 
invullen die ongeveer 10 minuten van je tijd vraagt. De link naar deze vragenlijst is: 
http://www.thesistools.com/web/?id=426137.  Deze vragenlijst (maar dan een andere link) ontvang je nog een 
keer om in te vullen, nadat de 5 dagboeken zijn ingevuld. Je ontvangt een aparte e-mail met de link van deze 
vragenlijst. 
 
De vragenlijsten en dagboeken zullen door mij strikt vertrouwelijk worden behandeld en in het verslag worden 
geanonimiseerd as je dit aangeeft .Dit kun je beslissen op basis van mijn concept verslag. Uiteraard ontvang je na 
afloop het definitieve (geanonimiseerde) verslag van mijn afstudeeronderzoek. 
 
   1 Geef s.v.p. de interventies aan van je medewerker in de door mij aangeleverde tabel 
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2 Houd vijf dagen achter elkaar een dagboek bij op basis van het door mij aangeleverde stramien (als je een dag 
vergeet, wil je dan een dag langer doorgaan?) 
 
Voor vragen of opmerkingen over de vragen kan je contact opnemen met mij via de e-mail: 
m.bent@demeerwaarde.nl<mailto:marijebent@gmail.com> of telefonisch op telefoonnummer 06 16 666 884. 
Deze worden uiteraard ook strikt vertrouwelijk behandeld. Deze uitleg staat ook nog in het bijgevoegde word 
document. 
 






Tekst e-mail aan medewerkers (de medewerkers hebben een andere link) 
 




Voor een onderzoek naar FLOW in het onderwijs wordt uw medewerking gevraagd in de vorm van een vragenlijst 
die digitaal twee keer wordt afgenomen. Via deze link: http://www.thesistools.com/web/?id=425733 gaat u naar 
de vragenlijst. 
 




A9.2 Reminders  
 




Alvast hartelijk bedankt voor het invullen van de vragenlijsten voor de eerste ronde. Hoe gaat het met het 
invullen van het dagboek? Kom je eruit? Lukt het deze uiterlijk volgende week in te vullen? 
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A10 Questionnaires teachers 
 






Fijn dat u wilt deelnemen aan een onderzoek over FLOW in het Voortgezet Onderwijs. Dit onderzoek verricht 
ik in het kader van mijn afstudeeronderzoek van mijn opleiding Managementwetenschappen aan de Open 
Universiteit. U heeft deze uitnodiging via uw leidinggevende ontvangen die zelf ook meewerkt aan het 
onderzoek. Met de uitkomsten van dit onderzoek wil ik adviezen voor de leidinggevenden in het algemeen 
creëren om de onderwijsresultaten en de werksfeer te verbeteren. 
 
Mijn verzoek is om een lijst met vragen en stellingen in te vullen die ongeveer 10 minuten van uw tijd vraagt. 
Het zijn in totaal 34 vragen. U wordt twee keer uitgenodigd om deze lijst in te vullen. De tweede keer zal begin 
de maand oktober zijn. 
 
De lijsten zullen door mij strikt vertrouwelijk worden behandeld. U en andere respondenten (zoals uw 
medewerker) zullen dus niet afzonderlijk herkenbaar zijn in de onderzoeksresultaten. Uiteraard ontvangt u na 
afloop het definitieve verslag van mijn afstudeeronderzoek. 
 
Voor vragen of opmerkingen over de vragen kan u contact opnemen met mij via de e-mail: 
m.bent@demeerwaarde.nl of telefonisch op het telefoonnummer 06 16 66 68 84. Deze worden uiteraard ook 
strikt vertrouwelijk behandeld. 
 






Display A94 shows the questionnaires distributed on teachers.  
 
Display A94 Questionnaires for teachers 
 The work-related flow inventory (WOLF) 
1 Als ik bezig ben, dan denk ik aan niets anders 
2 Ik word enthousiast door mijn werk 
3 Als ik bezig ben, dan vergeet ik alles om me heen 
4 Ik ga helemaal op in mijn werk 
5 Ik krijg een goed gevoel door mijn werk 
6 Ik doe mijn werk met veel plezier 
7 Ik voel me gelukkig tijdens mijn werk 
8 Ik voel me vrolijk tijdens het werken 
9 Ik zou dit werk ook doen als ik minder zou verdienen 
10 Ik merk dat ik ook wil werken in mijn vrije tijd 
11 Ik werk omdat ik er van geniet 
12 Als ik ergens aan werk, doe ik dat voor mezelf 
13 Ik haal mijn motivatie uit het werk zelf en niet uit de beloning die ik daarvoor krijg 
Antwoord 1 = nooit 2 = bijna nooit-3 = soms 4 = regelmatig 5 = vaak 6 = heel vaak 7 = altijd 
 Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) 
1 Ik merk tijdens het werken dat ik mijn werk goed doe 
2 Ik ontvang informatie over mijn werkprestaties van mijn leidinggevende 
3 De resultaten van mijn werk zijn duidelijk zichtbaar 
4 Ik krijg feedback van mijn leidinggevende over hoe goed ik in mijn werk ben 
5 Ik krijg de mogelijkheid om uit te zoeken of ik goed ben in mijn werk 
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6 Ik herken het gevoel wanneer ik mijn werk goed of slecht doe 
Antwoord 1 = heel weinig 2 = weinig 3 = regelmatig 4 = vaak 5 = heel vaak 
 Learning Climate Questionnaire  (JCLQ) 
1 Ik heb het gevoel dat mijn leidinggevende mij keuzes en opties geeft 
2 Ik voel me begrepen door mijn leidinggevende 
3 Ik kan eerlijk zijn tegen mijn leidinggevende 
4 Mijn leidinggevende geeft mij vertrouwen om het goed te doen tijdens mijn werk 
5 Ik heb het gevoel dat mijn leidinggevende mij accepteert 
6 Mijn leidinggevende zorgt ervoor dat ik de doelen begrijp en goed weet wat ik moet doen 
7 Mijn leidinggevende stimuleert mij om vragen te stellen 
8 Ik voel veel vertrouwen in mijn leidinggevende 
9 Mijn leidinggevende beantwoordt mijn vragen volledig en zorgvuldig 
10 Mijn leidinggevende luistert naar hoe ik dingen aan wil pakken 
11 Mijn leidinggevende gaat goed om met de emoties van anderen 
12 Ik heb het gevoel dat mijn leidinggevende mij waardeert 
13 Ik voel me goed over de wijze waarop mijn leidinggevende met mij communiceert 
14 Mijn leidinggevende probeert eerst mijn standpunt te begrijpen, voordat hij/zij een nieuwe werkwijze 
voorstelt 
15 Ik kan mijn gevoelens delen met mijn leidinggevende 
Antwoord 1 = zeer mee oneens  2 = mee oneens 3 = enigszins mee oneens 4  oneens / mee eens  5 = enigszins mee 
eens  6 = mee eens  7 = zeer mee eens. 
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A11 Questionnaires supervisors 
 
This chapter presents the invitations and the questionnaires distributed on the supervisors. 
 











 The work-related flow inventory (WOLF) 
1 Als ik bezig ben, dan denk ik aan niets anders 
2 Ik word enthousiast door mijn werk 
3 Als ik bezig ben, dan vergeet ik alles om me heen 
4 Ik ga helemaal op in mijn werk 
5 Ik krijg een goed gevoel door mijn werk 
6 Ik doe mijn werk met veel plezier 
7 Ik voel me gelukkig tijdens mijn werk 
8 Ik voel me vrolijk tijdens het werken 
9 Ik zou dit werk ook doen als ik minder zou verdienen 
10 Ik merk dat ik ook wil werken in mijn vrije tijd 
11 Ik werk omdat ik er van geniet 
12 Als ik ergens aan werk, doe ik dat voor mezelf 
13 Ik haal mijn motivatie uit het werk zelf en niet uit de beloning die ik daarvoor krijg 
Antwoord 1 = nooit 2 = bijna nooit-3 = soms 4 = regelmatig 5 = vaak 6 = heel vaak 7 = altijd 
 Job Characteristics Inventory (JCI) 
1 In hoeverre weet u of uw medewerker goed bezig is tijdens zijn werk? 
2 In hoeverre geeft u informatie aan uw medewerker over zijn werkprestaties? 
3 In hoeverre zijn de resultaten van uw medewerker duidelijk zichtbaar voor u? 
4 In hoeverre geeft u feedback aan uw medewerker of hij/zij zijn/haar werk goed doet? 
5 In hoeverre geeft u uw medewerker de mogelijkheid om zelf uit te vinden of hij/zij goed is in zijn/haar 
werk? 
6 In hoeverre voelt u of uw medewerker zijn/haar werk goed doet? 
Antwoord 1 = heel weinig 2 = weinig 3 = regelmatig 4 = vaak 5 = heel vaak 
 Learning Climate Questionnaire  (JCLQ) 
1 Ik geef de medewerker keuzes en opties 
2 Ik begrijp de medewerker 
3 De medewerker kan eerlijk tegen mij zijn 
4 Ik vertrouw er op dat de medewerker het werk goed doet 
5 Ik accepteer de medewerker 
6 De medewerker weet wat haar/zijn werk inhoudt en wat de doelen zijn 
7 Ik moedig de medewerker aan om vragen te stellen 
8 De medewerker heeft veel vertrouwen in mij 
9 Ik beantwoord de vragen van de medewerker volledig en zorgvuldig 
10 Ik luister naar hoe de medewerker zaken aan wil pakken 
11 Ik kan goed met de emoties van de medewerker omgaan 
12 De medewerker heeft het gevoel dat ik hem als persoon waardeer 
13 De medewerker vindt de manier waarop ik tegen hem praat prettig 
14 Ik probeer te begrijpen hoe de medewerker ergens tegenaan kijkt, voordat ik een andere werkwijze 
voorstel 
15 De medewerker voelt zich vrij haar/zijn gevoelens met mij de delen 
Antwoord 1 = zeer mee oneens  2 = mee oneens 3 = enigszins mee oneens 4  oneens / mee eens  5 = enigszins mee 
eens  6 = mee eens  7 = zeer mee eens. 
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Dag collega, 
 
Fijn dat u wilt deelnemen aan een onderzoek over FLOW in het Voortgezet Onderwijs. Dit onderzoek verricht 
ik in het kader van mijn afstudeeronderzoek van mijn opleiding Managementwetenschappen aan de Open 
Universiteit. Met de uitkomsten van dit onderzoek wil ik adviezen voor de leidinggevenden in het algemeen 
creëren om de onderwijsresultaten en de werksfeer te verbeteren. 
 
Mijn verzoek is om een lijst met vragen en stellingen in te vullen die ongeveer 10 minuten van uw tijd vraagt. 
Het zijn in totaal 34 vragen. U wordt twee keer uitgenodigd om deze lijst in te vullen. De tweede keer zal begin 
de maand oktober zijn. 
 
De lijsten zullen door mij strikt vertrouwelijk worden behandeld. U en andere respondenten (zoals uw 
medewerker) zullen dus niet afzonderlijk herkenbaar zijn in de onderzoeksresultaten. Uiteraard ontvangt u na 
afloop het definitieve verslag van mijn afstudeeronderzoek. 
 
Voor vragen of opmerkingen over de vragen kan u contact opnemen met mij via de e-mail: 
m.bent@demeerwaarde.nl of telefonisch op het telefoonnummer 06 16 66 68 84. Deze worden uiteraard ook 
strikt vertrouwelijk behandeld. 
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A12 Format dairy booklets 
 




The invitation is send tot the supervisors and emplpyees with an explanation. 
 
Dag collega, 
Bedankt dat je hebt aangegeven mee te kunnen en willen doen in dit onderzoek naar FLOW in het kader van mijn 
afstudeeronderzoek bij mijn opleiding Managementwetenschappen aan de Open Universiteit. Met de resultaten 
vanuit de dagboeken en de vragenlijsten onderzoek ik wat leidinggevenden in het Voortgezet Onderwijs doen om 
meer FLOW ervaringen te creëren bij de docenten waaraan ze leidinggeven om een nog betere algemene 
werksfeer te creëren en hen nog enthousiaster te laten lesgeven.  
Mijn eerste verzoek is of je het dagboek in het bijgevoegde Word document  5 dagen in kunt en wilt vullen. Dit 
hoeven niet 5 aaneengesloten dagen te zijn. Focus bij het invullen op een medewerker waarbij je het gevoel hebt 
dat je de meeste FLOW creëert. Een medewerker waarbij jij voor je gevoel het verschil kunt en wilt maken om deze 
meer FLOW te laten ervaren. Het is dus de bedoeling om je te focussen op één en dezelfde medewerker gedurende 
het gehele onderzoekproces. Mocht de medewerker niet meer mee kunnen of willen doen in het onderzoek, neem 
dan s.v.p. direct contact op mij.  
 
Mijn tweede verzoek is of je op de dag voorafgaande aan het invullen van je eerste dagboek een vragenlijst wilt 
invullen die ongeveer 10 minuten van je tijd vraagt. Deze vragenlijst ontvang je nog een keer om in te vullen, 
nadat de 5 dagboeken zijn ingevuld. Je ontvangt een aparte e-mail met de link van deze vragenlijst. 
De vragenlijsten en dagboeken zullen door mij strikt vertrouwelijk worden behandeld en in het verslag worden 
geanonimiseerd as je dit aangeeft .Dit kun je beslissen op basis van mijn concept verslag. Uiteraard ontvang je na 
afloop het definitieve (geanonimiseerde) verslag van mijn afstudeeronderzoek. 
 
Geef s.v.p. de interventies aan naar je medewerker in de door mij aangeleverde tabel 
 
Houd vijf dagen achter elkaar een dagboek bij op basis van het door mij aangeleverde stramien (als je een dag 
vergeet, wil je dan een dag langer doorgaan?)  
 
Voor vragen of opmerkingen over de vragen kan je contact opnemen met mij via de e-mail: 
m.bent@demeerwaarde.nl of telefonisch op telefoonnummer 06 16 666 884. Deze worden uiteraard ook strikt 
vertrouwelijk behandeld. 




Bijlage 1 Tekst e-mail aan medewerkers 
Zou je de onderstaande tekst willen gebruiken in de e-mail aan je medewerkers? 
Bijlage 2 Kenmerken medewerker 
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A12.2 Dairy booklet 
 
The layout of the dairy booklet sends to the supervisors. 
Onderstaand stramien geeft weer om per dag drie interventies te beschrijven die je gedaan hebt om een 
FLOW ervaring te creëren. Doe je meerdere interventies voel je vrij om die op te schrijven. 
 
Dag 1 
Interventie 1  
Interventie 2  




Interventie 1  
Interventie 2  




Interventie 1  
Interventie 2  




Interventie 1  
Interventie 2  




Interventie 1  
Interventie 2  







Voor een onderzoek naar FLOW in het onderwijs wordt uw medewerking gevraagd in de vorm van een 
vragenlijst die digitaal twee keer wordt afgenomen. Via deze link: ……………….. gaat u naar de vragenlijst. 
 
Met vriendelijke groet, 
……… 
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A13 Analysis diary booklets 
 
A13.1 Propositions supported 
 
In this section the supported propositions are presented (A13.1) and the analysis on feedback is presented 
(13.2). 
 
Display A95 shows the supported propositions. These propositions are related to the findings of the diary 
booklets with a focus at the experiences of the teacher and the interventions of the supervisors. 
 
Display A95 Propositions teachers supported on a .05 significance level 
Nr.  Propositions supported on a .05 level Meaning for flow interventions 
P1 Flow and motivation are related for 
teachers at the start 
- 
P2 Flow and absorption are related for 
teachers at the end 
The flow interventions by the supervisors positively affected the 
relationship between flow and absorption for teachers 
P3 Flow and enjoyment are related for 
teachers at the end 
The flow interventions by the supervisors positively affected the 
relationship between flow and enjoyment for teachers 
P4 Flow and motivation are related for 
teachers at the end 
The flow interventions by the supervisors did not influence the 
relationship between flow and motivation for teachers 
P5 Absorption and autonomy are related for 
teachers at the end 
The flow interventions by the supervisors positively affected the 
relationship between absorption and autonomy for teachers 
P6 Flow and feedback are related for teachers 
at the start 
The flow interventions by the supervisors negatively affected the 
relationship between flow and feedback for teachers 
P3 Autonomy has increased for supervisors in 
the intervention period  
The flow interventions by the supervisors positively affected 
teachers’ autonomy experiences according to these supervisors. 
  
Display A96 shows the propositions of the flow and the dimensions of flow for the experience of the 
supervisors. 
  
Display A96 Propositions supervisors supported on a .05 significance level 
Nr.  Propositions supported on a .05 level 
P1 Flow and absorption are related for supervisors at the start  
P2 Flow and absorption are related for supervisors at the end. 
 
Display A96 shows that absorption (dimension of flow) and autonomy are related for teachers at the end and 
supervisors that supervisors experience that they support more autonomy for their teachers. Feedback only 
comes up at the startwith flow for the teachers and for enjoyment for the supervisors. Steele and Fullagar 
(2009, p. 15) found a relation between feedback and flow. For this reason there is a further qualitative search 
for the relation between feedback and flow with the data from the diary booklets. 
The following chapters show the findings of the gender, age and the average and the difference of the scores 
of the questionnaires. Subsequently are the interventions from the diary booklets from the supervisors 
presented. The dairy booklets in combination with a higher score of in the questionnaires for flow for the 




Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 81) conceptualize feedback as information provided by an agent (e.g., a 
teacher, parent, peer, self). It is a consequence of performance. Feedback is most powerful in a learning 
context, where the feedback is addressed and when there are goals linked to the feedback.  Some feedback is 
more powerful than others and they found out that receiving information feedback about the task, how to do 
it, and feedback with correct information instead of feedback based on incorrect responders are more 
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They suggest that feedback answers three important questions (Display A97).  
 
Display A97 Three feedback questions (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 87) 
 Questions Type of feedback 
1 Where am I going? (What are the goals) Feed Up 
2 How am I going? (What progress is being made toward the goal) Feed Back 
3 Where to next? (What activities need to be undertaken to make better progress). Feed Forward. 
 
The effectively answers to these questions depends on which level the feedback operates. Levels such as: the 
task level, process level, self-regulation level and the self-level (Display A98). 
 
Display A98 Four levels of feedback questions (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 87) 
Task level Process level Self-regulation level Self-level 
How well tasks are 
understood/ performed 
The main process needed 
to understand/ perform 
tasks 
Self-monitoring, directing, 
and regulating of actions 
Personal evaluations and 
affect (usually positive) 
about the learner. 
 
A14 Qualitative analysis diary studies 
 
The supervisors are asked to keep a dive-day dairy on the interventions they do to encourage their teachers’ 
flow. The findings of the diaries are presented in in section A21.6. The concepts are subdivided via encodings 
(Meulen & Otten, 2014, p. 34)27.  
 
A14.1 Qualitative analysis minor intervention effect: Fred and Frederique  
 
Display A99 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Fred and his teachers Frederique. The positive differences indicate an 
increase if the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of 
the experiences towards flow, feedback or autonomy. 
 
Display A99 Fred-Frederique analysis 
Fred and Frederike Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start v 31 5 3.6 6.21 
Teacher at the end v 31 4.54 4.33 6.33 
Difference   .45 -.73 -.12 
Supervisor at the start m 51 3.33 4.5 6.29 
Supervisor at the end m 51 4.21 3.25 6.29 
Difference   -.88 1.25 0.0 
 
The flow experience of the teacher Frederique increases with .45. The feedback and autonomy decreases, 
while supervisor Fred has a negative score for flow and a positive score for feedback and autonomy. 
 
Display A100 shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. Open encoding consist of three stages: 1) codings, 2) axial incoding, 3) 


















Display A100 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 




















































































   Gang, 
gesprekje, 
overleg, ABer 



















































   Persoonlijk, 
gesprekje. 
 
Display A101 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
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Display A101 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘Mentorgesprekken’, 
‘Terugkoppelingsgesprek’, ‘Gesprekje’ 
, ‘Overleg’, ‘Gesprek’, ‘PAP Gesprek’ 
(8x) 
Different words for conversations Conversations 
‘Navragen’, ‘Besproken’, ‘Evalueren’, 
‘Meedenken’ (4x) 
Different synonyms for talking Dialogue 
‘Persoonlijke’,  ‘Aandacht’ (4x) ‘Persoonlijk’ comes more often up Personal 
‘Schooltijd’ (3x) Three times the same word School time  
‘Complimenteren’ (2x) Two times the same word Compliment 
‘Ruimte’, ‘Gang’ (2x) Word about location Location  
‘Les’ - - 
‘Tijdens’ - - 
‘Geven’ - - 
‘Gewoon’ - - 
‘Meewerken’ - - 
‘’Lik-op-stuk’ - - 
‘ABer’ - - 
‘Bevestigend’ - - 
‘Maatwerk’  - - 
‘2BV1’ - - 
‘Werkdruk’  - - 
‘Corrigerend’ - -. 
 
Display A101 show that from the 35 open encodings there 6 axial encodings are withdrawn: ‘Conversations’, 
‘Dialogue, ‘school time’, ‘Personal’, ‘Compliment’ and  ‘Location’. Display A102 shows the axial encodings and 
the numbers of interventions form the supervisor on the different feedback levels. 
 
Display A102 Summary findings Fred-Frederique 





 4 4 3 1 
 
Conversations 8 
Talk about 4 





Supervisor Fred’s interventions focus on the Task level (4 times) and the Process level (4), rather than the self-
regulation level (3) or the Self level (1). 
 
A14.2 Qualitative Analysis major intervention effect: Paul and Pauline  
 
Display A103 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Paul and his teachers Pauline. The positive differences indicate an increase if 
the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of the 
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Display A103 Paul-Pauline analysis 
Paul and Pauline Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start v 50 5.15 2.5 6 
Teacher at the end v 50 4.77 2.67 5.67 
Difference   .38 - 0.33 
Supervisor at the start m 57 3.92 2.67 5.8 
Supervisor at the end m 57 4 3.17 5.75 
Difference   -.08 - .05 
 
Display A104 Shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A104 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
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Display A105 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
(2007, p. 87) and the encoding of Meulen and Otten (2014, p. 35). 
 
Display A105 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘Doorgesproken’, ‘Gesproken’, 
‘nabesproken’, ‘besproken’ (7x) 
Different synonyms for talking  Dialogue 
‘Leerlingbespreking’, ‘gesprek’ (5x) Different words for conversations Conversation 
‘Specifiek’, ‘betreffende’ (5x)  Specific is more used Specific 
‘Advies’, ‘tips’, ‘trucs’ (4x) Advice is more used Advice 
‘Leerling’ (4x) Fourtimes word ‘leerling’ Pupil 
‘Les, lesgeven (3x) Synonyms for teaching Teach 
‘Beginnend’, ‘eerste’ (2x) Starting more concrete Starting 
‘Aanpakken’, ‘aanpak’ (2x) Same words different endings Approach 
‘Klas’ (2x) Two times same word Class 
‘Format’ (2x) Two times same word Format 
‘Geobserveerd’, ‘observatie’ (2x) Same words different endings Observation 
‘Collega’ (2x) Two times same word Colleague 
‘Mogelijk’  - - 
‘Gegeven’ - - 
‘Efficiënt’ - - 
‘Geweest’  - - 
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‘Samen’ - - 
‘Vraag’ - - 
‘Gevraagd’ - - 
‘Gang’ - - 
‘Benoemd’ - - 
‘Goed’ - - 
‘Voorbereid’ - - 
‘Weken’ - - 
‘Docent’ - - 
‘Enthousiasme’ - - 
‘Gecomplimenteerd’ - - 
‘Werkwijze’  - - 
‘Inhoud’ - - 
‘Gedrag’ - - 
‘Moeder’ - - 
‘Reactie’ - - 
‘Plan’ - -. 
 
Display A105 that from the 61 open encodings there 12 axial encodings are withdrawn; ‘Dialogue, 
‘conversation’, ‘specific’, ‘advice’, ‘pupil’, ‘teach’, ‘starting’, ‘approach’, ‘class’, ‘format’, ‘observation’ and  
‘colleague’. Display A106 shows the axial encodings and the numbers of interventions form the supervisor on 
the different feedback levels. 
 










 2 4 4 2 
 













Supervisor Paul’s interventions focus on the process level (4 times) and the self-regulation level (4), rather 
than the task level (2) or the self level (2). 
 
A14.3 Qualitative analysis minor intervention effect: Hans and Henrike  
 
Display A107 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Nail and his teachers Nadya. The positive differences indicate an increase if 
the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of the 
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Display A107 Hans-Henrike Analysis 
Hans and Henrike Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start v 31 4.39 4.48 6.27 
Teacher at the end v 31 4.08 5.6 6 
Difference   .31 -1.12 .27 
Supervisor at the start m 39 5 5.14 6.13 
Supervisor at the end m 39 5.15 5.14 5.6 
Difference   -.15 0.00 .53 
 
Display A108 shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A108 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
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Display A109 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘Medewerker’ (15x) Using same word 15 times Teacher 
‘Mentorklas’, ‘leerlingen’, ‘klas’, 
‘mentorleerlingen’ (6x) 
All words are synonyms for pupils Pupils 
‘Bespreken’, ‘overleg’, ‘overdracht’, 
‘nabespreking’, ‘doorgesproken’ (5x) 
Different type of conversations Conversation 
 ‘Taak’, ‘Werk’ (3x) ‘Job’ most common word Job 
‘Geven’, ‘gaf’, ‘uitvoeren’ (3x) In context words explain teaching Teach 
‘Verantwoordelijk’, ‘motivatie’, 
‘gemotiveerd’ (3x) 
All words synonyms for motivation Motivation 
‘Observeerde’ , ‘kijken’ (2x) All words synonyms for observation Observation 
‘Gedeelde’, ‘gedeeld’ (2x) Using same words Sharing 
‘Afwezig’, ‘afwezigheid’ (2x) Words explain both absent Absent 
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‘Nagedacht’ , ‘denkt’ (2x) ‘nagedacht’ past of think Think 
‘Volgen’, ‘volgend’ (2x) Using same words Follow 
‘Bovenbouw’, ‘onderbouw’ (2x) Different divisions  Division 
‘Daarin’, ‘Bij’ (2x) Both words means ‘near’ Near  
‘Voelt’, ‘intrinsiek’ (2x) ‘Voelt’ is intrinsic Intrinsic 
‘Les’, ‘vak’ (2x) Different word with same explanation Lesson 
‘Positief’, ‘Goed’ (2x) Both positive emtions Positive 
‘Mentoren’, ‘Anderen’ (2x) In context both words are about others Others 
‘Ludiek’, ‘Bijzonder’ (2x) Synonyms for special Special  
‘Extra’ - - 
‘Zitten’ - - 
‘Eigen’ - - 
‘Inzicht’ - - 
‘Toegesproken’ - - 
‘Staan’  - - 
‘Effect’ - - 
‘Binnenkort’ - - 
‘Tijdelijk’ - - 
‘Aandacht’ - - 
‘Nodig’ - - 
‘Geregeld’ - - 
‘Verbetervoorstellen’  - - 
‘Jaar’  - - 
‘Gelukkig’  - - 
‘Arbeidsethos’ - - 
‘Mist’ - - 
‘Pauzes’ - - 
‘Vertonen’ - - 
‘Moeten’ - - 
‘Gedrag’ - - 
‘Waarom’ - - 
‘Geen’ - - 
‘Probleem’ - - 
‘Hoort’ - - 
‘Nieuw’ - - 
‘Waarvan’ - - 
‘Weten’ - - 
‘Tijdelijk’  - - 
‘Stoppen’  - - 
‘Hiervoor’ - - 
‘Cursus‘ - - 
‘Vervolg’ - - 
‘Concreet’ - -. 
 
Display A109 shows that from the 94 open encodings disclose 18 axial encodings: ‘Pupils’, ‘conversation’, 
‘Job’, ‘teach’,  ‘sharing’,  ‘motivation’,  ‘observation’,  ‘think’,  ‘absent’, ‘follow’,  ‘intrinsic’,  ‘division’,  ‘positive’,  
‘special', ‘lesson’,  ‘near’ and  ‘others’.  
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Supervisor Hans’ interventions focus on the self-regulation level (7 times) rather than the process level (4), the 
task level (2) or the self level (0). 
 
A14.4 Qualitative analysis minor intervention effect: Ann and Annemiek  
 
Display A111 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences. The positive 
differences indicate an increase if the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative 
differences reveal a decrease of the experiences towards flow, feedback or autonomy. 
 
Display A111 Ann-Annemiek analysis 
Ann and Annemiek Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start v 37 4.54 3.96 5.93 
Teacher at the end v 37 4.31 3.96 5.87 
Difference   .23 .00 .06 
Supervisor at the start v 37 4.69 4.90 6.47 
Supervisor at the end v 37 4.92 5.14 6.00 
Difference   -.23 -.24 .47 
 
Display A112 Shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A112 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
  Task level  Process level  Self-
regulation  
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Display A112 Shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A113 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
(2007, p. 87) and the encoding of Meulen and Otten (2014, p. 35) 
 
Display A113 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘prive’, ‘kinderen’,’huis’,’weekend’, 
‘gezin’, ‘sporten’ , ‘thuis’, ‘persoonlijk’ 
(9x) 
All words are about activities outside 
the job 
Private 
‘Overleg’, ‘afspraak’, ‘gesprek’, ‘klets’, 
‘afspraken’, ‘gesprekje’ (7x) 
The word ’gesprek’ is most common Conversations  
‘checken’, ‘monitoren’, ‘vragen’, 
‘product’, ‘procesbewaking’, ‘proces’ 
(6x) 




‘collega’s’, ‘teamvergadering’ (4x) 
All words connect with cooperation 
and the colleagues.  
Cooperation 
‘welbevinden’, ‘waardering’, 
‘compliment’, ‘samen’ (4x) 
Positive emotions about cooperation. Positive 
‘lunchen’, ‘koffie’ (2x) Taking a break Break 
‘Ziekte’,‘vermoeidheid (2x) Words influences each other Illness 
‘Uitgesproken’ (1x) - - 
‘overgenomen’ (1x) - - 
‘surveillance’ (1x) - - 
‘vroeg’ (1x) - - 
‘Ouderavond’ (1x) - -. 
 
Display A113 Show that from the 58 open encodings there 6 axial encodings are withdrawn; ‘Private’, 
‘Conversations’, ‘Monitoring’, ‘Cooperation’, ‘Positive’ and ‘Break’.  
 




















Display A114 shows that Ann’s interventions focus focuses most at the Self level (10 times), rather than the 
Process level (3), self-regulation (2) and the Task level (2). 
 
A14.5 Qualitative analysis major flow intervention effect: Nail and Nadya 
 
Display A115 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Nail and his teachers Nadya. The positive differences indicate an increase if 
the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of the 
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Display A115 Nail-Nadya analysis  
Nail and Nadya Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher Nadya at the start v 42 5.39 5.14 5.8 
Teacher Nadya at the end v 42 5.23 5.36 5.73 
Nadya’s perception of flow intervention effect   .16 -.22 0.07 
Supervisor Nail at the start m 60 4.77 4.20 5.73 
Supervisor Nail at the end m 60 4.31 4.90 5.91 
 Nail’s perception of flow intervention effect    .46 -.07 -.18 
 
Flow increases during the intervention period for teacher Nadya and decreases for Nail, while feedback 
experience for both increases. The teacher experience more autonomy, but the supervisors do not perceive 
this. 
 
Display A116 shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A116 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
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Display A117 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
(2007, p. 87) and the encoding of Meulen and Otten (2014, p. 35). 
 
Display A117 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encodings 
‘Gesprek’, ‘gesprekje’, ‘nagesprek’, 
‘telefoongesprek’ (6x) 
‘Types’ of conversations Conversations 
‘Leerling’ (2x) ‘Only‘ pupil shows up Pupil 
‘Lesbezoek’ (2x) Two times same word Classroom observation 
‘Gedragsproblemen’ (1x) - - 
‘Wegstuurde’ (1x) - -. 
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Display A117 shows that from the 14 open encodings disclose 3 axial encodings: ‘conversations’ , ‘pupil’ and 
classroom observation.  
 
Display A118 Summary findings Nail-Nadya 
Supervisor 
Nail 














Display A118 shows that supervisor Nail’s interventions focus on the process level (7 times) rather than the self 
level (1), the task level (0) or the self-regulation level (0). Within the process level the focus is on conversations 
(6) and pupils (2). 
 
A14.6 Qualitative analysis minor intervention effect: Babs and Bertus  
 
Display A119 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Babs and her teachers Bertus. The positive differences indicate an increase if 
the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of the 
experiences towards flow, feedback or autonomy. 
 
Display A119 Babs-Bertus analysis 
Babs and Bertus Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start m 50 3.92 3.74 5.87 
Teacher at the end m 50 4.08 3.96 5.79 
Difference   -.16 -.22 .08 
Supervisor at the start v 46 5.08 3.26 5.93 
Supervisor at the end v 46 5.08 3.74 5.73 
Difference   .00 -.48 .20 
 
Display A120 shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A120 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
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Display A121 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
(2007, p. 87) and the encoding of Meulen and Otten (2014, p. 35). 
 
Display A121 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘Gesprek’, ‘gesproken’, ‘gesprekje’, 
‘verhaal’ (6x) 
Different words for conversations Conversation 
‘Positieve’, ‘goed’ (4x) Positive emotions about cooperation. Positive 
‘Medewerker’, ‘Bertus’ (4x) Name ‘Bertus’ stands for teacher Teacher 
‘Terugkoppeling’, ‘teruggegeven’ (4x) ‘Terugkoppeling’ most common word Feedback 
‘Gegeven’, ‘aangeboden’ (3x) ‘Gegeven’  most common word Provided 
‘Zorgopmerking’, ‘zorg’ (3x) ‘Zorg’  most common word Care 
‘Gevraagd’  (2x) Two times same word Asked 
‘Daarnaast’ (2x) Two times same word Besides 
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‘Compliment’ (2x) Two times same word Compliment 
‘Waarom’ (2x) Two times same word Why 
‘Uitnodiging’ (2x) Two times same word Invitation 
‘Volgende’ (2x) Two times same word Next 
‘Collega’ (2x) Two times same word Colleague 
‘Tip’, ‘steun’ (2x) Both words synonym for ‘advice’ Advice 
‘Veranderd’ - - 
‘Ingezoomd’ - - 
‘Stap’  - - 
‘Ervaart’ - - 
‘Contact’ - - 
‘Mail’ - - 
‘Botsing’ - - 
‘Situatie’ - - 
‘Last’ - - 
‘Lln.’ - - 
‘Voortgang’ - - 
‘Aanpak’ - - 
‘Gezondheid’ - - 
‘Omtrent’ - - 
‘Niet’ - - 
‘Beschuldigen’ - - 
‘Bedanken’ - - 
‘Gezondheid’ - - 
‘Vader’ - - 
‘Opgepakt’ - - 
‘Melden’ - -. 
 
Display A121 show that from the 59 open encodings there 14 axial encodings are withdrawn; ‘Conversation, 
‘positive, ‘teacher’, ‘feedback’, ‘provided, ‘care’, ‘asked’, ‘besides’, ‘compliment’, ‘why’, ‘invitation’, ‘next’, 
‘colleague’ and ‘advice’. 
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Self-regulation 4 
Self level 3 
 
Display A122 shows that supervisor Babs’ interventions focus on the Self-regulation level (4 times) rather than 
the self level (3), the task level (0) or the process level (0). 
 
A14.7 Qualitative analysis minor intervention effect: Rae and Rachel  
 
Display A123 shows the mean of the questionnaires (WOLF, JCI and JCLQ) and the differences after the 
intervention period for supervisor Rae and her teachers Rachel. The positive differences indicate an increase if 
the experience towards flow, feedback or autonomy. The negative differences reveal a decrease of the 
experiences towards flow, feedback or autonomy. 
 
Display A123 Rae-Rachel analysis 
Rae and Rachel Gender Age Flow Feedback Autonomy 
Teacher at the start v 23 4.85 4.37 5.77 
Teacher at the end v 23 5.15 4.20 5.87 
Difference    -.30 .17 -.10 
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Supervisor at the start v 55 5.77 3.96 6.07 
Supervisor at the end v 55 5.07 4.44 5.93 
Difference   .70 -.48 .14 
 
Flow decrease during the intervention period for the teacher. The supervisor experiences more flow. The 
teacher experiences more feedback during the intervention period but the supervisors does not endorse this. 
The teacher feels less autonomy but the supervisors does not endorse this.  
 
Display A124 shows the diary outcomes linked at the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 87) and 
the open encodings are described. 
 
Display A124 Diary outcomes with determination at feedback levels on open encodings 
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Display A125 shows the determination of the diary booklets with the feedback levels of Hattie and Timperley 
(2007, p. 87) and the encoding of Meulen and Otten (2014, p. 35). 
 
Display A125 Axial encodings from the encodings of diary booklets 
Open encodings Analysis Axial encoding 
‘Gevraagd’ (4x) Same words  Asking 
‘Voet’, ‘schoen’ (3x) Words about feet Feet 
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‘Pauze’, ‘koffiepauze’ (3x) Words about break Break 
‘Succes’ (2x) Same words Success 
‘Gewenst’ (2x) Same words Wish 
‘Ingreep’ (2x) Same words Operation 
‘Les’ (2x) Same words Lesson 
‘Ouderavond’ (2x) Same words Parent 
‘Vooraf’,  ‘afloop’ (2x) Words about the timing Timing 
‘Telefoongesprek’, ‘gesprek’ (2x) Words about conversations Conversations 
‘Lopen’, ‘teruglopen’ (2x) Words about walking Walk 
‘Waarom’ - - 
‘Nodig’ - - 
‘Operatie’ - - 
‘Allemaal’ - - 
‘Goed’ - - 
‘Gang’ - - 
‘Gewone’ - - 
‘Opmerking’ - - 
‘Weekend’ - - 
‘Fiets’ - -. 
 
Display A125 show that from the 36 open encodings there 11 axial encodings are withdrawn; ‘Asking, ‘Feet, 
‘Break’, ‘Success’, ‘Wish, ‘Operation’, ‘Lesson, ‘Parent’, ‘Timing’, ‘why’, ‘Conversations’, ‘Walk’. 
 
Display A126 shows that from the 36 open encodings disclose 11 axial encodings: ‘asking’ , ‘feet’, ‘break’, 
‘succes’, ‘wish’, ‘operation’, ‘lesson’, ‘parent’, ‘timing’, ‘conversations’, and walk.  
 
























Supervisor Rae’s interventions focus on the Self level (8 times) rather than the Self-regulation level (1), the 
Task level (0) or the Self level (0). 
 
A14.8 Findings diary booklets axial encoding 
 
Display A127 shows the axial encodings of the 7 diary booklets. The questionnaires’ scores are ranked from the 
highest flow increased score (Fred) to the lowest flow decreased score (Rae). 
 
Display A127 Summary score feedback levels each of each supervisor 
 Fred Paul Hans Ann Nail Babs Rae Sum  
Y1 Flow teacher .45 .38 .31 .23 .16 -.22 -.30  
Task level 4 2 2 2 0 0 0 10 
Process level 4 4 4 3 5 0 0 20 
Self-regulation level 3 4 7 2 2 4 1 23 
Self level 1 2 0 10 1 3 8 25 
Sum  level 12 12 13 17 8 7 9 
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Display A127 shows that Fred has most improved his teachers’ flow (.45), followed by Paul (.38), Hans (.31), 
Ann (.23) and Nail (.16). Babs (-.22) and Rae (-.30) have negatively intervened in their teachers’ flow 
experiences.  
 
The four supervisors with the highest scores (Fred, Paul, Hans and Ann) have decribed the most interventions 
in their diaries; respectively, 12, 12, 13 and 17 interventions, while Nail, Babs and Rae report 7, 7 and 9 
interventions in their diaries.  
 
The Task level score lowest with 10 times and the Self level the highest with 25 times. The four supervisors 
(Fred, Paul, Hans and Ann) with the highest score report the most interventions at the Task level respectively 
(4, 2, 2 and 2) and the Process level respectively (4, 4, 4 and 3) comparing to the other three supervisors (Nail, 
Babs and Rae) with ‘0’ interventions on the task level and respectively 5, 0 and o on the process level. It 
suggests that feedback at the task level and the process level encourage flow. Feedback at the self-regulation 
does not seem to make a difference and feedback at the self level seems to disturb flow.  
 
Display A128 shows the pronunciations of Fred with the highest score and the most feedback at the Task level 
and Process level. 
 
Display A128 Pronunciations Fred 
 Pronunciations Fred 
1 Gewoon persoonlijke aandacht. 
2 Op de gang gesprekje n.a.v. een overleg met [ambulant 
begeleider] 
3 Na schooltijd navragen hoe iets liep, evalueren. 
4 Voor schooltijd gesprek over [les] [klas]. 
5 Terugkoppelingsgesprek, bevestiging geven. 
Display A129 shows the axial encodings described by (Meulen & Otten, 2014, p. 34). The score of each item 
respensent theword cluster, the axial encoding (See Appendix A13). 
Display A129 axial encodings diary booklets 
Supervisor Talk about= dialogue 
Fred Conversations Dialogue Personal  
 8 4 4 
Paul Dialogue Conversation Specific Advice Pupil 
 7 5 5 4 4 
Hans Teacher Pupils Conversation 
 15 6 5 
Ann Conversations Monitoring Cooperation Positive 
 7 6 4 4 
Nail Conversations 
 6 
Babs Conversation Positive Teacher Feedback 




The most flow creating supervisor Fred employs conversations, dialogue and personal. The most flow 
disturbing Rae especially employs ‘asking’.  
This suggests that conversations enhance flow, whereas asking disturbs it. All supervisors employ ‘personal’. 
The two supervisors with the highest score (Fred and Paul) have the axial encoding ‘dialogue’. It suggests that 
there is a difference in having conversations and dialogues. The axial encoding ‘conversation’ represents small 
talks and the axial encoding ‘talk about’ represents planned conversations, mostly about pupils. The 
intervention of the supervisor is talk with the teacher but make also appointments and plan conversations.  
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A15 Analysis’ LIWC 
 
In the following sections (A23.1) a correlation analyses is presented to examine the cohesion among the 
variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 13) and a linear regression analysis (A23.2) on the variables to 
investigate the significant relationships among te variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 140). 
 
A15.1 Correlation analysis 
 
Display A130 Presents the Spearman correlations () on Flow’ with the variables ‘affect’, ‘posemo’, ‘tentat’ and 





Display A130 Correlation analysis LIWC (diary booklets) 
Correlations LIWC 





1.000 .927** .795* -.300 .494 -.010 .964** -.883** .412 .412 -.649 
Sig. (2-tailed) . .003 .033 .513 .259 .983 .000 .008 .358 .358 .115 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Posemo Correlation 
Coefficient 
.927** 1.000 .875** -.427 .674 -.109 .964** -.703 .618 .618 -.613 
Sig. (2-tailed) .003 . .010 .339 .097 .815 .000 .078 .139 .139 .144 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Discrep Correlation 
Coefficient 
.795* .875** 1.000 -.408 .885** .120 .875** -.473 .676 .676 -.591 
Sig. (2-tailed) .033 .010 . .364 .008 .798 .010 .284 .096 .096 .162 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Tentat Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.300 -.427 -.408 1.000 -.315 .577 -.355 .000 -.515 -.515 .793* 
Sig. (2-tailed) .513 .339 .364 . .492 .175 .435 1.000 .237 .237 .033 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Future Correlation 
Coefficient 
.494 .674 .885** -.315 1.000 .000 .674 -.178 .764* .764* -.401 
Sig. (2-tailed) .259 .097 .008 .492 . 1.000 .097 .702 .046 .046 .373 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Up Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.010 -.109 .120 .577 .000 1.000 -.109 .059 -.338 -.338 .473 
Sig. (2-tailed) .983 .815 .798 .175 1.000 . .815 .900 .459 .459 .284 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Excl Correlation 
Coefficient 
.964** .964** .875** -.355 .674 -.109 1.000 -.811* .618 .618 -.685 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .010 .435 .097 .815 . .027 .139 .139 .090 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
School Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.883** -.703 -.473 .000 -.178 .059 -.811* 1.000 -.204 -.204 .500 
Sig. (2-tailed) .008 .078 .284 1.000 .702 .900 .027 . .661 .661 .253 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Achieve Correlation 
Coefficient 
.412 .618 .676 -.515 .764* -.338 .618 -.204 1.000 1.000** -.612 
Sig. (2-tailed) .358 .139 .096 .237 .046 .459 .139 .661 . . .144 
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N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Sports Correlation 
Coefficient 
.412 .618 .676 -.515 .764* -.338 .618 -.204 1.000** 1.000 -.612 
Sig. (2-tailed) .358 .139 .096 .237 .046 .459 .139 .661 . . .144 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
Flow Correlation 
Coefficient 
-.649 -.613 -.591 .793* -.401 .473 -.685 .500 -.612 -.612 1.000 
Sig. (2-tailed) .115 .144 .162 .033 .373 .284 .090 .253 .144 .144 . 
N 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7. 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 




Display A130 shows that tentative correlates (.79) positive to flow and affection (-.65), positive emotions (-.62) 
and excluding correlates negative to flow (-.69). This indicates that there is a positive connection to employing 
tentative words and flow. Probably is a tentative way of speaking to the teachers an intervention to encourage 
the experience of flow.  
 
According to Zijlstra et al. (2004, p. 272) who describes the use of a text analysis programme makes it 
poossible to understand emotional interventions. Display A131 shows the correlations with the highest score. 
 





Affect Correlation Coefficient -.649 
Sig. (2-tailed) .115 
N 7 
Posemo Correlation Coefficient -.613 
Sig. (2-tailed) .144 
N 7 
Tentat Correlation Coefficient .793* 
Sig. (2-tailed) .033 
N 7 
Excl Correlation Coefficient -.685 
Sig. (2-tailed) .090 
N 7 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Display A131 shows that ‘Affect’, ‘Posemo’, ‘Tentat’ and ‘Excl’ correlates highest and only ‘tentat’ shows a 
significant score. This suggests that ‘tentative’ way of communicates encourages the experience of flow. With 
these four variables is a regression analysis’ runned. 
 
A15.2 Linear regression analysis LIWC 
 
Linear regression analyses have been conducted to investigate the significant relationships among flow. The 
aim is to determine whether the independent variables‘affect’, ‘posemo’, ‘tentat’ and ‘excl’ explain the 
dependent variable. When independent variables turned out to be not significant, the least significant variable 
was removed before the analysis was repeated (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p. 140). 
 
Display A132 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variables ‘affect’, ‘posemo’, ‘tentat’ and ‘excl’. 
 





Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .241 .216  1.114 .381 
Affect -.042 .283 -.258 -.149 .895 
Posemo -.142 .301 -.811 -.472 .683 
Tentat .168 .181 .349 .926 .452 
Excl .103 .566 .380 .183 .872. 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow 
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Display A133 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variables ‘posemo’, ‘tentat’ and ‘excl’. 
 
Display A133 Independent variables on flow LIWC (diary booklets) 
Coefficients’ 
Model 2 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .242 .177  1.365 .266 
Posemo -.155 .237 -.884 -.655 .559 
Tentat .158 .140 .330 1.134 .339 
Excl .052 .367 .191 .141 .897. 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow 
 
The variable ‘excl’ turns out to be the first independent variables that are removed with a significance of .879. 
 
Display A134 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variables ‘posemo’ and  ‘tentat’.  
 
Display A134 Independent variables on flow LIWC (diary booklets) 
Coefficients’ 
Model 3 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .246 .152  1.626 .179 
Posemo -.122 .044 -.698 -2.763 .051 
Tentat .158 .121 .329 1.300 .263. 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow 
 
The variable ‘tentat’ turn out to be the first independent variables who is removed with a significance of .263  
 
Display A135 presents the regression for ‘Flow’ with the variable ‘posemo’. 
 
Display A135 Independent variables on flow LIWC (diary booklets) 
Coefficients’ 
Model 4 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 
t Sig. 
B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) .402 .100  4.027 .010 
Posemo -.147 .043 -.839 -3.442 .018. 
a. Dependent Variable: Flow 
 
The variable ‘Posemo’ turns out to be the first independent variable that is not removed and the linear 
regression shows a significance of .018. It suggests that positive emotions influences the flow experience 
negative. A supervisor should not use too much positive emotion in the feedback but problaby provide 
feedback at the job performance.  
  





Abstract Bent (2015) A flow Paradox 
 
There are no studies known on flow interventions by supervisors of Dutch secondary schools on how to 
enhance the flow of their teachers. Yet, in the higher educational context, Steele and Fullagar (2009) claim 
that professors can enhance college students’ flow by (1) Provision of feedback and (2) support for autonomy. 
However, Steele and Fullagar (2009) do not distinguish between the three flow dimensions as e.g. (Bakker, 
2005) does in the educational context in music schools. He describes three core aspects of flow: Absorption,  
enjoyment and intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, Steele and Fullagar (2009) do not include Bakker’s (2005) 
claim that flow is contagious, which means that flow of supervisors and teachers go together well. In addition, 
they do not differentiate between levels of feedback as Hattie and Timperley (2007) do: Task, process, self-
regulation (action)  and self (thinking) levels. Finally, they do not discrimate the degree of tentavity in 
feedback (Barunek & Rynes, 2010) and references to positive emotions (Bono and Ilies (2006).  
This investigation concludes that from a teachers’ experience, the school supervisors’ flow interventions 
enhanced associating flow and its dimensions absorption and enjoyment, while these interventions 
maintained the relationship between flow and motivation from the period prior to the interventions. The 
interventions connected feedback and autonomy in the teachers’ experience, while they did not in the 
supervisors’ perceptions. These interventions did not link flow (or  any of its dimensions) and the provision of 
feedback and support for autonomy from the teachers’ perspective. The interventions decreased the teachers’ 
support for autonomy experiences in the supervisors’ perceptions, while they did not from the teachers’ 
perspective. Next, enhancing teachers’ flow resulted in a decreased supervisors’ flow in their perceptions. 
Finally, the flow interventions were focussed on the provision of feedback. The provision of feedback before a 
task was conducted was more effective as were personal, limited positive emotional and tentative feedback 
styles. While feedback on task and process levels enhanced flow, feedback at a personal level and posing 
questions decreased it.  
 
This investigation implies that the claim by Steele and Fullagar (2009), that ‘flow is enhanced by the of 
feedback and by support for autonomy’ in the higher educational context of professors and college students, 
was transferred on the ‘provision of feedback’ to the secondary educational context of school supervisors and 
teachers, while it was not on ‘support for autonomy’. Furthermore, the findings of this thesis contradicted the 
claim by Bakker (2005) in the context of the educational domain in secondary education that flow is 
contageous, as the teachers’ flow enhancement resulted in  decreased supervisors’ flow. However, this 
investigation only included a group of seven supervisors and one of their teachers, selected by these 
supervisors themselves. Thus, these implications should be seen as preliminary. Yet, as these implications 
seem to falsify the core of the current flow theory, further research is recommended. Finally, additional 
research should include the measurement of the supervisors’ perceptions of their teachers’ flow.  
 
A primary provisory practical implication is that school supervisors by enhancing their teachers’ flow, might 
focus, on the task level, on feedforward: performance information provided before a task is conducted. 
Furthermore, it appears that these supervisors might direct this feedforward primarily at the self-regulation 
level such as self-monitoring and self-reflecting of their teachers on their teaching, and on their conversations 
with pupils and their preparations for classes. In this way viable lessons might be established. In addition, 
supervisors are recommended to provide feedback in personal, tentative dialogues about the feelings of a 
person in relation to work. Most of all, these supervisors should be aware of the flow paradox: enhancing their 
teachers’ flow might decrease their own flow. However, small interventions and tentative approaches in the 
conversations and dialogues might prevent their flow decrease. 
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1 Permission for publishing (see SD card 10. Permission). 
2 Description by the artist (Bill Viola): Catherine’s Room is a private view into the room of a solitary woman who 
goes about a series of daily rituals from morning until night. The woman’s actions are simple and purposeful, and 
appear simultaneously in parallel across five flat panel screens arranged in a horizontal row. Each panel 
represents a different time of day: morning, afternoon, sunset, evening and night. A small window in the wall 
reveals a view of the outside world where the branches of a tree are visible. In each panel the tree is seen in 
successive stages of its annual cycle, from spring blossoms to bare branches.  
 http://www.beteor.nl/actueel/nieuws/nieuw-leernetwerk-voor-teamleiders?se=leernetwerk 
4 Mate waarin de resultaten van een onderzoek voor theorievorming van belang kunnen zijn (Baarda e.a., 
2001, p. 246) 
5 (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 87) describes this as: ‘How well tasks are understood/ performed’. 
6 http://www.beteor.nl/actueel/nieuws/nieuw-leernetwerk-voor-teamleiders?se=leernetwerk 
7 www.viascholen.nl 
8 Thanks to K. Schaap for citation 
9 http://mypage.iu.edu/~haguinis; source: ISI Web of Knowledge-Journal Citation Reports) 
10 http://library.williams.edu/memex/2242/ 
11 Aguinis (2013-07-26) Impact factor data journals http://science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-
bin/jrnlst/jlsearch.cgi?PC=MASTER&Error=1    
12 See: http://www.springer.com/social+sciences/wellbeing+%26+quality-of-life/journal/10902 
13 Steele and Fullagar employed ‘Hypotheses’ instead of propositions, ‘instructor and professor’ instead of 
supervisor and ‘student’ instead of teacher 
 
15 Steele and Fullagar employed ‘Hypotheses’ instead of propositions, ‘instructor and professor’ instead of 
supervisor and ‘student’ instead of teacher 
16 The structure of this document is inspired by Luchies (2014) and Van Petegem (2014), colleagues of the 
thesis theme OD-MP 
17 Translated by dictionnairy ‘Nederlandse- en Vlaamse onderwijstermen in het engels’ (Broekhof et al., 1999) 
18 MAVO = junior general secondary education, HAVO= senior general secondary education, VWO= pre-
university education (Broekhof et al., 1999, p. 85, 132 and 240) 
19 VMBO = pre-vocational secondary education (Broekhof et al., 1999, p. 233) 
20 Yin describes this concept in Case study research (2014, p. 14)  
21 www.thesistools.com 
22 Thanks to M. Eggengoor-Bosscher (2015) for citation 
23 Hattie and Timperley (2007, p. 93) describes ‘teachers’ as ‘student’ 
24 Thanks to M. van Petegem for citation. 
25 Thanks to E. Rosema (2015) for citation. 
26 Thanks to E. Rosema (2015) for citation. 
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